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I am a member of and advisor to CURE, Citizens United for the

Rehabilitation of Errants. My interest in criminal justice grew out

of my initially reluctant participation in a League of Women Voters'

study of oklahoma's prison system. The league believes in informed

citizen participation in government; the first workshop I attended

made me realize how badly misinformed I had been about the effectiveness

of the criminal justice system.

A graduate of the Columbia University School of Library Science,

with experience both as a research librarian and as a -researcher, I

have been studying the criminal justice system for fifteen years.

Realizing that much of the public is probably as badly misinformed as

I had been, I am incorporating my findings in a book, "The Same Wrong

Roads": A Concerned Citizen Looks at the Criminal- Justice System.

I appreciate the time and effort that has gone into the prepara -

tion of the discussion materials on organizational sanctions. Senten-

cing is an enormously complex problem. The focus of my testimony is

on the question,

Founded in '72 in san Antonio, Texas; expanded statewide in '75 and nationally in '85
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Should Organizational Sanctions
Be Based on Past Sentencing Practices?

The Sentencing Commission earlier expressed concern about the public

perception of a double standard of justice, one for the affluent and influ4

ential and another for everyone else. This perception results from the

disparity in penalties between organizational offenses and those for blue=

collar offenses. Past sentencing practices are the cause of the belief in a

double standard of justice. Use of those practices as the basis for organi -

zational sanctions in any way could only perpetuate public skepticism about

equality'of justice.

Specific examples of unequal justice include the minimal sanctions

imposed on organizational offenders; the failure to prosecute responsible

decision- makers, and/or the lenient penalties imposed when they are prose-

cuted; and the priority given to prosecution of economic offenses rather

than to regulatory violations that affect the public health and safety.

Granted, the dollar value of economic crimes is enormous. But an important,

major function of government is
~

e protection of its citizen; Such protec -

tion should include practices that threaten consumer and worker safety, life,

and health.

Only a thorough revision of present sentencing practices can restore

public faith in the equality of justice. Many of the features in the

discussion materials could go far toward achieving that end.' The potential

for achieving a single standard of justice, however, is dependent upon

which of the proposals in the discussion materials are adopted.

Restitution. The emphasis placed on victim restitution/compensation

wherever feasible is a commendable departure from present sentencing practices.

.AS the report on federal sentencing of organizations between 1984 and 1987

indicates, remedies for the harm done by the offense have been infrequent.
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Coordinating compensatory remedies through administrative or civil

enforcement. The even greater emphasis given to coordinating remedies,

however, raises serious questions. The "Commentary" in the draft guidelines

does mention that the court should"consider whether the alternative compen-

sation would be materially more burdensome or costly for victims to obtain

than restitution under the'criminal system, or would be delayed inordinately

beyond the time that criminal restitution would be received." Andthe Deputy

Chief Counsel suggests that possibly collateral remedies could be ignored,

perhaps with the right to petition for modification if such remedies are

invoked. But nowhere else are such possibilities mentioned.

On the contrary: the frequent mention both by Mr. Parker and in the

draft guidelines,that civil remedies are more likely to be available, practi -

cable, less costly, and less difficult to enforce, strongly suggest a prefer -

ence for these remedies. Other comments to the effect that civil or adminis-

trative enforcement actions far outnumber criminal prosecutions against

organizations further suggest that this type of action is considered prefer -

able to criminal prosecution.

Administrative enforcement actions by regulatory agencies have often been

minimal in some of the most serious cases involving product - and worker - safety

and other health- and life - threatening situations. dr they have been long

delayed, coming only after a number of non - governmental civil injury suits have

been filed or even settled. Such administrative inaction - - not the*infrequency

of violations - - may well be the reason why the report on sentencing practices

showed a relatively small percentage of federal prosecutions and sentencings

for environmental and health and safety regulations.

Inadeguacy Of administrative actions. When administrative actions have

been taken, too often they have been inadequate in terms of the harm caused.
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The sanctions imposed on organizations and their responsible officers for

policies that have caused a number of deaths, injuries, and serious illnesses

are in no way comparable to the penalties imposed on the blue- collar offender

who commits only one such offense. An example is the fines imposed on Eli

Lilly Research Laboratories and one of its former officials in the arthritis

drug Oraf1ex case.

A ossible remed As long as the regulatory agencies continue to be

dilatory in their enforcement of regulatory violations, the "government's

interest in achieving regulatory objectives" is unlikely to be achieved. One

of the powers given the Sentencing Commission, however, was to "make recommen-

dations to Congress concerning modification or enactment of statutes" that

"the Commission finds to be necessary and advisable iQ carry out an effective

sentencing policy." This is an area where the Sentencing Commission

might well consider a recommendation to Congress for a modification of statutes

to encourage more effective regulatory enforcement.

Civil lili ation uts the burden of enforcement on citizens instead of

on government -- but nowhere is government enforcement more appropriate than in

life - or health- threatening situations. Moreover, civil injury suits are

likely to result in inadequate compensation for harm. As the American Bar

Association material points out, many victims lack the resources to pursue

legal remedies, or may not be aware of their rights. Victims may be forced to

accept a.settlement that unfairly reflects the strength of their case; the

pressure to settle is often strongest on those who have been the most injured

and who can least afford the delay of a civil suit.

otice to victims criminal restitution ordered bythe sentencing court

in every case where restitution is feasible would not only.avoid unwarranted

duplication of effort resulting from litigation in many courts. It would also

promote greater efficiency and - consistency in remedying harms. The sentencing
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court would already have the facts ofthe case without need to review them.

Because of the time that generally elapses before hearing civil suits, crim-

inal restitution would usually provide quicker relief than civil suits. Since

personal injury'suits for food and drug violations, unlike other regulatory

violations, are available only under state laws, not federal, these policies

would be especially beneficial to victims of violations of those regulations.

Another way to coordinate compensatory remedies. The American Bar Associ-

ation's proposal to limit recovery only to verifiable pecuniary losses is

desirable. In the event that criminal restitution.does not provide full com-

pensation, victims could still bring personal injury suits. Double recovery

would be avoided, as the ABA suggests, by considering criminal restitution as

"the offender's down payment on eventual total liability."

Probation. The former requirement that another sentence must be suspen-

ded in order to impose a sentence to probationobviously did little to further

public confidence in equality of justice. Nor did allowing the organization a

choice between probation and the maximum penalty. Blue- collar offenders are

not afforded comparable opportunities.

Organizational probation as a supplement to monetary penalties. The

objectives of organizational probation proposed in the discussion draft are

highly desirable for each type of probation. Ensuring compliance with notice

to victims; ensuring compliance with monetary penalties; and preventive proba-

tion providing both the means and the incentive for the organization to

strengthen its own internal controls and/or to carry out remedial measures are

all worthy goals.

Preventive probation. The warning that the application of preventive

probation is "subjective and must be approached with caution" is puzzling.

The conditions for imposingpreventive probation enumerated in the draft

proposal for this sanction are quite clear. The court should have no difficulty
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in determining whether an offense resulted in loss of human life;threatened

public health or safety; was repetitive; involved management policies that

encouraged, facilitated, or otherwise contributed to the offense or delayed

its detection; or the involvement of senior management was not clear.

Determination of whether the organization has corrected the policies or

practices sufficiently to'make repetition unlikely may be somewhat difficult

in the case of economic crimes. However, when the offense has involved danger

to the public health and safety (such as the improper disposal of toxic chemi-

cals, suppression of design- safety defects, or sale and promotion of products

known to be carcinogenic), such violations are obvious, and adequate correction

to prevent recurrences is imperative. Such harms are so serious that preventive

probation monitored by experts would surely be warranted toyprevent repetition

of the offense.

Direct supervision by the court, of course, is unacceptable. The court

cannot reasonably be expected to have either the time or the expertise needed

for such supervision.

Preventive probation as unwarranted interference with the free enterprise

s stem. The concern that "Direct government intervention is likely to > harm

the economy" assumes that the greatest possible "social loss" is economic harm.

This assumption minimizes the importance of human life, health, and safety. Our

remote ancestors are reputed to have considered human sacrifice necessary to

produce good crops. Civilization has not advanced very far if human sacrifice

is considered necessary to promote a flourishing economy.

Preventive probation can be administered without interference in legitimate

business activity. Combining the conditions and terms included in the draft

guidelines with the equally comprehensive proposals in the discussion draft on

organizational probation would provide adequate protection for legitimate busi -

ness activities.
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,Costs of compliance may exceed total fine authorized is mentioned several

times in the discussion materials. If this were the case, it would be inade-

quate justification for failure to enforce compliance costs. Rather, it would

indicate that the level of fines is too low.

Specific departure considerations incomplete. The policy statement in

the draft guidelines authorizes an upward departure "If the offense resulted

in a foreseeable and substantial risk of serious bodily injury or death." Com-

bined with the "Part K - Departures" of the sentencing guidelines, these

policies apparently limit upward departures to deaths or serious bodily injur -

ies resulting from violations of environmental, food, drug, biologic, medical

device, cosmetic, or agricultural products.

In the sentencing guidelines, on the other hand, the offenses involved in

"tampering" and "providing false information or threatening to tamper with

consumer products" also include "any article, product, or commodity produced

or distributed for consumption by individuals." This more inclusive definition

is needed for organizations as well.

The draft guidelines include no specific reference to death or injuries

resulting from defective or hazardous consumer products such as vehicles, tires,

appliances, clothing. Nor is any specific reference made to ultimately fatal

illnesses such as brown lung, silicosis, cancer, or asbestos- related diseases

resulting from exposure to harmful substances in the workplace-- illness that

develops only many years after such exposure.

The departures authorized by "passage of time" also include no reference

to fatal illness uxnrring long afterthe regulatory violation has been knowingly

risked. Indeed, the discussion of a "societal" discount rate might even be

interpreted to mean that a reduction of the expected risk would be acceptable

if that risk becomes apparent only after an extended periodDf time.
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Additional departures should be authorized for organizational sentencing

-- departures even more ogmpehensive than the "tampering" sections of the

sentencing guidelines. Reliable estimates are available, both for the risks

involved in defective or'Muankms: consumer products, and for the incidence of

fatal illness to be anticipated from workplace exposure to harmful substances.

Such estimates are by no means "subjective." They warrant upward departures

to provide adequate victim compensation. Specific "passage of time" provisions

should also be included to adequately cover the belated development of fatal

illness resulting from the hazardous workplace.

The importance of preventive probation. Finally, preventive probation

asa supplementary sentence could do more to restore public confidence in

equality of justice than any other sanction. The explanation of Professorsi

(bfH£, Gruner, and Stone of why this would be true cannot be improved upon:

In the public's eye, a precisely calibrated system of fines
may be perceived as amounting to a tariff system that permits
corporations and other business entities to engage in criminal
behavior so long as they are prepared to pay the specified tax.*
Ultimately, the aim is to prevent the prohibited behavior,
not simply raise the cost of engaging in it It is particu -

larly important to communicate clearly that [ the ] effort to price
the crime does not legitimize it.: Organizational probation, as a
supplementary sentence, makes clear that there is no price that,
when paid, entitles the organization to engage in the misbehavior.
(Italics added.)

*Quite possibly, many organizations also share this view.

Punishment is costly as well as beneficial. The social costs of punish -

ment can outweigh its benefits. Enforcement and punishment are also uncertain.

The Deputy Chief Counsel's many reiterations of the above principles

are eloquent and convincing. These principles were not even considered in

the preparation of the Sentencing Guidelines and Policy Statements. .

0
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0 My name is Arthur Levine. I have been an attorney in

the General Counsel's Office of the Food and Drug

 Administration"for - 18 years*and currently serve as'tEe Deputy

W =?chief Counsel for Litigation. I have - general supervisory

;responsibility over FDA litigation, particularly enforcement

litigation prepared by the agency and referred by our office -

to the Department of Justice for filing.

The FDA is a science- based, law enforcement organization

which implements its regulatory programs through a wide

variety of administrative and judicial sanctions. The vast

majority of FDA referrals for criminal prosecution include

charges against both business organizations and the

individuals responsible for the conduct resulting in the

offense. Criminal prosecutions initiated at the request of

the FDA include not only violations of the Federal Food,

Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FDCA) and provisions of the Public

Health Service Act, but also violations ofthe federal

criminal code, including most frequently false statements,

mail and wire fraud, obstruction, and*conspiracy.

Until passage of the Criminal Fines Enforcement Act of

1984 significantly enhanced the monetary sanctions for

violations of federal law, the maximum fines for violations

of the FDCA, which had not been increased since 1938, were

very small $1,000 for each misdemeanor offense and $10,000

2
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for each felony offense. Under current law, 18 U.S.C. 3571,2

the maximum fines applicable to organizations range from

- *$200,000 per offense fora misdemeanor to $500,000 per'

;Boffense fora felony or,vin the - alternative, not - morefthan

;twice the gross gain derived from or twice the gross loss

caused by the offense.

The Sentencing Commission's Discussion Draft of

Sentencing Guidelines and Policy Statement for Organizations '

outlines an approach for determining an appropriate fine

within the current maximums. In establishing a formula to

compute such fines, the Commission has been guided by the

Sentencing Reform Act which, among other things, directs that

a criminal sentence should provide just punishment, afford

adequate deterrence and protect the public from further

crimes of the defendant. A sentence should also reflect the

seriousness of the offense and promote respect for the law.

18 U.S.C. 3553(a).

The approach selected by the Commission is structured

around ve available sentencing options for organizations =

!three types of monetary sanctions restitution,

Z~orfeitures, nd3fines; and two types of non- monetary
/

sanctions --
(

~otice to victims and)probation. The

Commission has observed that monetary sanctions "have the

most direct impact on business firms' fundamental

2/ The Criminal Fine Improvements Act of 1987 (Pub. L. 100 -
185, December 11, 1987).

3



interest."3 The draft guidelines seek to "rationalize the

determination of the monetary sanctions by reference to

.sentencing factors concerning the;~~E})caused by the;effense,

. = the f theoffense, and = the forcementecosts

- incurred in the investigation, prosecution, and punishment of

the offender."4 This loss - based approach is designed to

provide organizations "with measured incentives for assuring

their compliance with federal law, in a manner that is both

proportionate to the harmful potential of offenses and

conducive to the objective of criminal control."5 Under the

Commission's draft guideline, the total monetary.sanction is

determined.by multiplying a calculation of loss caused by the

offense times a "multiple" which is designed toreflect the

difficulty of detecting and punishing the offender, adding

enforcement costs and then "coordinating" the total monetary

sanction with non- criminal sanctions already or

simultaneously imposed. Loss guidelines are established for

seven specified categories of criminal conduct.

My review of the Commission's draft guideline begins

with the question of selecting the applicable loss guideline

pursuant to which base loss will be computed. Given the

variety of criminal conduct within the jurisdiction of the

2/ Discussion Draft of Sentencing Guidelines, July 1988
(Draft Guideline), 8.1.

£/ Id .

2/ Id., at 8.2.

4



FDA, the selection of the loss guideline, thoughan initial

step, is not necessarily an easy or obvious one. ,Indeed, of

the - sevenwspecified - loss guidelines intowhich the - commission

;Ehasdivided all organizational offenses, violations Of the

;FDCA are directly addressed in three private fraud, food,

drug, and agriculture offenses, and regulatory reporting

offenses and some offenses under the Act (counterfeiting,

diversion, and illegal importation) are referenced in a

fourth theft, commercial infringement, embezzlement,

receipt of stolen property, and property destruction. While

the existence of overlapping guideline categories is not

inherently undesirable and may be necessary, the

applicability of more than a majority of the designated loss

guidelines to offenses within the jurisdiction of onefederal

regulatory agency will no doubt lead to considerable debate

between prosecutors and the defense bar and may lead to

inconsistent application of sentencing standards in different

jurisdictions and between individual judges.

Selection of theapp1icab1e guideline and its

conseguences: My reading of the loss guidelines and their

commentaries revealed certain consequences that the;

Commission may not have intended and which seemed at odds

with the Commission's apparent objective that sanctions for

5



health and safety statutes provide a higher loss figure than

would be obtained under guidelines a substantive offense.6

In the oo offenses guideline ,

Ethe.base.lossvis -computed<by adding - the - reasonable costsof

~

~
G

~
A,

ameliorating the risk caused by the offense, plus "the net

X selling price of any contaminated or otherwise dangerous

~mP#A
product that actually was sold". Section 882.6(a). Under

this calculation, if a large amount of a dangerous product

was actually sold, then the base loss would be substantial

even if the costs of ameliorating the risk were low.

However, because this guideline is based on product that was

actuall sold, prompt cessation of shipment due to

intervening FDA regulatory action would put a significant cap

on the base loss. If the offense did not involve a

O contaminated or dangerous product and did not "otherwise

represent a substantial safety risk,"7 the private fraud loss

guideline would apply. The base loss computation for private

fraud measures the difference between the value paid and the

value received, an amount which would often (but not always)

Qi "Loss guidelines for environmental and food and drug
offenses involve statutes designed to prevent harms or'
risks of harms to health and safety that often are
diffused and difficult to identify to specific victims.
For this type of offense, the guidelines specify higher
minimum loss amounts designed to recognize the risks
inherent in this type of criminal conduct .Draft
Guideline, 8.3.

1/ See Section 882.6(b)(1) and Commentary application
note 2, Draft Guideline at 8.23.

6
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be lower than the selling price,8 the measure used in the

food, drug and agricultural guideline. However, the

computation of base loss for private fraud is notresericted

eto - the amount actually sold. Consistent with the;gengral

application instructions, Section 881.1, losses include those

that were "reasonably certain to occur, but for the fact that

the offense was not completed because of circumstances beyond

the defendant's control". Calculation of loss under the

private fraud guideline presumably would be based on all of

the product intended for sale, not limited to thatactually

sold.9 Thus, at least where a relatively small amount of

product is shipped, the organizational fine will be much

higher for a mislabeled product, for which the private fraud

lossguideline is applicable, than for a dangerous product,

for which the food, drug, and agricultural offenses loss

guideline is applicable.

The re ulator re ortin offenses uideline: The

regulatory reporting offenses guideline, Section 882.7,

provides that if the offense "causes, contributes to, or

conceals a substantive offense," then the guideline

applicable to the substantive offense applies. Section

882.7(b)(1). However, the food, drug, and agricultural

2/

2/

As the Commission has observed, the value of a
fraudulent product in "many cases will be zero".
Application note 2, Draft Guideline at 8.10.

For offenses committed intentionally, recklessly or by
criminal negligence, harm is computed with reference to
all actual harm and all risk of harm. Section 881.1(a)(2).

7
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offenses guideline provides that if the offense involved a

recordkeeping or reporting violation "that neither resulted

or is likely toresult in any substantive harm to health or

-=safety" then one should refer to the regulatory repoifing

;offenses guideline. See Section 882.6(b)(2). Thus, the

food, drug, and agriculturaloffenses guideline frames the

decision about the applicable guideline in terms of the

conseguences of the reporting, whereas the regulatory

reporting offenses guideline frames its own applicability in

terms of the relationship of non- reporting to a substantive

offense.

The commentary to the regulatory reporting offenses

guideline states that this guuideline applies to refusals to

grant access to government inspectors when required by law.

I found this limitation troublesome. Not only might such

refusal constitute an obstruction of justice, a Title 18

felony, but a refusal by its nature will at least temporarily

conceal any substantive offense that exists. Indeed, many

refusals are designed specifically with that purpose to

delay an FDA inspection long enough to eliminate the evidence

of an offense. It seems that refusals to grant access, which

are explicitly confined to the regulatory reporting offenses

guideline should justify referral to a substantive

guideline.

The entire category of regulatory reporting offenses can

be extremely elusive. For example, drug companieshave an

8
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affirmative obligation to report to the FDA significant

adverse reactions caused by drugs being considered for

marketing inthis*country > but which are not = yet approved.

.s(information -constituting - suchcadversewreactions mighs - arise

;from use of the drug in another country or from

investigational study of the drug in this country.) It is

very difficult to predict the harm that might result from the

failure to report those adverse reactions. FDA'S awareness

of that information might result in either a decision not to

permit the marketing of the drug at all (because it is too

dangerous) or to permit the drug to be marketed just as the

agency would have done without that information (because

similar information was known to the agency and has already

been taken into account in approving the drug's labeling).

In sum, at least in the FDA context, it is difficult to

identify a regulatory reporting offense that could not or

should not be considered under a substantive guideline, where

the base loss would be greater. Ultimately, the truly minor

recordkeeping offenses that apparently were intended to be

covered by the Commmission in creating this guideline should

be dealt with by the sound judgment of regulatory agencies

and prosecutors, that is, by underlying decisions about

prosecutorial merit and in the exercise ofprosecutorial

discretion not to seek criminal sanctions for "simple"

recordkeeping offenses. Other recordkeeping and reporting

offenses, more properly analyzed, should be treated as

9



criminal fraud or as substantive food and drug violations,

as the criminal statutes now do.

Minimum.loss - amounts: ,In its Generaivstatementeaf

Bsubjects > and = lssuesfor:public Comment:Regarding

;Organizational Sanctions, the Commission has askedto what

extent, if any, the minimum loss amounts in the draft should

be incorporated in the guidelines. Particularly because the

Commission guidelines compute loss for all of the offense

conduct, not restricted to loss for a particular count upon

which conviction is based, I believe that the minimum

amounts, set as they are between $500 and $2,000, should be

deleted. They are too low and do not serve well as a

comparative frame of reference. I expect that in many cases

they will be so much less than loss computed under the

guidelines, they are likely to create uncertainty among

judges relying on objective monetary sanctions data.

According to the Commission draft guideline, these

minimum loss levels reflect losses observed or fines actually

imposed during the period 1984 - 87. No doubt, the food, drug,

and agricultural guideline minimum of $2,000 reflects the

median fine actually imposed for such offenses as reported in

some of the Commission data. However, as.i noted earlier,

statutory fine limits for FDCA offenses were very low for

offenses committed before December 31, 1984. Moreover, most

convictions obtained throughout 1985 to 1987 reflect offenses

committed before 1985 and the sentences imposed were

- .10 -



O restricted to the fine limits set in 1938. Convictions based

on post - 1984 offenses have been noticeably higher, often in

excess of $20,000.10

The detectabilit multi les: The next,step in the

calculation of an organizational sanction is to apply the

offense multiple, which is designggxby the Commission to

reflect "the difficulty and prosecuting an

offense" and "to ass hat the total monetary sanction is

set at pu 1 e level that will serve the sentencing

purpo of deterrent and just punishment". Draft

Guidelines, 8.3. It also appears that the characteristics

affecting detectability reflect in part an effort by the

Commission to deal with a number of intangibles in

sanctions - setting and with the fact that for organizations

the Commission has chosen to make no distinction between

felonious and misdemeanor conduct.

As a general matter, I believe that the base multiples

2 for private fraud, 2.5 for everything else are much

too low. If under economic theory monetary sanctions are

measurements of motivating business organizations to act as

if

10/

li crime doesn't pay", then a base multiple of two reflects

These data on organizational fines can be provided to
the.commission at its request. Moreover, the
Commission's current data seems somewhat equivocal.
While a $2,000 median figure was obtained in one inquiry
(along with a $12,000 "average" fine), a mean of $9,800
was obtained in another. See Report to the U.S.
Sentencing Commission, Criminal Sanctions of
Organizations in the Federal Courts, 1984 - 1987, Tables 6

and 8.
" - 11 -



a likelihood of detection and prosecution of approximately 50

percent. An FDA routine inspection of any particular firm

0
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occurs at arateofonce every two years. Even underiggency

,gproceduresifor "follow - up".inspections of firms which;,upon

initial inspection, appeared to be engaging in conduct which

might result in violations of the Act, inspection -
might be

expected once in six months. On this basis alonei believe

that a multiple reflecting a 50 percent chance of

detectability is unrealistic.

Even if the Commission's proposed base multiples were

appropriate as a starting point, the Commission's adjustment

schedule for characteristics which materially increase the

difficulty of detecting and prosecuting the offense is too

low since the presence of those factors increase the multiple

only by one. If an organization's senior management has

actively participated in or knowingly encouraged the

offense,1l then they are doing exactly the opposite of

establishing a corporate program to discourage violations and

deter corporate agents and operatives. Such conduct suggests

to me an assessment by the organization's responsible

officials that their likelihood of detection is very, very

small, in the area of 1- 2 percent. Under an economic

deterrence theory, the offense multiple in such a case would

be 50 to 100.

iii Section 883.2(a)(1).

- 12 --
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O Similarly, efforts to bribe officials, disguise or

falsify transactions, actively conceal facts, obstruct the

administration - ofjustice,12all signal a attitude of

- - €fZ?TiVi nerabilit *which - underminesthehfundamental assumptions

U

-of "measured incentives" of deterrence; no effort at

deterrence is going on whatsoever. To increase- rho le

by only one in such situations- seem;- uglig

atmosphere of deterrence, does not provide just punishment, L~
oes not promote res ect for law and d the

seriousness of the offense. A multiple increase of only one

O

O

in the light of such detectability characteristics, many of

which are themselves Title 18 felony violations (false

statements, obstruction, and similar federal offenses), does

not seem to adequately balance the Commission's implicit

decision not to distinguish between felony (intentional) and

misdemeanor (strict liability, regulatory and minor)

violations of law. It may be that higher detection multiples

than now proposed may result in organizational monetary

sanctions beyond what the Commission, believes are

appropriate. If so, then I suggest that the solution is to

describe the process of applying the multiples to account for

Wat
/ £@41//

7

12/ See 883.2(a) generally.
- 13 -



' corporate deterrence in such a way that unwarranted

expectations are not created.13

Hinvaddition, the Commission provides that the base

.,multiple can be.decreased if characteristics which

materially decrease the difficulty of detecting or

prosecuting the offense are present. I have some difficulty

accepting a decrease in"the multiple where the offense is A/[ /90

committed "by open and obvious conduct, that was not

concealed or misrepresented". Section 883.2(b)(2). While it

economic theory to view an open and

obvious violation as resulting in a reduction of potential

O

liability, considerations in a more mundane world render this

benefit difficult to appreciate. When I, as an FDA lawyer,

think of cases involving food manufacturing or storage

establishments in which the moment the FDA investigator

enters the facility, he or she is immediately struck by the

fact that the facility is inundated with rats and birds, it

is difficult to accept that the company's criminal fine will

be reduced from what it would have been had the investigator

needed to look further to find the violative conditions.

I submit that detectability characteristics should only

be considered to increase the multiple of an organisational

13/ The Commission has asked in its Subjects and Issues
list, questions 10 and 11, whether multiple levels
should be based on past (1984 - 1987) sentencing practice.
For the reasons I have given earlier,.at least for
offenses under FDA'S jurisdiction, I believethat they
should not.

- 14 -



O defendant. Evidence of good faith should be considered in

evaluating the criminal liability and in determining the

- sentence,of#theFindividuals - chargedfor thesame conduct.

*/Computation - of the = fine€ -- *set - offs = from - the calculated

jtotal monetary sanction. On the basis of the base loss

computation, the multiple, and the enforcement costs, the

total monetary sanction is established. See Section 8C1.1.

The commentary notes that organizational fines are

determined by subtracting from the total the amounts of

restitution and other compensatory sanctions both expended

and expected; the remaining dollar amount is the midpoint of

a fine, with a range of plus or minus 20 percent. Not only

the amounts of direct restitution but also the amounts of

restitution "equivalents" imposed through civil or

administrative proceedings are deducted fromthe total

monetary sanction in calculating the organizational fine.l4
The breadth of this off - the- top deduction is reflected inthe

guideline on restitution (compensation to victims), Section

8C2.1, which measures available civil or administrative

14/ As the Commission repeatedly observes, food and drug
violations create risks to the public that are diffuse
and adversely affects victims who are difficult to
identify. For that reason, restitution has not been,
and likely will not become, a major part of the
organizational monetary sanction equation. However,.in
some product areas, such medical devices and radiation
products, where the FDA product may be a large piece of
medical equipment costing tens of thousands of dollars,
and the purchasers are well known to the manufacturer or
distributor, then restitution may be available and would
significantly reduce the'remaining fine.

- 15 -
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remedies as "equivalent to" restitution. See Section

8C2.1(c).

€Thecomputationoforganizationalfines, as the -**

;Eremainder<of the total monetary sanction, - raises twoffoncerns

jfor me as a food and drug lawyer. First, the reference to

civil or administrative remedies as equivalent to

restitution, together with the departures and adjustments

policy statement applicable tocivil penalties, suggest that

in a number of situations organizational fines in the food

and drug area would not be very high. This is because FDA'S

first response to a determination that a product is

adulterated or misbranded or is being sold without the

appropriate FDA approval, is to make an investigation and

promptly implement administrative and civil sanctions to

interrupt or preclude the distribution of the product (or the

continued manufacturing of the product) in order to protect

the public. In addition, in anticipation of regulatory

action many firms will "voluntarily" recall violative

products. Accordingly, in a large number of FDA criminal

referrals, well before the agency has even begun to consider

possible criminal sanctions, there has already been a

substantial amount of regulatory and compensatory relief.

Administrative or civil regulatory actions against a

business organization no doubt cost money, sometimes a lot of

money. Moreover, organizations do not want to be charged as

criminals for violation of federal law. Theavoidance of

- 16 -
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such charges has a considerable economic value tojthe company

and convictions adversely affect (from the company's view)

subsequent civil tort liability. .Thus, in recent,yea;s and

,particularly - with larger.companies, there has been a Lendency

for firms not only to act cooperatively in the context of a

specific civil or administrative sanction, but indeed to come

forth offering to undertake further remedies, often in the

nature of product recalls, compensation, or internal

corrective action plans in an effort to dissuade the

government from filing criminal charges. These activities

are also very costly.

Such business practices, positive though they are,

create a distinct possibility that criminal fines,

calculated under a system featuring numerous compensatory

set - offs, will not give due weight to the uniquely criminal

nature of the penalty. A criminal indictment reflects a

decision that notwithstanding the burdensomeness of related

costs, criminal sanctions are nevertheless warranted. The

societal judgment that the costs of doing business are not an

adequate penalty and that further punitive measures are

appropriate has some minimum value that should be expressed.

The Commission's taxing of enforcement costs against a

defendant "represents additional societal costs caused by the

offense, for which the offender should be accountable".

Guidelines Draft, 8.4. I fully support adding those costs in

determining monetary sanctions and recognize thattaxing

- 17 -
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those costs addresses to some extent my concern about non-

criminal set - offs. However, the criminal fine portion of the

£totalmonetary = sanction should reflect notonly actual law

;;enfrocement costsbutsocietal.judgments..iwould support a

fines minimum appropriate to the seriousness of the offense.

A fixed.amount is not necessary. If the question of the non-

criminal remedies set - off were clarified, perhaps by use of a

set - off percentage reflectingthe presence or absence of

designated characteristics, such as whether a firm acted

promptly and independently to remedy the offense or only

acted after initial interest bya regulatory agency, then a

minimizing of the set - off would naturally result. This issue

might be a suitable place for the Commission to implement 18

U.S.C. 3572(a)(7) which provides for consideration of efforts

to discipline the responsible individuals in setting an

organizational fine.

In this regard, I believe that the departures and

adjustments for consideration of collateral civil penalties

and disabilities, and for consideration of penalties against

organizational agents, Sections 8C5.5 and 8C5.6, should be

clarified. Commentaries throughout the guideline strongly

suggest that civil penalties will be a dollar - for - dollar

write - off against the remaining criminal fine. However, the

section on collateral civil penalties not only provides no

guidelines for computation of the set - off but does not state

directly that collateral civil penalties should be

- 18 -
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O considered. Rather it provides that they should be

.considered if they reflect "either unusual circumstances

affecting their*availability -orimposition or some

"; = disproportion;between the'detectability of<the.offen3e*and

;the combined effect of criminal sanctions and civil penalties

or disabilities." In all candor, I was simply unable to

grasp what this policy statement was designed to communicate

to prosecutors and judges. Similarly, the policy statement

for setting - off penalties against the responsible agents

provides guidance only in the case of punitive monetary

penalties incurred by such individuals.

It is extremely rare that the FDA will refer a case

for criminal prosecution which charges only the corporate

entity. Moreover, the agency routinely rejects plea bargain

offers - to drop individuals who have been charged with

criminal offenses in exchange for a plea from the

corporation. Accordingly, the existence of guidance in this

area is very important to theFDA. I believe that any

deduction or set - off in an organization's fine to reflect

penalties incurred by the individuals responsible for the

organization's offense should not be significant. For one

thing, it may very well be that the individuals charged are

no longer with the corporation, either at the time charges

are brought or at the time of sentencing. There may not be a

close coordination of interests between them and the

organization defendant. I suggest that the Commission should

- 19
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distinguish between large publicly - held corporations and

closely - held corporations. Where the corporate entity is an

economic alter ego for an individual, or.where acorpgration

,Lis closely held,a significant set - off of the individLal's

.fine is warranted. For large corporations, where the

individuals were simply doing the corporate will or where

there was an absence of corporate policy which would have

precluded their conduct, then a set - off should be small, if

at all. Only where officers and employees of large

corporations were engaging in conduct contrary to explicit

corporate policy, implemented by reasonably sound corporate

monitoring and auditing practices, should there be a

significant set - off of their fines.15

Probation. The guidelines provide two forms of non-

monetary organizational sanctions: notice to victims and

probation. As the materials provided by the Commission make

15/ The Commission's departure (885.2) for organizational
sanctions where the offense resulted in foreseeable and
substantial risk of serious bodily injury or death is
also difficult to assess. While no computation scheme
for such expected loss is provided in the policy
statement itself, the commentary suggests an approach
that seems unlikely to result in a significant upward
departure in all but the rarest case. Working from one
of the examples given, if a firm produces a product that
has a one in a hundred foreseeability of causihg serious
harm, and will result in injuries of $100,000 for each
product, the fines increase would be only $1,000. There
are a great many FDA-regulated products vaccines,
medical devices such as pacemakers, prescription drugs

for which a foreseeable defect rate of one.in a
hundred is very high, and injuries of approximately
$100,000 could be expected. A fine increase of $1,000
(even $1,000 per actual defective unit) seems
disproportionate to such a rate of foreseeable injury.
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clear, the experience of the federal courts in imposing

probation on convicted organizations is very small; there is

little empirical data.' As a - result, = itis -apparent that the

;rcommission has"decided -to move cautiously in this area.

I believe that the Commission shouldrbe more receptive

to organizationalprobation and adopt criteria justifying the

imposition of organizational probation, and requirements for

a compliance plan, more like those set forth in the Draft

Proposal on Standards for Organizational Probation proffered

by Professors Coffee, Gruner, and Stone. I subscribe tothe

professors' view that "there is no reason why a sentencing

court, following a criminal conviction based upon proof

beyond a reasonable doubt, should have less flexibility in

the preventive restraints that it canimpose than another

federal court, which may grant an injunction in a civil

action based upon a preponderance of evidence "

Draft Proposal, p. 8. The general parameters of such

injunctive controls are well established in FDA cases.

Moreover, it has become increasingly common in the FDA area

for a corporation to "conduct a detailed internal

investigation resulting in a lengthy self study and

improved internal controls In this light, corporate

probation represents not a new departure, but a codification

of existing practices and requirements coupled with a clearer

judicial role to ensure the integrity of the process." Id.,

at 9.
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I believe that the prerequisites in the draftguideline

for a sentence of "preventive" probation, i.e. probation for

purposes other'than forcing the payment of fines;%restitution

- -= or*compensation, are too rigorous.*see Section - 8D2.ITc).' It

Ishould not be necessary for a court to find that senior

management of the organization participated in or encouraged

the offense. Rather, I think the criteria suggested by the

professors is more appropriate, namely, that "management

policies or practices of the organization, including any

inadequacies in its internal controls encouraged,'

facilitated, or otherwise substantially contributed to the

criminal behavior or delayed its detection, and such policies

or practices havenot been corrected in a manner that makes

repetition of the same or similar behavior highlypunlikely".

Id., at 10. I also suggest that the imposition of probation

should not be limited to situations where senior management

has a record of one or more felony convictions. Corporate

managers who have been negligent and even reckless may not,

under applicable case law, be charged with felony offenses.

Prior misdemeanor offenses based upon such conduct,

particularly in the public health and safety area, should be

an adequate precondition. The requirement that the prior

- 22 -



O conviction be a felony also does not give appropriate weight

to the consequences of plea bargaining.16

.While.probation,:like > other non-monetary sanctioas,

?cannot be.scaled.precisely to the offense and is therefore

16/ A few specific observations on the professors' Draft
Proposal are provided in this note.

The compliance plan should make explicit reference not
only to correcting inadequate policies and practices,
but also to establishing systems reasonably calculated
to - revent the recurrence of those and similar
violations and to detect such violations. Moreover, the
plan should identify, by general job description and
duties, those persons in the organization responsible
for its implementation.

The conditions of probation suggested by the professors
do not authorize the court to,require the dismissalor
demotion of organizational personnel. However, under
the compliance plan they outline, a special compliance
officer could be designated with responsibility for
supervising organizational activities. The existence of
such a person and an increase in the firm's audit
function in general may necessarily result in the
demotion of present personnel. I would suggest that the
absolute prohibition against such demotion be revised.

The complianceplan's provision for the adoption of
formal corporate policies, such as standard operating
procedures, will probably be of limited value unless
there is also provision that the employees utilizing
such manuals be trained (or retrained) in the new
procedures.

The professors' Draft Proposal providesthat the report
of the special probation officer "may" be disclosed to
the regulatory agency having a legitimate interest in
the information only at the discretion of the sentencing
court. I believe that the final probation report, the
main component of which will be the proposed compliance
plan, should be made available automatically to at least
that federal regulatory agency having direct juris -
diction over the conduct at issue, which no doubt will
be the agency which recommended the criminal
prosecution in the first place. Confidentiality can be
insured by use of a protective order.
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indeterminate, it can be framed to directly parallel previous

inadequate corporate policies that failed to deter or detect

.the offense. 'Moreover, I - find it =no - less predictablesthan

- ;;setting -off the various forms ofcompensatory conduct;.As

Mr. Parker notes, probation "strikes at the very heart of the

competitive process." Even if true, corporate quality

control procedures should not in every case be immune from

government interference. In the area of public health and

safety, where the governmental interest is pervasive,

societal.interests are high and the harms diffuse and

difficult to calculate, some amount of government oversight

may be warranted. This is particularly true when corporate

management has not changed in light of the offense and where

such managers engaged in conduct as delineated in the

Commission's detectability characteristics for multiples.

I appreciate the invitation to address the Commission.

Your task is as demanding as it is important. If there is

any further contribution that you feel I might make, I would

be pleased to do so.

Thank you.
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I am appearing before the Commission today to describe some

of the strengths and anizationa S 8

sentence for corporate offenders,and other convicted

organizations. Organizational probation best analyzed as a

category of sentence in which the sentencing court retains

continuing control over some aspect of organizational activities

has the potential as a sentencing tool to fill several serious

gaps in current corporateand organizational sentencing

strategies.

The "Proposed Standards For Organizational Probation" that I

and my colleagues John C. Coffee, Jr., and Christopher S. Stone

have developed are an attempt to realize some of this potential;

they provide definite standards for determining when

organizational probation sentences are warranted and what types

of probation conditions should be imposed. Rather than focus on

these standards alone, my testimony today will address the

historical and authoritative underpinnings of organizational

probation as a federal sentence, including some discussion of

applications of organizational probation beyond those endorsed in

1



O the above probation standards, but*which the Commission may

nonetheless wish to consider.

Specifically, I will address examples of how organizational

probation has been used by federal courts in the past, thevtypes

of sentencing strategies that can be furthered by organizational

probation, and limitations on organizational probation as that

form of*sentence is authorized under the Sentencing Reform Act.

These and other topics related to organizational probation are

covered in much greater detail in my forthcoming article "TO Let

the Punishment Fit the Organization: Sanctioning Corporate

Offenders Through Corporate Probation" which will appear this

winter in the American Journal of Criminal Law; a copy of this

article is attached as an appendix to this testimony.

I. Past Uses of Or anizational Probation gy Federal Courts

Under the Federal Probation Act, organizational probation,

although not recognized as a type of sentence of itself, was

sometimes imposed through the suspension of another sentence.

Organizational probation imposed in this way was used to reform

convicted organizations, to administer organizational

punishments other than fines and to create specific deterrents to

subsequent criminal conduct by the organizational probationer.

A. Organization Reform

Perhaps the best known applications of organizational

probation under the Federal Probation Act involved probation

conditions requiring specific reforms in subsequent conduct by

convicted organizations. For example, in United States v.

2
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Atlantic Richfield Company, 465 F.Zd 58 (Tth Cir. 1972) ("ARC0"),

a trialcourt required the defendant corporation to develop and

implement improvements in its programs to control oil spillages

at a particular plant; these probation terms were aimed at

requiring the firm to reform practices that had already led to

several illegal spills at that plant. While the particular

probation terms imposed - by the trial court were overturned on

appeal as too vague, the appellate court in ARCO recognized the

81>P; at of orate probation terms requiring specific

reforms*by offenders.

Other courts used corporate probation to insure that

criminal sentences, while not requiring specific reform steps,

were at least not a barrier to corporate reform. For example, in

United States v. Danilow Pastry, Co., 563 F. Supp. 1159 (S.D.N.Y.

1983), the sentencing court was concerned that it not impose so

harsh a fine as punishment for the defendant firm that reform was

precluded altogether by forcing"the firm out of business. The

court felt that failure of the firm would place the real economic

burden of the punishment on innocent employees and shareholders;

its solution was to substitute community service by the firm (at

a levelthat did not preclude profitable corporate operations)

for the fine the court otherwise would have imposed.

B. Adjusting Punishments

Organizational probation was also used by some - sentencing

courts as a means to set organizational punishments"at just

levels. Interestingly, organizational probation was used to

3



adjust punishment levels both upward and downward from those

available through other sanctions.

Some courts used organizational probation as a less severe

alternative to organizational fines by suspending payment of

fines altogether if good cor - o as maintained for

the period of probation - Others reduced corporate punishments by

transforming the economic burden of corporate fines into a less

embarrassing (and often less substantial) obligation to make

charitable contributions as a condition of probation. This last

practice was eventually condemned by several circuit courts as an

abuse of the sentencing court's relatively limited discretion

under the Federal Probation Act to direct the payment of a

monetary sanction other than to the federal treasury. The

practice was also criticized because it produced too little

economic impact on sentenced firms to reflect the seriousness of

their crimes, prevented public use of the amounts paid by the

defendant firms, gave sentencing courts no standards for

determining the proper amount of the contributions, ignored

sentencing courts' poor ability to pick and choose among

countless worthy charitable organizations that might receive

mandated contributions, subjected the courts to unnecessary

criticism over suspected favoritism in the selection of recipient

charities, and created possible conflicts of interests for

sentencing courts if contributions were solicited.

By contrast, several courts used corporate probation as a

means to increase, not decrease, the harshness of corporate

4



sanctions beyond levels otherwise available. These"courts

imposed corporate probation terms requiring convicted firms or

their executives to take actions that were particularly

unpleasant or embarrassing, often in a manner symbolizing the

criminal nature of the firm's conduct. The objective, as one

court putit, was to ensure "corporate penance".

Thus, for example, a sentencing court required several

bakery firms convicted of price fixing to give their products to

charitable organizations for local redistribution, in part to

draw publicattention to the defendants' crimes. Another court

required a corporate probationer to employ several former

convicts, presumably as a symbolic means to emphasize to persons

inside and outside the corporation the criminal nature of the

firm's conduct. Although these measures may have furthered the

reform of the affected firms by encouraging employees to reflect

on their firms' crimes, these probation sanctions were also

designed to impose a degree of corporate punishment that fines

would not have, by attaching a publicstigma to the corporate

probationers and their personnel.

C. Deterrence

An additional goal of some corporate probation terms was to

help deter subsequent crimes by the corporation through

heightened penalties for repeat offenses. This was accomplished

by making the avoidance of further criminal conduct a condition

of a firm's probation; upon conviction for a further offense

during the period of probation, the firm would risk both a

5
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revocation of its probation usually with the

imposition of a harsh fine and an additional

consequent

punishment for

its further crime. Used this way, corporate probation "increased'

the stakes" and created greater deterrents against further crimes

by corporate probationers than were applicable to other

corporations.

II. Advantages of Probation As An Or aniz tional Sanction

A. Direct Impact On Or anizational Reform

Perhaps the most important advantage of organizational

probation as a criminal sentence is its ability to require

organizational offenders to develop and adopt specific measures

to prevent repeat offenses, thereby having a direct impact on

organizational reform. The probation sentencing process can

force corporate executives to identify the particular

organizationalstructures and practices that led to an offense

and to develop meaningful changes in those corporate features to

prevent a reoccurrence. Absent the impetus of corporate

probation, the natural tendency of managers in many firms will be

to pay whatever monetary sanctions are imposed for corporate

crimes and to return their attention as quickly as possible to

matters having a clearer relationship to firm profits.

Beyond just insuring that post - offense reforms are initially

adopted by organizational offenders, organizational probation can

help insure that those reforms are maintained throughout the

probation period. This can be insured through a combination of

probation terms identifying persons within corporate probationers

6



responsible for particular probation compliance tasks, requiring

the preparation by the corporation of regular reports to a

probationofficer or sentencing court on key aspects of probation

compliance, and providing for direct spot checks of probation

compliance by probationofficers visiting the corporate

probationer. The knowledge that corporate operations may be

reviewed under probation standards should provide not only a

substantial incentive for compliance with those standards, but a

strong disincentive for illegal actions in related corporate

activities.

1

B. Activation of Accountabilit Mechanisms Within
Defendant Organizations

Organizational probation can also serve a valuable reform

function by strengthening accountability mechanisms already

present in defendant organizations. For example, organizational

probation >might be used to give a corporate board (or corporate

shareholdersif an independent board is not present) a meaningful

opportunity to serve as a check on corporate management following

a corporate crime, by requiring that the board be given a report

by outside counsel describing the sources of the offense in

detail. In a similar vein, the role of an audit committee

comprised of independent directors might be strengthened by

probation terms requiring that those directors obtain increased

reports on portions of corporate financial affairs that were

previously handled in a criminal manner.

7
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Imposing Or Punishments More Onerous
and Less Transferable Than Fines

A further use of organizational probation advocated by

some commentators and courts, but not authorized under the

probation standards submitted to the Commission by.my colleagues

and me is to impose forms of organizational punishments that

can be at once more onerous than a fine and less transferable

from responsible corporate managers to relatively innocent

parties like corporate employees or shareholders. For example,

organizational probation conditions might be imposed requiring

actions that detrimentally affect the reputation of firms or

their executives. To the extent that those reputations are dearly

held by key corporate personnel, such probation terms can impose

punishment and deterrence greater than the economic hardship of

corporate fines. Furthermore, since reputations are peculiarly

personal or institutional, the hardship of such reputational

sanctions would remain with the affected organization or

executives, with little chance that their effect could be passed

on to others for example, in the way the economic hardship of

fines might be passed on to employees through lower wages or to

shareholders through lower dividends.

Interestingly, a federal district court recently imposed

just this type of penalty in a major price fixing case. In

United States v. Allegheny Bottlin - gompany, 1988 WL 98106 (E.D.

Va. 1988), the district court noted that the maximum corporate

fine for price fixing of $1 million paled in comparison with the

$10 million to $12 million in illegal profits the defendant had

8



obtained. It concluded that a further "imprisonment" of the

,corporation beyond the maximum fine was both statutorily

authorized and warranted in,this case to properly punish the firm

and to deter like conduct by others. It initially sentenced the

firm to three years of imprisonment (to be accomplished by

placing the firm in the custody of a United States Marshall) and

the maximum fine of $1 million. However, it suspended the

execution of this sentence on the condition that the fi

with probation conditions requiring the payme a $950,000

fine and the performance of ex; nsive public service b f ur

corporate executives.

The public service required by these probation terms

nvolvedconsiderable p for both the firm and the affecte -

executives. An officer or employee of comparable salary and

stature to the corporation'spresident was required to perform

forty hours of community service per week for two years, as was

an additional executive at the Vice- presidential level. Two more

executives at the Vice- presidential level were required to

provide similar weekly totals of community service for a one year

period. These service obligations were not imposed on named

individuals, but were required to be performed by persons of the

indicated employment level. In addition to being deprived of the

affected executives' services, the defendant firm was required to

provide the executives for the indicated service without

compensation to the firm.

While the court's conclusion that corporations can be

9



imprisonedis inconsistent with extensive prior authority, the

possible invalidity of this conclusion has no bearing on the

propriety under the Sentencing Reform Act of the type of punitive

probation terms imposed in Allegheny Bottlin - . Under the Act,

there is no need to determine whether corporate imprisonment can

be imposed in addition to a maximum fine as a preliminary to a

suspension of such imprisonment in favor of punitive probation

conditions. Whether or not corporate "imprisonment" is

authorized, the Sentencing Reform Act clearly permits courts to

impose corporate probation terms in addition to a maximum fine.

The probation standards proposal currently before the

Commission doesnot authorize this type of purely punitive

corporate probation, largely because of the difficult punishment

scaling problems and the potential unfairness to unconvicted

individuals inherent in the use of punitive probation terms

requiring public service; the proposal does authorize probation

terms requiring community service by convicted firms where such

service is a preferable substitute for restitution orders.

However, in light of cases like Allegheny Bottlin - , the

desirability of allowing sentencing courts to impose punitive

probation terms as alternatives or supplements to corporate fines

may deserve reconsideration by the Commission. It should be

noted that changes in maximum corporate fines underythe Criminal

Fines Improvement Act may make this question less important,

since the specific sentencing dilemma of an inadequate maximum

fine encountered in Allegheny Bottlin - should be rarer. Were the
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defendant in Allegheny Bottlin - sentenced under current fine

standards, it could receive a fine of up to twice its illegal

gains (i.e., a maximum fineof as much as $24 million), which,

assuming it could pay such a large sum, would obviate the need

for punitive probation terms or other judicial restraints to

achieve a proper level of corporate punishment and deterrence.

III. Limitations On Or anizational Probation Under The Act

Appropriate probation conditions for organizations are

limited by severalvfeatures of the Sentencing Reform Act and by a

number of judicial doctrines developed under prior law that

should be carried forward in theinterpretation of the Act.

These are summarized below.

A. Statutory Limitations
1. Reasonableness

The Act requires that discretionary probation terms bear a

reasonable relationship to the nature and circumstances of the

probationer's offense, the history and characteristics of the

probationer, and the four general goals of sentencing under the

Act. Under prior law, courts developed similar reasonableness

requirements for probation terms generally, with the

reasonableness of particular probation conditions measured in

light of factors like the degree of offender reform they

promoted, the extent to which the conditions curtained the

exercise of normally available constitutional rights, and the

impact of the conditions on law enforcement. The reasonableness

of probation terms under the new Act will presumably depend on

11



! similar factors, with some adjustment for the broader set of,

probation goals allowed under the new law.

Beyond recognizing the importance of these factors, the

reasonableness test for probation terms under the new Act can be

translated into several more specific concerns. One basic

requirement is that discretionary probation conditions reflect a

rational sentencing strategy under which one or more of the

sentencing goals specified in the Act may be furthered by

compliance with the terms. Probation conditions that fail to

meet this test of minimal rationality will reflect no more than

the personal interests or sentencing theories of individual

judges; such arbitrary limitations on organizational conduct must

certainly be treated as unreasonable probation constraints and,

hence, unauthorized.

More importantly, the reasonableness test suggests that

theremust be some proportionality between the onus of

organizational probation terms on the one hand and the

seriousness of the defendant's offense on the other. This is

implicit in the portions of the legislative history of the Act

that recognize organizational managers as preferred decision -

makers for their organizations, except where criminal behavior

evidences a weakness in their decision making behavior. The

range of acceptable probation burdens under.this notion of

proportionality would increase with the presence of factors like

the following:

12
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

The

property

1.e. ,

substantial social harm was inflicted or threatened by

the defendant's offense and, by implication, the social

harms that can be prevented through probation are

similarly significant;

the defendant firm's assets or size will undercut the

punitive effect of fines or other monetary sanctions;

the involvement of top management in illegal activities

suggests that internal reform may not occur without

probation requirements;

the compartmentalization offirm management has

facilitated past illegal behavior in particular

operating units;

the defendant firm has failed to take its own steps to

study the sources of its offense and to implement

preventative reforms; or

the offender's crimes involved concealment or numerous

small injuries to victims causing the offenses to go

undetected for a substantial period and future crimes

of the same character are likely to go similarly

undetected absent probation monitoring mechanisms.

2. S - ecial Standards For Deprivations of Property 9;
Libert Applicability to Organizational
Probation

Act further requires that deprivations of liberty or

under probation conditions must meet special standards

these probation conditions must be reasonably necessary

13



to achieve one of the general sentencing goals under the Act.

This reasonable necessity standard suggests that courts have an

obligation to consider the efficacy of less restrictive probation

terms in achieving sentencing goals before imposing probation

terms requiring a deprivation of property or liberty.

Probation terms requiring a deprivation of property will

presumably raise similar issues when applied to individual and

organizational probationers. Examples of such terms requiring

reasonable necessity would include terms calling.for deferred

payment of a fine, restitution, or other monetary transfer.

However, the mere fact that probation terms requiring specific

organizational conduct will lead to some organizational

compliance expenditures should not be taken to imply that these

terms deprive the probationer of property within the meaning of

these*probation tests. Were this the case, almost every

probation limitation (on either organizations or individuals)

would trigger the higher scrutiny of the reasonable necessity

test because compliance with most probation terms is inconvenient

orexpensive.

The other component of the reasonable necessity test

concerning deprivations of liberty may have limited applicability

to organizational probationers. The legislative history of the

Act suggests that these provisions were designed to protect

against arbitrary probation conditions requiring individual

defendants to undergo limited forms of incarceration through

arrangements such as weekend custody or required residence at a

14



drug rehabilitation facility. The obvious focus was a desire to

limit individual freedom of action only to the extent necessary

to serve sentencing goals. Where organizations are involved,

such personal freedom is not at stake; therefore, the higher

standards for authorizing probation limitations on liberty should

probably never be applied to probation conditions for

organizational defendants.

B. Judicial Limitations Drawn From Prior Law

1. Specificity

One judicially recognized limitation on organizational

probation terms under prior law that should probably be carried

over in interpreting the new Act is the requirement that

probation terms be sufficiently unambiguous that both the

organizational probationer and others administering the probation

(such as probation officers) can distinguish between probation

compliance and violation. Clear and specific probation

conditions are desirable for a number of reasons. First, in

light of the potentially harsh consequences of violating

probation terms, fairness requires that probationers have clear

notice of when a violation is occurring. Second, where, as will

often be the case in organizational contexts, probation

compliance requires long - term efforts by probationers, specific

probation compliance standards will facilitate the types of

planning necessary for such long - term efforts to becarried out

effectively. Third, requiring that sentencing courts define

probation terms in detail insures that they, and not probation

15
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officers, will define the content of probation limitations on

offenders. Fourth, specific probation terms will be easier and

more efficient to administer in the probation monitoring process

than ambiguously stated probation terms. Finally, by

establishing a definite standard for sufficient probationer

conduct, detailed probation terms can help prevent and reveal

oppressive conduct by overreaching probation officers.

2. Probation Compliance Costs

Another limitation on organizational probation conditions

developed under prior law was the notion that probation

compliance costs should not exceed the levelof maximum fines for

the same offense. Several courts concluded that this limit

stemmed from their lack of constitutional authority to impose

punishments in any form that exceed the maximum penalties

specified for offenses by Congress.

Under the Sentencing Reform Act, however, Congress provided

for organizational probation sentences in addition to a sentences

to a maximum fine. This may suggest that Congress intended that

probation restrictions be used to raise penalties for

organizational offenders beyond the levels available through

maximum fines: under this approach, penalties under probation

terms would be a corporate substitute for the harsher penalties

imposed on individuals through incarceration, similar to the way

corporate probation was used by the court in Allegheny Bottlin - .

Alternatively, the provision for organizational probation in

addition to a maximum fine may suggest that such probation is

16
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only appropriate in this situation where it is used for purposes

other than punishment, such as probation terms designed to insure

organizational reform or to promote restitution to crime victims.

Under this approach, maximum fines would be viewed as an indicia

of maximum authorized penalties, but further burdens on

organizational offenders for sentencing purposes like reform or

restitution would always be deemed to be within the sentencing

court's authority. This latter interpretation probably is

preferable insofar as it places some meaningful limits on

organizational penalties; at the same time, it recognizes that

penalties, offender reforms, and victim restitution are

independent sentencing goals under the new Act such that a

sentence which furthers one of these goals to maximum extent

possible does not preclude additional sentence components that

further other goals.

V. Conclusion

The probation provisions of the Sentencing Reform Act of

1984 authorize an important new sentencing tool for

organizational offenders. These provisions authorize probation

sentences that can be flexibly tailored to the individual

circumstances of organizational offenders and their crimes. This

in turn means that probation sanctions can impose organizational

penalties that are particularly potent and organizationalreforms

that change the particular standards and processes which led to

the offense. Furthermore, since the effectiveness of probation

penalties and reforms do not depend on the precise measurement of

17
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social losses or offender gains implicit in an organizational

offense nor upon the translation of those loss or gain figures

into a meaningful monetary sanction, reliance on probation

sentences avoids much of the technical complexity andrisk of

inadequate sanctions involved in a system relying on precisely

measured and targeted monetary sanctions like that proposed in

the Commission Staff's Discussion Draft. Because of these

advantages, organizational probation deserves the Commission's

detailed attention in developing guidelines for organizational

sentencing.
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Los Angeles, Calif. Hearings December 2, 1988

Statement of

Christopher D. Stone

Law School, University of Southern California

My name is Christopher D. Stone. I am Roy P. Crocker
Professor of Law at the University of Southern California. I did
my undergraduate work in philosophyat Harvard and took my law
degree at Yale as an antitrust major. After a year as Fellow in
Law and Economics at the University of Chicago*i practiced in New

York with Cravath, Swaine and Moore before joining the U.S.C.
faculty. I have served on or consulted various government
agencies and commissions in several areas.

Over the years one of my principal interests has been the
development of strategies for the control of corporate
misconduct. My writings on the subject include my book, Where The
Law Ends, as well as articles in journals including the Harvard
Business Review, the Iowa, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin and Yale Law
Journals, Business and Society Review, The Public Interest,

Working Papers, and NOMOS (American Society of Political and
Legal Philosophy).

The Staff's Contributions

I should begin by saying how impressedal am by the work of
the Commission staff. As one who regards organizational
misconduct as a significant social problem, I especially
appreciate the Commission's taking this occasion'to ventilate
some very fundamental issues. The details of the specific
proposals represent a lot of hard, concerted thinking. I say*this
even though I find some of the details, such as the ecomme'*d
multiples, mysterious. Jeffrey Parker's ac ground paper is a

we come an puncny ontribution to the literature. In the last
analysis I think it over- emphasizes one foundational basis for
law- making at the cost of slighting attention to some of the
competing, more conventional viewpoints. (I say this even as one
who has literally been a part of, and continues to admire, the
Chicago School). But even where we differ, I have no doubt Mr.
Parker has done all of us workingin the field a service. Fbr
just one example, the relationship between criminal fines and
other monetized responses to the same delict raises complex
issues that have been flagged from time to time by commentators,
but always allowed somehow to slip from view without any
satisfying rejoinder, much less resolution. The Commission does
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well to resurface the discussion.

Moreover, everyone working in the field will value the work
Messrs. Cohen, Ho, Jones and Schliech have done gathering a data
base on present corporate sentencing practices in the federal
courts. We have been too long reliant on "smoothing out" the
gaps in the heretofore available fragmentary and impressionistic
data with hunch and anecdote. I hope that the Commission will
continue to underwrite further data - gathering along the lines of
that Preliminary Draft.

Not incidentally (on the subject of hunches) the data they
have produced suggests that the courts, in administering the
criminal side of the process, has visited sanctions even more
lenient, on average, than many of us skeptics had supposed. The
Cohen, et al. Table 8 (p. 20) shows (for their sampling) an
average fine for the four year period of just over $48,000 and an
average total monetary sanction of about $141,000. I am not quite
certain how the associated "losses" were calculated (Tables 10
and 11) but my own reaction was to be struck by the lowness of
the inferred multiple. In some areas, the fines, even the total
monetary sanctions, averaged less than the estimated social loss.
I like to think that whatever difference of opinion there may be,
we are all agreed that this is a situation that requires some
remedying.

The Discussion Draft's Position on Traditional Sanctions

I am assuming that the principal reason for my appearing
here today is to say a few words about, and respond to your
questions concerning, the probation proposal that Jack Coffee,
Richard Gruner and I have submitted for your consideration. I
would like to spend most of my time addressing that proposal.

On the other hand, much of the support for that proposal you
already have in writing. Moreover, the argument in favor of
probation, and the rest of the alternative sentences, advances in
proportion to perceived weaknesses in the traditionally
predominant we could call it the "nonalternative" strategy,
that of threatening the corporation with a monetary loss if it
runs afoul of the law. So, let me talk about the traditional
strategies first.

On this score, my own view and that embodied in the
Discussion Draft (DD) are not "worlds [perhaps only continents ]
apart." We have the same starting point: by- and - large, if private
gain exceeds external cost, an activity should be allowed to
continue. Further, that as a presumptive strategy, the society,
when it wants to restrict various forms of undesirable conduct,
ought to do so by tempering the private cost the actor faces
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through manipulation of expected sanction levels." Further, that
(again as - a general rule) once we have communicated to the
managers that monetized message of the outside world's concerns,
we do best to let the corporate managers adjust to the threat as

they see fit, by, for example, changing, at their discretion,

methods of production, patterns of monitoring agents, and so on.

My position has always been that any deviations from this
strategy, including the judicial imposition of bureaucracy -

affecting probation orders, ought to be the exception, held in
reserve for special circumstances. Here my only difference with
the DD goes, as we shall see, to how restrictively "special
circumstances" is to be construed.

Where, then, do I have reservations about the basic
(nonprobationary) portions of the Discussion Draft?

I

THE NONPROBATIONARY PROVISIONS

The Definition of "Offense Loss" and its Role

Il

Essentially, - have strong reservations with the definition
of "offense loss" and the role that it has been assigned. In
constructing the base for the penalty level, the DD

places exclu ' e emphasis on the social loss caused SY'the
ense and

' or e wron oer s ain or
) the wealth or other index of how ainful a given evel of

wi e or an ar 1cular,defen an

Tobegin with, there are many crimes where the legislature

jin taking this stance, the DD appears to disregard a good

deal of traditional horse- sense about sentencing corporations, as

well as a certain amount of Congressional sentiment. "Fines equal

in amount do not necessarily impose equal punishment. A $5000

fine for a millionaire is less severe than a $5000 fine for a

person whose*annual income is $15,000." House Comm. on the
Judiciary on Criminal Fine Enforcement Act of 1984, H.R. 98 - 906,

98th Cong., 2d Sess. 3, reprinted in 1984 U.S. Code Cong. & Admn.

News, 5433, 5435. Obviously, if,as the drafters of the DD feel,

the role of the law is not so much to mete out punishment as to

establish the tariff for wrongfully - caused h;;m,,the inequality
of punishmen£,as such, is not an objection. Yet, even if we put

punishment aside, and worry, as the DD does, about deterrence,

if (as one imagines) the deterrent threat of a penalty is a

function of the actor's wealth, then need differences in wealth
not be accounted for on that score?
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rightly expects the judiciary to exacta sanction that anchors
neither in harm nor in gain, but rather in some societal notion
of 'ost punishment, e.g., murder and rape. It is true that many
of,the crimes corporations get entangled in, such as so- called
"regulatory offenses," are less freighted with moral opprobrium.
But just punishment cannot be dismissed as categorically
inapplicable to each and every corporate crime. Corporations have
been indicted for murder, too. And one can imagine a defense
contractor's violation of trust, or its mercenary compromise of
national security, for which calculations of gain and loss appear
inappropriate as exclusive determinant of the penalty level.

I grant that in many (perhaps most) areas of corporate
sentencing, economic considerations are significant, even
dominating. But in this subset ofgcases where social costs and
benefits is the dominan tor, I lament the sin le - minded
emphasis of the DD o ver oss. y, gain is rejected
on p ion the is e avoidance of loss that motivates
society to criminalize conduct. VI don't think that assumption is
true categorically. Surely the specter ofgain wrongfully
acquired is as capable as wrongful harm of arousing the feelings
that forge the criminal law. One infers that there is another
reason to disregard gain = that if the law focuses on losses,
presenting the actor with the "tariff" for law- violation, then a

loss - based rule will not dissuade the actor from what my
contracts - teaching colleagues might characterize (if this were
contracts!) as efficient breach of their social compact.

~

MW
XP

xx Most of us feel that there is some range of regulatory
crimes (whether they be.denominated "violations" or "infractions"
or whatever) for which the criminal sanction might be regarded

~
for various purposes as a sort of tariff. Overloading trucks has
been so regarded from time to time. But it is a mistake to
generalize from the overloaded truck to the entire range of
crimes in which a corporation can engage. Does an one want a
cor oration to wilfully violate trading with the enemy ac s, if
its ain excee s e cogniza e osses e cour s are ikely to
confroht it wi

In those regions of conduct in which some economic
accounting is appropriate at the sentencing stage, I favor as a

base the higher of gain or loss; even then, I would select the
higher of expected or actual gain or loss. To illustrate, if X

Corp. willfully violated a criminal statute, resulting in $1
million in environmental damage, I would not wish to see the fine
reduced on the plea that the expected damages (for the conduct in
question? the class of conduct?) was only $100,000. On the other
hand, a violator whose misconduct released a life -endangering
toxic cloud, which was, however, fortuitously dissipated by a

sudden windstorm, ought not to have its penalty lowered because
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Nature bestowed on it a bit of "moral luck."7

I am not disregardful of the general validity of the
argument that if a fundamentally productive activity results in
an excess of (private)gainover (external) loss, presumptively
the activity ought not to be suppressed. Indeed, that is one of
several reasons why crimes ancillary to most economic activities
are subject to the loss - anchored "penalties" of the laws of
torts. What, however, is the person charged with sentencing to
make of the fact that criminalization represents - a deliberate
legislative decision to remove selected areas of conduct from
torts (exclusively)? One thing we may understandcongress to be
saying by criminalization is that wrongdoer's gain, as well as
victim's loss, may be considered at the sentencing stage. Indeed,
Congress has provided as much in sec. 3623.

Consider the Y Corp., whose fraudulent claims on behalf of a
fairly decent product net it $1,000,000; the losses of the
defrauded buyers, measured by the difference between value
surrendered and valued received, is $200,000. Competitors'
losses were another $200,000. Assume the injury to the market
through lost confidence, etc. (can such a thing really be
measured?) is $100,000. I find it hard to believe that the law
should effectively condone this conduct upon the testimony of the
market, that the wrongdoer's gains exceed the offense loss.
Surely the gain (subject to some multiple) should be disgarded.

The Discussion
posture stems fr (of phobic proportions,

s apparen ctance to endorse 3623's

I sometimes thou
that the law shou ot to overdeter socially
beneficial behavior. Overdeterrence is a problem that merits
addressing on several fronts, for example,.by clarifying,where
appropriate, the boundaries between legal and prohibited conduct.
But, first, to judge from the Commission's own findings of
current levels of corporate sanctions ---a $48,000 average fine -
- overdeterrence would hardly<appear to constitute a > clear and
present danger to the social system.

ht) of "overdeter " Indeed, no one doubts

2I am not certain how wide is the variancebetween my own
views and those of the Discussion Materials. Obviously I am
taking exception to the rejection of gain. As for the treatment
of loss, see the discussion of 8.2,where, in the course of
explaining "offense loss", it is explained that,"Losses that
actually occurred, were intended and reasonably probable, or were
imminently threatened by inchoate offenses, areall included in
the loss determination." Certainly they are not all cumulated; if
the highest of the set is intended, perhaps thatought to be
stated clearly.
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Second, the notion of overdeterring "beneficial activity" is

more complicated than one might suppose. One is tempted to draw'

an easy line between crimes ancillary to legitimate economic
activity and common law crimes. That is, one notes that there is

no way we could overdeter rapists and murderers; but it is
another matter when we threaten our steel companies with fines:
we risk over- restricting the production of steel. The

difficulties with this analysis consists in the clumping of
activities, of how closely the permissible activity comes to the
"borderline of impermissible conduct."3 Consider making steel,
for example, and fixing the price of steel in clandestine
meetings. Are they one beneficial activity, or two activities,
the one, beneficial, the other, without any redeeming social
value? If -- as I would argue-- two, then it exemplifies a

situation in which fear of overdeterrence seems no more valid a

problem than the fear of overdeterring rape.

I do not mean by any of this to disparage efforts at law-

reform. It is simply to note that in this (and several other
respects)4 the proposals, regarded operationally, are, almost as

much as proposals for reform of sentencing standards, proposals
to partially decriminalize a great and ill - defined deal of
conduct presently considered criminal. I say partially
decriminalize, because the activities Congress has determined to

be "crimes" would continue to be subject to criminal
investigative procedures, grand juries, etc.; the application of
aimultiple (and an assessment of enforcement costs) would raise
the ante for many violators, even where the chances of civil
recovery were slight. But when one considers the modest level of
multiple recommended e revisions for the diminution of the

'( /
multiple, and the fact that criminal sanctions woul e by

gmAM

'

,( nel ary c1v1 recoveries e reco
approac a c1v1 recovg

4, - ste e e era rose ors
p aying a lead role: the collectors of first resort.

3See United States V. United States Gypsum Com, 438 U.S.
422, 441 (1978). In that case the Court rejected a strict
liability standard for a violation of the antitrust laws.

4including the merger of the criminally - imposed with civilly

imposed sanctions, and the reallocation of individual and
corporatepenalties.

sit is interesting to consider the effect of the proposals
on civil negotiations: if the government has already levied a

,fine of $1 million, the defendant in subsequent civil suits has

the incentive to settle for $1 million. To do so is not only, as
~

.

it first appears, costless; considering the tax treatments of
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The Discussion Material certainly suggest the possibility
that there exist areas of economic conduct presently criminal
Guam e trusted to tort law exclusively. But such

asi - decriminal;; - n as is outlined here should be
assessed on a selective, violation - by-

- sis -- and addressed to Congress or a specia
commission assembled for that purpose.

The Multiples

How the multiples were arrived at is, as I have said, a
mystery to me. The Staff Working Paper acknowledges that we do
not have the data, the denominator, as it were, of various
species of corporate crime. In murder cases we have (as a good
basis for denominator) most of the - bodies. It simply is not so
with government contract frauds, laundering of money, price -

fixing, etc. How does one begin to calculate the total number of
violations? And should our interest be on antitrust violations
as a whole,.or on subclasses: price - fixing schemes that yielded
$10 million gain as a class, and small - scale $100,000
conspiracies as another. Could they really be expected to have
identical probabilities of detection over the same time span?

And then, to come up with a reducible multiple,on the scale
of 2.5 (!2) suggests that roughly 1/2 of the relevant crimes are
detected and brought to successful prosecution and conviction.
Will any prosecutorial agency in the country claim such a success
rate?

Of course, if we assume the validity of the Staff empirical
data, the proposed multiples, if consistently invoked, would
apparently raise the average sanctions from their current
appallingly low levels. Thus, those who favor a higher level of
deterrence might think they had a reason to favor the proposals
as a move inthe right direction. But when one accounts for the
proposed offset of the criminal sanctions by the civil, it is
patent that the net shift would be towards a lower level of
deterrence overa 1.

II

THE PROBATIONARY PROVISIONS

criminal fines and of civil damages, the defendant would have an
incentive to shift payment to the civil plaintiffs.
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The Commission does not face the question whether probation
is a legitimate device in the control of corporate wrongdoing.
Congress has expressly provided for it. The approach of the
lDiscussion Materials is, however, to restrict compliance oriented
probation (Sec. 8D2.2(c)) to an extremely narrowly defined set of
circumstances set forth.in Sec. 8D2.1(c). For a compliance - plan
triggering order to apply, the case before the court would have
to be (1) a felony (2) which senior management either
participated in or encouraged; moreover (3) the same company
would have to had committed a felonyof the same type (over some
unspecifiedinterlude) and even then (4)the court would have to
determine that (i) a fine alone would be "unlikely to avoid a
recurrence while (ii) probation would be likely to avoid
deterrence in a cost - justified manner.

VW I believe that these conditions as a body
o~gr

-gestrJ

FT
~ jy'~ courts unacce t to the felony limitation in (1) and (4),

t e e t man felony violations a lic le to or ani = Lions,
ut there are certain y manyseriouspatterns of non- felony

crimes that might warrant probation in the circumstances.
 Consider, for example, a defense contractor or nuclear licensee

that consistently misreports data or ignores safety

O
requirements.6 In both cases, it appears to be particularly
unrealistic to suppose we can carry through on fines of a
magnitude that would drive the firm out of business: imagine the
contractor to be the sole source supplier of a major weapons
system, and the licensee to be a utility. A court order -
compliance plan would appear to be exactly in order. And that
seems to be true quite irrespective of condition (2), that senior
management be involved. Indeed, I would argue that the
compliance plan is all the more needed where senior management
were not*involved. First, in cases where senior management were
involved, it is all the more likely that individual sanctions.
against them will be effective strategies. Cases against the
organization are all the more warranted, in my view, where it is
difficult to pin down individual liability. Moreover, it is
precisely in those cases that a compliance plan is warrantedas a

means to assure that the firm's bureaucratic structure include
elements that ensure the effectiveness of management review of
the problem area and unambiguously locate responsibility if
something were to go wrong again.

O

Gviolations of nuclear safety regulations by a licensee
would in the first instance be under the purview of the NRC,

which has the power in some circumstances to deprive a licensee
of its license; on the other hand the federal courts might be
called upon to enforce criminal sanctions, and, indeed, a court
might feel that the NRC was not doing an adequate job protecting
the public interest.
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WASHINGTON. DC 20001

PRON E 202I940 4300

November23, 1988

Honorable William Wilkins, Jr.
Chairman
The United States Sentencing Commission
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Suite 1400
Washington, DC 20004

Dear Chairman Wilkins =

We have been working for some time in the area of
corporate governance. In connection therewithiwe have
been very much concerned with the question of corporate
crime. Simply stated, our clients, who are the largest
institutional shareholders (pension funds, foundations,
universities and the like), do not want their companies
to violate law; they.do*not want their managers to
consider the matter of compliance with the law as
essentially one ofcost benefit analysis. We have,
therefore, begun the process of mobilizing ownership
interests and, inconnection therewith, have sent out
the enclosed material to a variety of leading American
companies.

I hope that this information is helpful to.you in
your work. Please let us know if there is anything
further that we might provide.

Sincerely,

Robert A. G. Monks

Bnc.
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LETTER A

October 26, 1968

Hr. Warren H. Phillips
Chairman ot'the Board
Dow Jones & Company, Inc.
200 Liberty Street
New York, NY 10281

Dear Hr. Phillips =

Institutional Shareholder Services, Inc. is a
consulting tirm that advises large institutional
shareholders on corporate governance issues, Our
clients are long - term investors with a substantial
equity position in your company. They believe that
exercise of the rights of ownership can protect.and
enhance the value of their investments, and thatas
fiduciaries tor the beneficial owners of*the stock, they
must do so when it is economically justified.

Our clients are increasingly concerned about
corporate crime, not just as a matter ot public policy,
but as a matter ot investment policy. Companies that
break the law incur huge legal tees and lines. They

must devote enormous resources to preparing their
defense. They lose goodwill in the community, and they

lose business.

We have been impressed vith your company's
exemplary record, both in corporate governance and in
making a commitment to the highest standards of ethical
behavior. Our clients have demonstrated their support
by buying and holding your stock. The latest figures we

have show that institutions hold more than 30% or your
shares. He would like you to go one step turther in
establishing your commitment to shareholder concerns and

compliance with the laws by proposing the adoption of a

by-lao along the lines ot the enclosed.
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The by-law provides that,g;y.nirBcGer - vno- is
convicte
eerv ce as a

-on milarly, any director serving at a time
when the corporation is criminally convicted Will also
become ineligible for continued service (unless he or
she voted against the conduct leading to the criminal
conviction).

This by-law is intended to reach only the most
extraordinary violations. It vould not be triggered by
criminal charges against corporate officers or employees
(unless they also serve as directors). Some infractions
are inevitable. Laws and regulations are complex, and
their interpretation and enforcement vary enormously
from one administration to another. Shareholders do not
want companies.to be so - risk - averse that they always
adopt the most conservative interpretation possible;
sometimes it is worthwhile to challenge the law. And
Congress has a tendency to react to a problem by making
it criminal; Congress tries to appear to be cracking
down on defense contractors and polluters, and does so
by characterizlng relatively minor violations as
criminal. But directors must take the responsibility
for setting some standards for the company.

The most important right granted to shareholders in
exchange for their funds is the right to elect
directors. That right carries with it the right to
establish criteria tor eligibility. The shareholders we
work vith vould like to see you initiate action to adopt
a by-lao along the lines ot the enclosed draft to make
it clear that you have a strong commitment to complying
with the law, and a commitment to being responsive to
shareholder concerns. We believe it Would enhance your
standing in the community and the value of their
investment. We cannot see any possible case in which
your company would Want to retain a director covered by
this by-law; adoption vould simply make the removal
automatic.
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We would appreciate the opportunity to discuss this
proposal with you. We are interested in your reaction,
and we look forward to hearing tram you.

Sincerely,

Robert A. G. Monks
President

Enclosure
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Hr. Warren 8. Phillips
Chairman of the Board
Dow Jones & Company, Inc.
200 Liberty Street
New York, NY 10281

Hr. Colby H. Chandler
Chief Executive Officer
Eastman Kodak Company
343 State Street
Rochester, NY 14650

Hr. James R. Stove=
President and Chief Executive Officer
Eaton Corporation
1111 Superior Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44114

Hr. John F. Welch, Jr.
Chairman of the Board
General Electric Company
3135 Easton Turnpike
Fairfield, CT 06413

Mr. Bernard Schvartz
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Loral Corporation I

600 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10016

Hr. Norman R. Augustine
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Martin Marietta Corporation
6801 Rockledge Drive
Bethesda, HD 20017

Hr. George M.C. Fisher
President and Chief Executive Officer
Motorola, Inc.
1303 East Algonquin Road
Schaumburg, IL 60196

,Mr. Frank A. Shrontz
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
The Boeing Company
P.O. Box 3707
Seattle, WA 98124
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Mr. Frank P. Popoff
President and Chief Executive Officer
The Dow Chemical Company
2030 Willard H. Dow Center
Midland, MI 48674

Dr. Ruben F. Mettler
Chief Executive Officer
TRH Inc.
1900 Richmond Road
Cleveland, OH 44124

O
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LETTER B

October 26, 1988

Mr. Lawrence G. Raul
Chairman and Chief Executive Ottlcer
Exxon Corporation
1251 Avenue of the Americas
Rev York, NY 10020-1198

Dear Hr. Raul:

Institutional Shareholder Services, Inc. is a
oonsultinq firm that advises large institutional
shareholders on corporate governance issues. our
clients are long-ter investors. They believe that
exercise ot the rights of ovnerehlp can protect and
enhance the value ot their investments, and that as
tlduciarles tor the beneticlal ownersoe the stock, they
must do so When it is economically justified.

Our clients are increasingly concerned about
corporate crime, not just as a matter ot public policy,
but as a matter ot investment policy. Companies that
break the jaw lncur huge legal tees and fines. They
must devote enormous resources to preparing their
defense. They lose goodwill in the community, and they

lose business.

Our clients have expressed serious concerns about
your commitment to compliance with the law. The latest
figures ve have snow that institutions hold more than
33t ot your shares. They are long-term investors; they
vould prefer not to sell out because ot their concerns;
especially since they believe that your poor record has
depressed the stock. Their alternative, then, is to
work sith you to improve value. We would like you to
establish your commitment to shareholder concerns and

compliance with the laws by proposing the adoption of a

by-lao along the lines ot thelenclosed.
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The by- law provides that any director Who is
convicted of a felony in connection with his or her
service as a director will become ineligible for service
on the Board. Similarly, any director serving at a time
when the corporation is criminally convicted vill also

,become ineligible for continued service (unless he or
she voted against the conduct leading to the criminal
conviction).

This by-law is intended to reach only the most
extraordinary violations. It would not be triggered by
criminal charges against corporate otticers or employees
(unless they also serve as directors). Some intractions
are inevitable. Laws and regulations are complex, and
their interpretation and enforcement vary enormously
from one administration to another. Shareholders do not
want companies to be so risk -averse that they always
adopt the most conservative interpretation possible;
sometimes it is worthwhile to challenge the lav. And
Congress has a tendency to react to a problem by making
it criminal = Congress tries to appear to be cracking
down on defense contractors and polluters, and does so
by characterizing relatively minor violations as
criminal. But directors must take the responsibility
for setting some standards for the company.

The most important right granted to shareholders in
exchange for their funds is the right to elect
directors. That right carries With it the right to
establish criteria for eligibility. The shareholders we
vork vithvould like to see you initiate action to adopt
a by-law along the lines of the enclosed dratt, to make
it clear that you have a strong oommitmentvto complying
with the law, and a commitment to being responsive to
shareholder concerns. We believe it vould enhance your
standing in the community and the value of their
investment. We cannot see any possible case in vhich
your company would want to retain a director covered by
this by- law: adoption would simply make the removal
eautomatic.
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We Would very much appreciate the opportunity to
discuss this proposalwith you. We are most interested
in your reaction, and we look torward to hearing from
you.

Sincerely,

Robert A. G. Monks
President

Enclosure
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Hr. E. Claiborne Robins, Jr.
President and Chief Executive Officer
A.H. Robins Company, Inc.
1407 Cummings Drive
P.O. Box 26609
Richmond, VA 23261-6609

Dr.,Leon Riebman
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
AEL Industries
305 Richardson Rd.
Lansdale, PA 19446

Hr. John R. Hall
.Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Ashland Oil, Inc.
1000 Ashland Drive
Russell, KY 41169

Dr. Richard Theuer
President
Beech- Nut Nutrition Corporation
P.O. Box 127*
Ft. Washington, PA 19034

Hr. Harry J. Phillips, Sr.
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Browning- Ferris Industries, Inc.
P.O. Box 3151
Houston, TX 77253

Hr. Richard E. Heckert
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
E. I. Dupont de Nemours andlcompany
D 9000
1007 Market Street
Wilmington, DE 19898

Hr. Richard D. Wood
President, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Bli Lilly and Company
Corporate Center
Indianapolis, IN 46285

Hr. Lawrence G. Raul
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Exxon Corporation
1251 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020-1198
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Mr. Alfred Manville
President and Chif Executive Officer
Fischbach.corporation
485 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Mr.vstanley C. Pace
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
General Dynamics Corporation
Pierre Laclede Center
St. Louis, HO 63105

Mr. C. David Ferguson
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Gould Inc.
35129 Curtis Blvd.
Eastlake, OH 44094

Mr. James L. Johnson
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
GTE Corp.
One Stamford Forum
Stamford, CT 06904

Hr. John T. Hartley
Chief Executive Officer
Harris Corporation
1025 W. NASA Boulevard
Melbourne, FL 32919

Hr. Rod P. Danneyer
President and Chief Executive Officer
Itel Corp.
2 N. Riverside Plaza
Chicago, IL 60606

Mr. Orion L. Koch
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Litton Industries, Inc.
360 North Cresent Drive
Beverly Hills, CA 90210

-Mr. Larry O. Kitchen
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Lockheed Corporation
4500 Park Granada Boulevard
Calabasas, CA 91399
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Hr. John F. Mcdonnell
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Mcdonnell Douglas Corp.
P.O. Box 516
St. Louis, MO 63166

Mr. Richard J. Mahoney
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Monsanto Company
800 N. Lindbergh Boulevard
St. Louis, MO 63167

Mr. Charles S. Locke
Chairman of the Board
Morton Thiokol, Inc.
110 North Hacker Drive
Chicago, IL 60606-1560

Hr. Helmut Maucher
Managing Director
Nestle S.A.
Case Postale 353
1800 Vevey
Switzerland

Mr. Thomas V. Jones
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Northrop Corporation
1840 Century Park East
Los Angeles, CA 90067

Mr. Armand Hammer
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Occidental Petroleum Corp.
10889 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90024

Hr. Charles D. Strang
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Outboard Marine Corp.
100 Sea-Horse Drive
Waukegan, IL 60085

Mr. John J. Kitchen
President and Chief Executive Officer
Paradyne Corp.
8550 Ulmerton Road
Largo, FL 34649-2826
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Hr. Paul G. Schloemer
President and Chief Executive Officer
Parker-Hannifin Corporation
17235 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44112

Mr. Edwin E. Tuttle
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Pennwalt Corp.
Three Parkway
Philadelphia, PA 19102

Mr. D. Wayne Calloway
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Pepsico Inc.
Anderson Hill Road
Purchase, NY 10577

Hr. Peter R. Fink
President and Chief Executive Officer
R.P. Scherer Corp
2075 West Big Beaver Rd.
Suite 700
Troy, MI 48084

Hr. Donald R. Beall
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Rockwell International Corporation
2230 East Emperial Highway
El Segundo, CA 90245

Mr. Henry Wendt
Chairman of the Board
SmithKline Bechman Corporation
One Franklin Plaza
P.O. Box 7929
Philadelphia, PA 19101

AMr. Evans W. Erikson
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Sundstrand Corp.
4949 Harrison Ave.
P.O. Box 7003
Rockford, IL 61125-7003
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Mr; Dennis R. Hendrix
.President and Chief Executive Officer
Texas Eastern Corp.
.Box 2521
Houston, TX 77252

Hr.'Robert B. Mercer
Chairman of the Board
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company
1144 East Market Street
Akron, OB 44316-0001

Hr. Robert D. Kennedy
Chairman of the Board
Union Carbide Corporation
39 Old Ridgebury Road
Danbury, CT 06817-0001

Hr. Richard J. Stegemeier
Pres1dentand Chief Executive Officer
Unocal Corporation
P.O. Box 7600
Los Angeles, CA 90051

Hr. Thomas D. Sage
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Varian Associates, Inc.
611 Hansen Way
Palo Alto, CA 94303

Hr. J. Peter Grace
Chairman, President and

Chief Executive Officer
W. R. Grace 6 Co.
Grace Plaza
1114 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-7794

Mr. John C. Marcus
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Westinghouse Building
Gateway Center
11 Stanwix Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15222
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RESOBVED, that the by-laws of [ ] be amended by the
adoption of a new Section [ 1, to provide as follows:

M28:~
W

~ ,

!NO person criminally convicted of a state or
fede a on for causing death or serious bodily
injury to anyperson byadulterating, misbranding, falsely
labeling or falsely advertising a food, drug or device; or
who is convicted of a felony violation for obstruction of
justice, fraud, corruption of a public official, perjury, or
making a false statement in furtherance of or to conceal any
such activity; or vho is convicted of conspiring to commit
or aiding and abetting the commission of any violation
described above; whetherby trial, guilty plea, or plea of
polo goggegdegg, shall be eligible to serveas a Director or
Officer of the c6?pbfetlon or three ears from the date of
such conviction, unless an soc conviction is
overturned or vacated by a court of competent jurisdiction.

If the co oration is criminally convicted of a state
or , era felony v on for causing death or serious
bodily injury to any person by adulterating, misbranding,
falsely labeling or falsely advertising a food, drug or
device; or is convicted of obstruction of justice, fraud,
corruption of a public official, perjury, or making a false
statement in furtherance of or to conceal any such activity;'
or is convicted of conspiring to commit or aiding and
abetting the commission of any violation describedabove;
whether by trial, guilty plea, or plea of nglg ggnggnggrg,
no person who at the,time of the conduct ivin rise to the

onv ction Has a Director of? e co oration or vas the
en , airman, ef ixecutive Officer or Chief

r cor, or ce President, - Treasure
SS an reasurer BY e

0 corporate activit Where such conduct oc rred,
an 7 O 8 e 8

ately prior thereto, shall be eligible e
8 8 leo or or CG! 0 e corporation for three

6 0 soc convic on, unless and
unt 1 such conviction s ove urned or vacated by a
court of competentsjurisdiction. lrggiggg, that if
the corporate conduct giving rise to the conviction vas
the subject of a vote of the Board of Directors, then
this provision shall not apply to any Director vho*cast
his or her vote against such conduct.

Any disqualificationeffected by this by-law may be
removed by a vote of the holders in beneficial interest of
75% or more of the corporation's shares then outstanding."



UP

The purpose of this resolution is to ensure that Directors
and Officers are held accountable to shareholders for engaging in
or allowing the corporation to engage in criminal conduct that
goes to the heart of the corporation's activities. Criminal
conduct of"th1s nature, vhich threatens public health and safety,
exposes the corporation to massive criminal fines and civil
damage awards, and destroys corporate good Will, is never in the
best interest of the shareholders or the corporation, and should
not be countenanced.

O
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.RESOLVED, that the by-laws of [ ] be amended by the
adoption of a new Section [ 1, to provide as follows =

'NO person who is criminally convicted of astate or federal
felony violation for price - fixing or other violation of the
antitrust laws, or who is convicted of a felony violation for
obstruction of justice, fraud, corruption of a public official,
perjury, or making a false statement in furtherance of or to
conceal any such activity; or who is convicted of conspiring to
commit or aiding and abetting the commission of any violation
described above; whetherby trial, guilty plea, or plea of nglg
cgngendegg, shall be eligible to serve as a Director or Officer
of the corporation for three years from the date of such
conviction, unless and until such conviction is overturned or
vacated bya court of competent jurisdiction.

If the corporation is criminally convicted of a state or federal
felony violation for price - fixing or other antitrust violation,
or is convicted of obstruction of justice, fraud, corruption of a
public official, perjury, or making a false statement in
furtherance of or to conceal any such activity: or is convicted
of conspiring to commit or aiding and abetting the commission of
any violation described above: whether by trial, guilty plea, or
plea of nglg ggntggggrg, no person who, at the time - of the
conduct giving rise to the conviction was a Director of the
corporation or was the President, Chairman, Chief Executive
Officer, or Chief Operating Officer, or vas a Vice President,
Treasurer or Assistant Treasurer having responsibility for the
area of corporate activity where such conduct occurred, and who
had held that office for at least one year immediately prior
thereto, shall be eligible to serve as a'Director or Officer of
the corporation for three years from the date of such conviction,
unless and until such conviction is overturned or vacated by a
court of competentjurisdiction. Pggyiggg, that if the corporate -

conduct giving rise to the conviction was the subject of*a vote
of the Board of Directors, then this provision shall not apply to
any Director who cast his or her vote against such conduct.

Any disqualification effected by this by-law may -be removed by a
vote of the holders in beneficial interest of 75t or more of the
corporation's shares then outstanding.'

The purpose of this resolution is to ensure that Directors and
Officers are held accountable to.shareholders for engaging in or
allowing the corporation to engage in criminal conduct that goes
to the heart of the corporation's activities. Criminal conduct
of this nature exposes the corporation to massive criminal fines
and civil damage awards, and destroys corporate good Will, is
never in the best interest of the shareholders or the
corporation, and should not be countenanced.



SAMPLE BY-LAWS FOR DEFENSE PROCURBMBNT VIQLATIONS

2.17 Qualification of Directors and Officers in the Event of
Criminal Convictions.

No person who has been criminally convicted of a
state or federal felony for

(a)de£££gg;ng.the United States Government via one or
more instances of cost misallocation, product
substitution, failure to perform required tests,
defective pricing, bid - rigging, or corruption of a
public official,

(b) obstruction of justice, perjury or making a false
statemeht - TF- furtherance of or to conceal any activity
described in (a) above,

(c) conspiring to commit or aiding orYabetting the
comm y vic at on escribed in (a) or (b)
above, or

(d) racketeerin
descri in
is an element,

activity in which any of the violations
), or (c) above or state law bribery

whether by trial, guilty plea, or plea of nolo contendere,
shall be eligible to be elected or to serve as an Officer or
Director of the corporation for a period of three years from
the date of such conviction, unless and until such conviction
is overturned or vacated by a court of competent
jurisdiction.

If the corporation is at any time criminally convicted
of a state or federal felony violation for

(a) defrauding theunited States Government via one or
more instances of cost misallocation,.product
substitution, failure to perform required tests,
defective pricing, biderigging, or corruption ofa
public official;



(b) obstruction of justice, perjury or making a false
statement in furtherance of or to conceal any
activity described in (a) above,

(c) conspiring to commit or aiding or abetting the
commission of any violation described in (a) or
(b) above, or

(d) racketeering activity in which any of the
violations described in (a), (b), or (c) above is
an element,

whether by trial, guilty plea, or plea of nolo contenders, no
person who, at the*time of the conduct giving rise to the
conviction, was a Director of the corporation or was the
President, Chairman, Chief Executive Officer, or Chief
Operating Officer of the corporation, or who was a Vice-
President, Treasurer, or Assistant Treasurer having
responsibility for the area of corporate activity where such
conduct occurred, and who had held such office for at least
one year immediately prior thereto, shall be eligible to be

elected or to serve as an Officer or Director of the
corporation for a period of three years from the date of such
conviction, unless and until such conviction is overturned or
vacated by a court of competent jurisdiction. Provided,
however, that if the corporate conduct giving rise to the
conviction was the subject of a vote of the Board of
Directors of the corporation, then this provision shall not
apply to any Director who cast his or her vote againstsuch
conduct.

The felony offenses referred to in this by- lao include,
without limitation of any kind.whatsoever upon the generality
of the foregoing, violations of Title 18, United States Code,
Section 201 (bribery), Sections 286 and 28? (fraudulent
claims), Section 1001 (false statements), Section 1341 (mail
fraud), Section 1343 (wire fraud), Section 1503, 1510, 1512
and 1513 (obstruction of justice), Section 1621 (perjury),
Section 1952 (travel in aid of racketeering); Section 1962
(REI.C.0.), Section 371 (conspiracy to defraud the United
States), and Section 2 (aiding and abetting),and state law
felony offenses involving the same or similar conduct.

A person affected by the operation of this by- law may be
rendered eligible to be elected and to serve as a Director or
Officer of the corporation prior to the expiration of the
three year post - conviction period upon a vote in favor of
such eligibility by the holders in beneficial interest of 758
or more of the corporation'sshares then outstanding.



The purpose of this resolution is to ensure thathbirectors
and Officers are held accountable to*shareholders tor engaging in

or allowing the corporation to engage in criminal conduct that
goes to the heart of the corporation's activities. Criminal
conduct of this nature exposes the corporation to massive
criminal fines and civil damage avards, and destroys corporate

good will, is never in the best interest of the shareholders or

the corporation, and should not be countenanced.'

O
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SAMPLE BY-LAW FOR ENVIRONMENTAL LAW VIOLAT;ONS

2.17 Qualification of Directors and Officers in the,Event of
Criminal Convictions.

No person who is criminally convicted of a state or
federal felony violation for.Enowingly(j) recklessly
endangering human h environment t ough

isposal, storage, transportation, treatment
or management of a hazardous substance; or who is
convicted of a felony violation for obstruction of
justice, fraud, corruption of a public official,
perjury, or making a false statement in furtherance of
or to conceal any such activity; or who is convicted of
conspiring to commit or aiding and abetting the
commission of any violation described above, whether by
trial, guilty plea, or plea of nolo contendere, shall be
eligible to be elected or to serve as a Director or
Officer of the corporation for a period of three years
from the date of such conviction, unless and until such
conviction is overturned or vacated by a court of
competent jurisdiction.

If the corporation is at any time criminally
convicted of a state or federal felony violation for
knowingly or recklessly endangering human health or the
environment through the generation, disposal, storage,
transportation, treatment or management of a hazardous
substance; or is convicted of a felony violation for
obstruction of justice, fraud, corruption of a public
official, perjury, or making a false statement in
furtherance of or to conceal any such activity; or is
convicted of conspiring to commit or aiding and abetting
the commission of any violation described above, whether
by trial, guilty plea, or plea of nolo contendere, no
person who, at the time of the corporate con uct giving
rise to the conviction, vas a Director of the
corporation, or was the President, Chairman, Chief
Executive Officer, orchief Operating Officer of the
corporation, or was a Vice - president, Treasurer or
Assistant Treasurer having responsibility for the area



of corporate activity where such conduct occurred, and

who had held such position for at least one year
immediately prior thereto, shall be eligible to be

elected or to serve as a Director or Officer of the
corporation for a period of three yearsfrom the date of
such conviction, unless and until such conviction is
overturned or vacated by a court of competent
jurisdiction. Provided, however, that if the corporate
conduct giving rise to the conviction was the subject of
a vote of the Board of Directors of the corporation,
then this provision shall not apply to any Director who

cast his or her vote against such conduct.

The felony offenses referred to in this by - law
include, without limitation, violations of Title 42,

United States Code, Section 6928(d) or (e) (the Solid
Waste Disposal Act), Title 49, United States Code,

Section 1809(b) (the Hazardous Materials Transportation
Act), Title 18, United States Code, Section 201

(bribery), Section 1001 (false statements), Section 1341

(mail fraud), Section 1343 (wire fraud), Sections 1503,
1510, 1512 and 1513 (obstruction of justice), Section
1621 (perjury), Section 371 (conspiracy to defraud the
United States), Section 2 (aiding and abetting), and

state law felonies involving the same or similar
conduct.

A person affected by the operation of this by - law
may be rendered eligible to be elected and to serve as a

Director or Officer of the corporation prior to the
expiration of the three year post - conviction period upon

a vote in favor of such eligibility by the holders in
beneficial interest of 75% or more of the corporation's
shares then outstanding.
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The purpose of this resolution is to ensure that Directors
and Officers are held accountable to shareholders for engaging in
or allowing the corporation to engage in criminal conduct that
goes to the heart of the corporation's activities. Criminal
conductot this nature exposes the corporationio massive
criminal fines and civil damage awards, and destroys corporate
good will, is never in the best interest of the shareholders or
the corporation, and should not be countenanced.
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Dow Jones & Company, Inc.

Eastman Kodak Company

Eaton Corporation

General Electric Company

Loral Corporation

Martin Marietta Corporation

Motorola, Inc.

The Boeing Company

The Dow Chemical Company

TRW Inc.

November

November

November

November

February

November

November

November

November

November

11 , 1988

23 , 1988

11, 1988

8 , 1988

24,

24,

19,

23,

23,

18,

1989

1988

1988

1988

1988

1988

tte

A.H. Robins Company, Inc.

AEL Industries'

Ashland Oil, Inc.

Beech- Nut Nutrition Corporation

Browning- Ferrisindustries, Inc.

8. I. Dupont de Nemours and Company

Eli Lilly and Company

Exxon Corporation

Fischbach Corporation

General Dynamics Corporation

Gould Inc.

GTE Corp.

Harris Corporation

Itel Corp.

No meeting scheduled

January 31, 1989

August 20, 1988

No meeting scheduled

september 25 , 19aB

November 18, 1988

November 14, 1988

November 28, 1988

November 28, 1988

November 25, 1988

November 3, 1988

May 17, 1989

December 8, 1988
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Litton Industries, Inc.

Lockheed Corporation

Mcdonnell Douglas Corp.

Monsanto Company

Horton Thiokol, Inc.

Nestle S.A.

Northrop Corporation
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September 8, 1988
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JEROME WILKENFELD

November 21, 1988

Mr. Paul Martin
U.$. Sentencing Commission
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue NH

Suite 1400
Washington, D.C. 20004

Dear Mr. Martin;

As you requested, enclosed is a copy of the statement I plan
on presenting at the hearing on December 2, 1988 in Pasadena.

I am also enclosing copies of the references which provide
more detail on the type of program which has been so

successful at Occidental Petroleum Corporation.

I look forward to discussing organizational sanctions at the
hearing.

Sincerely,

.l
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November 18, 1988

ta mont .S. ntenc 0 1

by

Jerome Hilkenfeld

My name is Jerome Wilkenfeld, a consultant to industry in environment,
health and safety programs currently working full time for Occidental
Petroleum Corporation. Until 1986 I was employed by Occidental as
Corporate Director of Health, Environment and Safety. I have over 45
years experience in industrial operations, management and development
and implementation of programs for protection of human health and the
environment. Additionally I served for 22 years on the New York State
Air Pollution Control Board and its sucessor the Environmental Board.
A copy of a brief summary of my experience is attached for your
information.

Both Frank Friedman, occidental's Vice President, Health, Environment
and Safety and I have reviewed the Discussion Materials on

Qrganizatjgnal Sanctions dated July 1988 and feel that our actual
experience in developing and implementing environmental protection
oversight and management programs can be of considerable assistance to
the Commission in their deliberations in the development of Sentencing
Guidelines. Mr. Friedman planned to be here today, but is out of town.
He would, however, be happy to meet with you at your convenience when
he returns.

Approximately eight years ago Occidental signed a consent decree,
without admitting liability, with the Securities and Exchange

Commission in settlement of a claim that Occidental had not adequately
advised shareholders of the extent of liability on environmental
matters among other things. While this settlement did not call,for any
specific long term actions by Occidental, the company decided to
formalize management controls and oversight. Thisl very sucessful
program, which is discussed

in the attached paper and recently
published monograph , demonstrate the importance of encouraging
organizational change. The importance of suchchanges is supported by

1 Frank B. Friedman and Jerome Wilkenfeld, Effectjyg and

turf - free Qrganiggtigg apg Maggg me gi the Enyirgg gtgl Eungtjqe nt '
me

'
n

Environmental Management Reports NO.5, Third Quarter 1987.

2 Frank B. Friedman, Practical guide tg Enyjrgnmegtgl Management

Environmental Law Institute 1988.
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the paper on organizational probation prepared by Messers Coffee,
Gruner and Stone. Such programs of organizational probation are much

more meaningful and effective in preventing future non - compliance with
laws and regulations than financial penalties described under monetary"
sanctions in papers prepared for the United States Sentencing
Commission.

This is not to imply that it may not be appropriate under certain
circumstances to seek recovery of costs, damages and intendant profits
when such profits are determinable. Rather that there should be
recognition that financial penalties can only have one of two results.
Either they are so su s an ia a e es ro
cd ey just result in a ass alon of the addedcost to e

snareno ers or customers. 1s recognizes tha a company has as 1

10n veneration of profit and as such can be
simplistically described as no more than a money pass -through vehicle.

on the other hand y being sanctioned is required to
institute a ng management sg em as part of a probation program,
the court as implemented requirements which will
prevent a ce of the actions that allowed or caused the
violation to occur.

The Occidental program which is described briefly here and in more

detail in the references cited above, includes - four key elements.
Please note that while this program is very effective at Occidental,
utilization at other companies would have to recognize differences in
corporate structure and culture.

The objectives are:

o regular, timely and uniform reporting from the
operating line through senior management to the board of
directors,

o prompt identification and resolution of environmental issues,
o establishment of preventive programs and procedures and

o identification of developing issues or trends.

The key elements of the,program are:

o a computerized information and issue management system,
o a*facility assessment program,
0 an internal planningdocument and timetable,
o a capital expenditure review system and
0 a legislative and regulatory action program.

Note that each element of the program ties into at least one

objective.

This program is very much in keeping with the U.S. Environmental
Protection Administration's environmental auditing guidelines and.

their guidelines for auditing requirements which are included.in some

consent decrees.
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The Occidental program has demonstrated effectiveness as measured by

its ability to provide prompt and complete reporting of significant
issues to all levels of the corporation and identification and

provision of procedures for the taking action on identified issues.
Additionally it provides, with minimum staff, a method for the
assurance of completeness of reporting, development of indices of
performance and documention of action taken on identified issues. As

an example of the efficacy of this program, we have found that there
has been orders of magnitude reduction in notices of violation
received throughout the corporation during the time this program has

been in effect. Additionally, it has been possible to identify
developing problems and prevent problems from occurring by review of
proposed installations and acquisitions. This demonstrates the -

effectiveness of strong management controls utilizing a staff >of only
four professionals for environment and safety at the corporate
headquarters of a company doing approximately $18 billion per year
business in over 300 facilities world wide.

He feel this program demonstrates that the best sanctions on

industrial organizations is the requirement of strong management

oversight rather than financial penalties.

l will be happy to answer any questions.

0
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EFFECTIVE AND 1'URP-FREE ORGANIZATION AND
MANAGEMENT Ol' THE ENVIRONMENTAL PUNCIION

Frank B. Friedman
Vice President, Health, Environment & Safety

Occidental Petroleum Corporation
Los Angeles, Califomia

and
Jerome Wilkenfeld

Occidental Petroleum Corporation
Los Angeles, California

About the Authors

Frank B. Friedman, prior to assuming his present position
with Occidental Petroleum Corporation in June 1981, held a
variety of jaw and managment positions with the Atlantic
Riehfield Company. Prior to joining Atlantic Riehfield, he was
an attorney in the Appellate Section, Land & Natural Resources
Division, U.S. Department of Justice. He has written and
lectured extensively on environmental law and management.

Jerome Wilkenfeld was Corporate Director-Health,
Environment and Safety for Occidental Petroleum Corporation
until the first of 1986, where he had a major role in the
development and implementation of the Occidental Program.
He has lectured and published extensively on environmental
health and safety matters, and currently is consulting - with
Occidental Petroleum Corporation.

Presented at the February 1987 course by Government Insti-
tutes, "Environmental Management Roundtable."
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ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT REPORT

NEED FOR A DIFFERENT KIND OP ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT IN '[HB I9005

ln the 19505 and 19605, environmental issues were usually
not "managed," but rather were left to technicians and not
assigned high-level corporate attention or priority.

Then the volume of environmental legislation in the 19705

changed this perspective. Specific compliance requirements
suddenly demanded larger amounts of capital and greatly
increased operating costs. Expanded potential liability and the
enforcement of new, and many times confusing, standards,
sometimes with retroactive requirements, demanded increased
sophistication and brought concern about environmental issues
to the highest levels of the corporate hierarchy.

Rsponse to legal isues also required new approaches.
Many traditional company lawyers failed in their counseling to
understand that environmental legislation was social legislation
and would be broadly interpreted. Some companies, recognizing
the need for new skills, began to hire lawyers with experience in
the new federal and state environmental regulatory agencies,
whose advice was in tum shaped by the activism of the 19605.

A major expansion of civil and criminal liability exposure
in the 19805 including personal liability under federal, state and
local laws, also became increasingly important 1/

MANAGEMENT TODAY

Peter Drueker and other management experts maintain
that the key to management today is managing information.

1/ Nndermann, Personal Llabilty for Corporate Directors,.
Officers Employees and Control]! Shareholders Under
State id Federal BnvironmentalLaws 31 Rocky Mountain
Mineral Law Institute 2-1 1986).

I-2
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THE ENVIRONMENTAL l'UllC'IlON

The assumption is that large staffs are not necessary in order to
manage information. But many companies, even with large
staffs, did not have then, nor do they have today, mechanisms to
ensme that significant information is received at corporate
headquarters and is immediately made available to decision
makes.

This unavailability of significant Information is exacer-
bated by many ,companies' efforts to decentralize. While decen-
tralization is useful to reduce decisionmakinz time and
encourage entrepreneurship, the corporation in todays regula-
tory and litlgaiton climate must have knowledge of potentially
significant issues at the earliest possible time in order to avoid
major probl

1'he'lmderlying asumptlon for effective environmental
anagement must be: What you don't know will hurt you.

Obtaining this information and utilizing it effectively can
be accomplished with minimal staff. Occidental is decentral-
ized but has a centralized information base.

Furthermore, Oecidentalls professional corporate environ-
mental and personnel safety staff consists of three people (the
Vice President-Health, Environment and Safety; the Director-
EnvironmentalAffalrs and Systems; and the former Director-
Health, Environment and Safety, who is now retired but is
consuming full-time With Occidental). ln addition, Occidental
has a lawyer in Washington who reports to the Vice President-
Health, Environment and Safety in his capacity as Director-
Regulation and Compliance, and to the Director- Regulation and
Compliance, and to the Executive Vice President/senior General
Counsel in his capacity as counsel-Health, Environment and
Safety, and a techniealllegal asistant.

Notwithstandirg this small staff, Occidental Will match its
knowledge of potentially significant issues and its ability to deal
with thom isues with that of any other large company.

I-3
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DIVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT REPORT

THE OXY PBILO~PBY£/

Top management is strongly committed to and involved in
the companys environmental management programs. Reporting
is to an Executive Vice President and to the Environmental
Committee of the Board of Directors. This committee has been
in place since May 1981 as a result of a Board resolution and
recommendations which arose from the settlement of a July
1980 Securities and Exchange Commission Order, which in turn
was isued when Occidental tried to acquire the Mead Corpora-
tion in 1978. Occidental agreed to designate an independent
member of the Board of Directors, an environmental official,
and an independent consulting firm to prepare a report which
would "recommend procedures to the full Board of Directors to
ensure that Occidental will be in a position to disclose, in
accordance with the federal securities laws on a complete,
timely and accurate basis, all required information relating to
environmental matters." 2/

Notwithstanding the strong Board and management sup-
port, Occidental's program would not have been possible if we

2/

ii

1-4

Wilkenfeld, Managing Staff Functions in a La e Co ra-
tion, Management Review 41. June 198 Wilkenfeld,
Man ment Systems for Minimizin Environmental Liabil-

For a discussion of environmental management systems, see

man, Corporate Environmental Prggams and Litigation:
The Role of Laywer Man ers in Environmental Man e-
ment -, " .u- . ...ev. ,- ecem--r .re..man,
Man i and Resolvi Cor rate Environmental issues,
4 Environmental Forum 28 February 1985; Friedman,
Organizing and anaging Effective Cog~rate Environ-
mental Protection Pr ams * Environmental Forum 40
May 1984); and Friedman, 60's Activism and 80's Realities,

2 Environmental Forum 9( u y

See In the Matter of Occidental Petroleum Co oratlon,
Exchange Act eleese 0. my
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THE ENVIRONMENTAL PUNC1108

had not been successful in minimizing "turf" issues. ln reviewing
corporate programs, lt has been our experience that the greatest
obstacle to effective and cost-effective programs is "turf."

Divisional managements have a deepdistrust of corporate
bureaucrats, whom they view as interfering with their busines
and, even worse, not understanding it. 11115 reaction is in far too
many cases well justified. Many corporations either were or are
even now overstaffed, and staff have to justify their existence
by at least showing they are doing something.

Efforts are underway to pale back corporate controls and
allow divisions greater management freedom. This in - tum
generates an almost "revenge" mentality and a strong desire to
"get back" at the corporation. Similarly, divisions are under
cost pressure to reduce staffs.

Obviously, bloated staffs either in corporate or divisional
headquarters are to be avoided. Similarly, even with reduced
staff, old tendencies die hard and there is still too much man-
agement by committee. Perhaps the committee meetings might
be smaller, since there are now fewer people to attend, but it
would be far better to grant broader authority and encourage
rbk-taking rather than tie up scarce resources ln needless
paperwork and meetings.

HOW 11IB OX! PHILOSOPHY B IMPLEMENTED

At Occidental, we were fortunate ln avoiding these prob-
lems from the beginning. We are basically a new company
without a history of "staff wars." When Dr. Armand Hammer,
our Chief Executive Officer, took the company over in 1957, its
net worth was only $100,000. With rapid growth in the inter-
national oil and gas area, and limited domestic oil and gas
operatiols, it expanded through primarily domestic acquisitions
ln a wide variety of areas to where today it is the twelfth
largest U.S. corporation in terms of sales.

I-5
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ln essence, corporate headquarters has always functioned
as the equivalent of a holding company with a very small corpo-
rate staff. The divisions, in tum, were given substantial leeway
and encouraged to keep staff size down.

ln the environmental area, lt was not until 1978 that an
individual Was added to the corporate staff to develop a eorpoi
rate environmental program. That individual, an experienced
environmetal professional with over 35 years' experieneein
occidental's chemical operations and the predecessor chemical
company, was not viewed as a threat. Rather, his role was to
ensure that significant isues were identified by the divisions
and brought to management's attention. He also reviewed divi-
sional environmental programs to ensure adequacy and
equivalence. As an environmental professional, he could work
effectively with the environmental professionals and the
management of the divisions, Which at that time were only
chemical, coal, international and domestic oil and gas.

ln 1980-81, following an SEC settlement and the creation
of an Environmental Committee of the Board, the Board and top
management gave the corporate environmental department a
mandate to see that independent assurances would be provided
that the company was properly addltessillt environmental con-
eens and that systems would be developed and maintained to
independently determine the status of compliance.

Recognizing that the divisions had been operating semi-
autonomously in the environmental area With effective staffs,
that mandate did not mean the growth of a massive corporate
staff. Growth consisted of the addition of two profesionals at
headquarters. Instead, the corporate staff looked toward assm--
lng that there were capable environmental profesionals in the
divisions, where the basic work was being done and should be
done. Our role was really to assist rather than to replace or
direct their efforts. The result was that jealousies and "turf
wars" were rarely an issue. Clearly, the corporate staff was not
large enough to take over for the divisions even lf lt wanted to.
Similarly, the environmental professionals ln the divisions could
be asured of the necessary resources throughthe backing of the

I-6
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corporate staff via a direct functional line of communication.
Their managements, in tum, were aware of the mandates of the
Board and corporate management.

Continuing dialogues were maintained with divisional
managements and corporate staff to assure that they understood
that they were not being undercut. Corporate staff, in tum, had

the mandate that allowed full discussion with interested individ-
mls in the divisions without being mimpered by a rigid chain of
command.

During Occidental's rapid growth over the last few years
with the acquisition of IBP (beef and pork slaughtering), Cities
Service coil and gas) and Midcon (gas pipelines), each with
different corporate "personalities," we met immediately with
our counterparts ln these organizations following the decision to
merge and prior to actual elosings, to aequaint them with our
programs, and, above all, to assure both operating management
and environmental staff that Occidental did not have a bureau-
eratic corporate staff that would interfere with divisional
management. The results were that by the time of - closing,
transitions had been completed and the mentality of working
together without "turf" issues in this area was cemented.

Obviously, environmental managers have to deal with the
corporate "culture" as they find it. While the ability to develop
strong divisional and corporate programs was aided substantially
by our corporate culture and the awarenes of management and
the Board, particularly following the series of dramatically envi-

ronmental incidents on the Niagara frontier, this does not mean
that these programs are mique to Occidental. As discussed in
the following, what is required are =

= regular, timely and uniform reporting from the operat-
ing line through senior management to the Board of
Directors;

U prompt identification and resolution of environmental
Bus;

I-7
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ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT REPORT

a establishment of preventive programs and procedures;
and

0 identification of developing issues or trends.

The key elements of the program are =

D a computerized, centralized information system
(whether ln a centralized or a decentralized
management system);

. a facility assessment program;
0 an internal planning document and timetable;
. a capital expenditure review system;
u a willingnes to address problems once they are

discovered; and
0 a legislative and regualtory action program.

Note that each element of the program ties into at least
one objective.

In these times of cost-consciousness, it has been our
experieneethat these programs can save a corporation substan-
tial sums, while keeping both corporate and divisional staffs to a
minimum size.

Keeping staff to an absolute minium is essential. To do
this, we continually review job functions and program needs.
For example, this past year the records administrator position
was abolished and systems management was asslqzned part time
to the Director-Environmental Affairs and Systems, based on
improvements in the computerized data handling systems.

BEPORHNG

Each Occidental division must ensure reporting of environ-
mental matters directly to the corporate environmental depart-
ment, particularly "significant matters" and "excursions."

I-8
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THE ENVIRONMENTAL FUNCTION

"Significant matters" are defined as events or situations which
have resulted or may result in=

ca)

(b)

ce)

(d)

ce)

(f)

(g)

(lt)

iii

A variance ln environmental standards or require-
ments affecting facilities or operations;

Adverse publicity or adverse community relations
related to a specific company action or operation;

Notices of violation or advisory actions by regulatory
agencies regarding environmental control matters or
permit compliance;

Legal actions either by or against a division;

Identified risks to the environment:
Interference with continued production or marketing

of any product because of environmental considera-
tiers;

Substantial incremental expenditures or loss of
business related to events or situations caused by
environmental considerations;

Problems for which the existing technical solution
would impose a significant financial burden threaten-
ing the financial viability of the facility or operation;

and

Problems for which the staff cannot identify either
remedial technology or cost of correction.

Events or situations are considered "significant" if they
may result in capital expenditures or potential costs exceeding
$1 million. Any legal action under The Oxy Philosophy, by or
against a division, andany item under Management, Reporting
or Legislation and Regulations is considered "significant"
without regard to potential costs and liabilities.

A "significant matter" arising from an accident or an
incident must be reported immediate! to corporate headquar-
ters, while any other significant matter must be reported as
soon as possible during working hours. The corporate environ-
mental department then makes a recommendation to the

I-9
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division and advises corporate management of the item and the
recommended action.

All of these matters are reported ln the computerized
Environmental Action System data base.

THE COMPUTERIZED INFORMATION SYSTEM

11115 system is the eommimieation mode and data base of
most of the information needed in achieving all objectives.

In orde- to provide prompt and complete reporting,
identify emerging issues, and provide information on the status
of and method of ensuring action on agreed-on programs, Occi-
dental has developed a management system based on a

computerized data base known as the ENVIRONMENTAL
ACTION SYSTEM (EAS) which ms the capability to efficiently
track all significant environmental incidents, reportableexeur-
sions from compliance requirements, and legal actions taken or,

pending, while providing uniform documentation available on a

real-time, need-to-know basis at all levels of the corporation.

The BAS is a company-wide, on-line system residing ln the
companys mainframe computer. The BAS is programmed to
allow development of a record on any specific issue (called a
folio), which cn be retrieved only by the responsible facility,
industry group (or division) or by the corporate environmental
and legal departments. The system can sort by any field or
interval, provide prescribed format or ad hee reports, update the
status of records on a specific issue, and provide a history of all
update. It is managed and monitored by the Corporate Health,
Environment and Safety Department.

The BAS has many benefits, allowing a small staff of five
profesionals ln Los Angeles and Washington, D.C. to develop

and monitor programs as well as enhance prompt and complete
reporting of matters of significance to management. It is
flexible enough to permit application ln diverse industries such

I-10
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as chemical manufacturing, oil and gas exploration, production
and distribution, coal and non-coal mining, and beef processing.

At the facility level, there has been a substantial reduction
in time spent generating paper and in telephone communication.
One of the most important benefits is the requirement for clear
identification of key information. Another critical element is
the establishment of a work plan and timetable for each folio.
this - forcing of logical response identification in large measure
is the reason for inclusion of the word "action" in the title.

1118 PLANNING DOCUMENT

The planning document is considered a major element in
occidental's environmental program, since it contains the
essence of the companys long- and short- (one year) term envi-
ronmental strategy. It has as its primary objective the
development of preventive programs and procedures based on
identified lsues and trends. lt is esentially Important when one
considers the minimization of liability as a goal, rather than
having a program which simply reacts to regulations and "pron-
lems as they arbe, as many companies still do. Occidental has
found that lt is more effective to take a proactive approach, in
which emerging issues are identified and programs implemented
to correct or avoid such issues.

the planning document itself is a simple compilation of
items considered important based on assessment findings,
entries in the BAS, and identified emerging issues in the legisla-
live or regulatory arena, thepres, or in the opinion of staff
experts. lt is not computerized, although the items could easily
be entered into the BAS system.

The format includes the objective to be achieved, the
approach to be taken in aehievil'llz the objective, the responsibili-
ties and target dates for both the division(s) and corporate
groips involved. ln no case are the items under any of the head-
lrgs more than 25 words ln length. Most are five or ten. The
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document is updated and circulated for review and comment by
the divisions approximately twice a year.

, Since thh document is included ln reports to senior
management and the Board of Directors, thb clear statement of
identified longs--term issues and coals has developed into a
major lever, forcing prompt action.

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE REVIEW

Review of ali capital expenditure or sale of asset requests
(Authorized for Expenditure, or APE) for environmental effects
is a preventive measure aimed at ensuring compliance with
regulatory requirements and minimizing liabllty.

Early on, it was noted that lt was neeesary not only that
identified issues are taken care of, but that the development of
problems is avoided. To this end, the Authorization for Expendi-
lure policy was amended to require that a health, safeth and
environmental review be conducted for any capital expenditure
request requiring Board of Directors approval. These APES are
also reviewed by the corporate staff prior to presentation to the
Board. 'this is now being expanded to include reviews of AFB
approvable at lower levels by staff people at that level in the
divisions. AFB requests cover expenditures for both the con-
struction of new or the modification of existing facilities and
the acquisition or sale of existing capital assets. Extensive
checklists have been prepared for both types of AFES.

The system has been used successfully in connection with
several major acquisitions and planned construction problems. lt
has not, however, been a major source of paperwork nor resulted
in the equivalent of massive Environmental Impact Reports
(Ellis) or statements (ElSa). Normally, a11 that is provided is a
statement by the requestor that the envlronental, health and
safety implications of the project have been considered, or a
brief statement laying out the implications and etlom to be
taken.

1- 12
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The corporate reveiw of AFB: is done by both the legal and
technical staffs, who have considerable experience ln Occi-
dental's industries and can either assess the projects human
health and environmental considerations or know enough to
discuss the project with the appropriate division people, request-
ing elaboration of the comments or modification of the project
as appropriate.

Acquisition of capital asets that involve the purchase of
la.nd or manufacturing facilities usually also calls for site visits
by corporate and/or division staffs. Very occasionally, consul-
tants are used to assist ln field evaluatiom. When facilities or
whole operating companies are being purchased, they are
provided with a copy of Occidental's checklist prior to the "due
diligence" meeting on environmental matters.

LBGIE.A110N AND REGULATION

Monitoring of the legislative and regulatory arena is a
never-ending process. Many people approach it with a sense of
frustration, considering it too broad to handle and difficult, if
not imposible, to affect. This need not be the case if the goals
are considered to be the resolution of problems rather than the
defense of current practices and, additionally, the early identi-
fleation of probable future requirements for manezement and
operating people.

To do this effectively requires recognized, professional
environmental experts ,continually on the scene, with close,
ongoing liaison with the operating divisions and with short lines
of eommlmication. Parenthetieally, short lines of commlmiea-
tion are very important in a11 aspects of the program, permitting
prompt decisionmaking and action upon discovery of significant
issues or items. The legislative and regulatory staffs do not
have to be large. Occidental has one person with a technical
assistant. Slice this person has the expertise in the areas in
question, with both a legal and a technical background, as well
as credibility with government agencies and congressional
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staffs, he does not have to spend time being brlefed or returning
for decisions on every point. These people also participate ln
the conduct of assessments.

UIBER A1'I'B.IBU'I'BS

An 1mderstandlng of litigation and the administrative
process is eritimL The key staff at both corporate headquarters
and the divisions have broad experience either in government or
dealing with government agencies and the political proees. ln
mm, they establish their credibility (integrity).

lt is eritial to know how to deal with enforcement lsues
and avoid enforcement problems. However, this must include a
willlngnes to negotiate eonstructively, while sending a clear
signal that one is ready and willing to lltigate lf neeesary.

The need for assessments and action plans arising from
asesments must be surfaced early and at levels where action
can be taken. Action plans not so addressed may result ln the
proverbial 'smoking guns."

The development of a means to identify emerging and
future environmental issues and to coordinate overall responses
when one or more than one division is involved is also critical.
Occidental eirmlates a legislative and regulatory forecast and.
develops action plans based on this forecast. occidental's short
and direct lines of eommimlcation allow for quick responses.

REDUC11OB OF LIABILITY EXPOSURE

The term "toxic torts" should be viewed generically. These
torts are not significantly different from other types of product
liability cass, but they do include new factual isues, large
numbers of plantiffs and, in the environmental area, they repre-
sent a potential major increase in liability exposure from
traditional exposure to air, water, and waste. 1'he programs

1-14
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discussed in this paper are designed to avoid the underlying or
potential causes of such cases before they require action.

The increased potential liability of directors, ofheers and
senior managers must be recognized and minimized or avoided.
The added duties imposed by recent environmental laws require
consideration in every program element. 1/

There is greater emphasis today on legal controls. If you
have made a decision to have an environmental program, or if
you have identified a problem you have also made a decision to
find a solution.

Note in llestatement of Torts il that "compliance with a
legislative enactment or administrative regulation does not
prevent a finding of negligence where a reasonable man would
take additional precautions.'! Also, it is generally held that
corporate officers can be held vieariously liable for the conduct
of subordinate employees, and either a purposeful failure to
investigate or "deliberate ignorance" can he "knowledge" for
purposes of criminal liability.

THE A88~ MEN'I' PROGRAM

The asesment program is a review function which, when
properly conducted, has an effect on the achievement of all of

 the key elements mentioned earlier, in addition to a fifth provi-
sion of assuring management that there is ongoing independent
review of the adequaey of programs and facilities. While this
last item is important, the most valuable result of assessments
is the frequent identification of issues which should be addressed
by the facility. ln many instances, these are not readily

&

1/ bee 'hmdermann, agra.

2/ 2d Sec. 288e.
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apparent to the facility staff because they are too involved ln
day-to-thy operations or because the significance of the issues

is underestimated. Another side-benefit is the increased aware-

ness of the importance of environmental control by both the
facility staff and the assessment team members as a result of
participating in the asessment process.

Remember, at best, the assessment is only a "snapshot,"
and the findings must be translated into "aetionable" items if
the assessment is to serve its intended purpose. The findings

must be distributed to those who can act on them, as well as to
those who can evaluate their impact from different perspec-
lives.

Because of the substantial diversity among Oeeidentalis
industries and the varied type of issues and organizational struc-
lures, corporate policy requires each division to develop a self-
monitoring assessment program which meets at least the mini-

mum eiteria specified in the Assessment Program Guidance

Dounment. 'l11e assessments are conducted by a team that
includes members independent of the unit being asessed, usually

from the division headquarters and frequently from environ-
mental staffs of other faellties within the division, as well as

representatives from the facility. As needed, an attorney either
attends or is available to provide legal interpretations. A
review of the report by counsel is helpful in ensuring that the
reports clearly state the facts.

Members of the corporate staff observe the conduct of
asessments on a "spot check" basis. This serves a dual purpose.

First, it provides a double-check on the conduct of asesments,
and second, lt provides insights into isues Which might have
corporate-wide implications.

Reports of asessment findings, after review and accept-

ance by the facility management, are dbtrlbuted to division
management, With a copy to corporate headquarters for review
and comment by the Corporate Health, Environment and Safety
staff. The reports, along with any corporate comments, are

I- lb
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then distributed to the Elwironmental Committee of the Board
of Directors and to the hegel Department for their review.

Findings of assessments frequently lead to inclusion of
i items in the environmental planning document.

It is important that assessment team members he well
versed in the intrieaeies of environmental protection require-
ments and the unique features of the industry being assessed.

1'hk requires the ability to look beyond regulatory requirements
and detailed cheeklists, although cheeklists are useful in enslu--

ing eompletenes of coverage.

Care must also be taken to cover the "grey area" where
environmental protection and industrial safety interface. Of
particular importance is emergency prevention, preparednes
and response plans for staff, facility and community protection.
Assessment and ali other environmental programs should recog-

nize this and eomider such impacts ln their conduct. Occidental
conducts safety and health as well as environmental assess-

ments. Some divisions do them jointly, others separately.

As previously noted, an action plan is developed based on
the findings. 'this plan includes an implementing timetable for
completion of the action items. Each item in the action plan. is

entered into the BAS for tracking and as documentation that
appropriate action is being taken.

ln summary, it can be seen that in addition to checking on
compliance, asesments tie Into other program elements as well
as help achieve corporate objectives bys

0 ldentifyim items for consideration for inclusion in the
planning document;

0 helping identify issues of legislative or regulatory
concern;

0 checking on the adequaey of programs and AFB
considerations; and

I-17
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documenting and providing manalzement at all levels
with a picture of the status of the facility.

ln addition, the BAS is used to identify significant items
for the asessment team prior to the asessment and to track
plan items afterwarth.

During the conduct of an assesment is an appropriate time
to review facility programs for reducing elfluents, emissions,
and waste diseharges, - as well as programs for minimizing the
use of pm, ponds, lagoons, and underground' storage tanks. lt is
also appropriate to review and determine lf installations made
as a result of expenditures approved earlier meet the projected
objective.

ANAGBIEII1' FOR THE FUTURE

A major objective ln becoming aware of compliance isues
is to have senior management recognize that environmental
management includes the opportunity to reduce both present and
future costs ("a profit Improvement center") and that compli-
ance is only a small portion of good environmental managment.

The prompt resolution of compliance issues frees the
manager from spending a lot of time on environmental issues,
and allows this person to attend to the busines of the company.

The need to take a system approach-to review process
change ln todays economy, not just a focus on permits, ls
another- major objective in management for the future.
Example: Not having to hire additional staff for the engineering
department, but rather making better use of the existing staff.

INVBDINJRY BIIISIONS

If you know what is out there, you can develop the systems
approach to reducing costs. Waste reduction is a good example.

HO
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Occidental Chemical Company - has reduced hazardous waste
landfllllng by 96 percent.

The cost advantage ln dealing with problems now, rather
than in a much more costly manner of Waiting until new regula-
lions, etc, are promulgated, are summarized in the TV
commercial which states "Pay me now or pay me later."

BIWIRONMEIITAL RISK

Grover Wrenn, former head of Health Standards, OSHA,
said, "Few companies have yet made the health, safety and

environmental risks an integral part of their management." £/

ooncmjson

Compliance with the law is still critical for environmental
management. Liability exposure is increasing, and with it the
responsibilities of the environmental manager, particularly the
manager who is also a lawyer, and of counsel. But, ln the future,
the challenge is to go Leyond compliance, to institute systems to
develop an inventory of materials disposed of into any media,
nd then to establish goals for the reduction of those pollutants;
to effectively and efficiently deal with proposed legislation and
regulations; and to reduce operating and adminstrative costs

through a systems approach and long-range planning. These

programs will not only be cost-effective, but will significantly
reduce potential liability exposure.

'hie true test for the environmental manager will be to be
socially responsible, to improve the corporate "bottom line," and .

to maintain compliance with both the levi and corporate
environmental policy.

2/ Business Week, October 1, I985, p. 102H.
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Stephen G. Breyer
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December 5, 1988

O

TO: Commissioners 2

Staff Director
Legal, Research, Hotline and Drafting Staffs

FROM: Paul K. Martin ~7,9
pi -"

SUBJECT: Testimony and Written Submissions

Attached for your review is testimony from four witnesses who had not submitted
written statements prior to the Pasadena hearing. Additionally, lam circulating public
comment from the Association of the Bar of the City of New York and the Business
Roundtable.

Finally, in my haste to organize the hearing l may have circulated an incomplete
packet of testimony from the Environmental Protection Agency. I enclose the full
submission now for your review.

Attachments

Testimony: Ivan P'ng; Eric Zolt
Robert M. Latta
Robert A.G. Monks
Charles Renfrew
Environmental Protection Agency

Public Comment: Association of the Bar of the City of New York
Business Roundtable
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JED S. RAKOFF

CHAIR

ISO MAIDEN LANE

NEW YORK 10038

(212) 510-7100

FEDERAL EXPRESS

THE ASSOCIATION OF THE BAR

OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK

42 WEST 44TH STREET

NEW YORK 10036-6890

COMMITTEE ON CRIMINAL LAW

November 30 , 1988

WILLIAM E COST IGAN

SECFlETAFIYITREASUFlEFI

180 MAIDEN LANE

NEW YORK 10038

(212) 510-7979

Paul K. Martin
Communications Director
U.s.,sentencing Commission
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Suite 1400
Washington, D.C. 20004

Dear Mr. Martin:

Let me once*again thank you for your invitation to have a
representative of the Association of the Bar of the City of New
York testify at the Commission's second public hearing on
organizational sanctions scheduled for December 2 in Pasadena.
Unfortunately, it has proven impossible forany suitable member
of the Association to go to Pasadena to testify. However, the
Criminal Law Committee of the Association has carefully
considered the Commission's draft materials on organizational
sanctions and has prepared a letter briefly commenting on the
proposals now before the Commission. I take the liberty of
enclosing this letter, with the hope that it will be of use to
the Commission.

Many thanks for your kind consideration.

Very truly yours,

J d S. Rakoff

cc: Commissioner Ilene Nagel
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JED S. RAKOFF

CHAIR

180 MAIDEN LANE

NEW YORK 10038

(212) 510-7100

THE ASSOCIATION OF THE BAR

OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK

42 WEST 44TH STREET

NEW YORK 10036-6690

COMMITTEE ON CRIMINAL LAW

November 30, 1988

WILLIAM E COSTIGAN

SECRETARVlTREASURER

190 MAIDEN LANE

NEW YORK 10038

(212) 510-7979

United States Sentencing Commission
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Suite 1400
Washington, D;C. 20004

Attn: Organizational Sanctions Committee

Dear Sirs/Madams:

we write on behalf of the Criminal Law Committee of the

Association of the Bar of the City of New York to comment on the

Discussion Draft of Sentencing Guidelines and Policy Statements for

Organizations ("the Draft") prepared by the Commission's staff. The

Association of the Bar of the City of New York ("the Association') is

an organization of nearly 18,000 lawyers, most of whom - practice in

the New York City area. The Criminal Law Committee (the "Committee")

is the committee of the Association having primary jurisdiction for

reviewing and commenting on substantive developments in the criminal

law. The Committee includes within its membership present and former

prosecutors, defense attorneys, judges, and law professors.

The.Draft proposes sentencing guidelines based on a model

of purported economic rationality. That model treats corporate crim -

inal transgressions as economic acts committed by individual agents

of the corporation. Under the model, those corporate offenses, as

opposed to the offenses of the individual agents, are redressed

through the application of an economic formula based on the concept
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loss" principal can in no way provide compensation for the societal

costs of numerous corporate crimes, such as bribery, involving the

integrity of the marketplace, or, such as obstruction of justice,

where the ultimate monetary loss caused to the victim, if any, may be

small. Such crimes when undertaken as part of a deliberate corporate

policy or when facilitated by distinctive features of a particular

entity's corporate climate are fairly perceived as corporate crimes

distinct from the crimes of the individual agents and should threfore

be redressed in a manner vindicating societal interests having no

relation to the victim's loss.

Second, the Committee takes issue with the use of "offense

multiples" as envisioned by the Draft. The Draft generally provides

for the multiplication of the "offense loss" by 2.0 or 2.5, figures

which can, in certain instances and within prescribed limits, be

adjusted upward or downward. The Draft contemplates that the multi -

pliers reflect, to a great extent, the difficulty of detectionof the

particular crime being punished, apparently on the theory that corpo-

rations will make economic calculations as to the probability of

being caught. But the Draft fails anywhere to set forth an empirical

basis for the multipliers chosen, thereby belying the economic

premise of the model. (Indeed, it is impossible to believe, without

supporting data, that crimes in which a multiplier of 2.0 is mandated

i.e., private fraud offenses have under normal circumstances a

50 percent chance of detection.) The Draft's failure more fully to

explain the choice of multipliers, and the improbability that they

will approximate the detectability of the crimes punished, invites

speculation that they serve some unstated goal unrelated to the
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economic model. Such speculation only undermines the credibility of

the sentencing process, whatever model is used as a basis for the

guidelines.

Third, the Committee believes that the Draft creates a com-

plex and perhaps unworkable sentencing structure that places inordi -

nate burdens on the prosecutor, the probation department and the

court. In many cases the loss caused to a victim the "offense

loss" will not be susceptible of easy calculation,and the cost of

enforcement will be virtually impossible to determine. As a result,

the Draft appears to invite mini- trials on sentencing after a deter -

mination of guilt has already been reached. The prospect of elabo-

rate fact - finding procedures at the sentencing stage, in which the

prosecution bears the burden of proof, creates a disincentive to the

prosecution of corporate crime that we do not believe was intended by

Congress when it mandated the promulgation of sentencing guidelines.

This is particularly so in cases ending in guilty pleas before the

completion of the grand jury investigation and the consequent discov-

ery of evidence related to loss, and in cases (such as environmental

cases) in which the evidence of loss may be unrelated to proof of

guilt and will therefore remain undisclosed in the government's pre-

conviction investigation.

Finally, the Committee believes that the Draft inappropri-

ately views probation as a sentencing tool to be used purely to fur -

ther the economic goals of the monetary sanctions provisions of the

Draft. The Draft thus inadequately considers the potential uses of

probation in furthering the traditional purposes of criminal

sentencing discussed above. Nevertheless, the Committee has been
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unable to reach consensus on the alternative proposal on

organizational probation drafted by Professors Coffee, Gruner and

Stone. In particular, some members of the Committeehave expressed

concern about the extent to which that proposal provides for ongoing

post - sentencing investigations into underlying criminal activity.

They argue that such investigations undercut the important goal of

finality in the criminal process. Despite these reservations, the

Committee as a whole believes that the probation guidelines contained

in the alternative proposal provide a basis for further study of the

possible uses of corporate probation as an alternative to monetary

sanctons, and that such study is warranted.

We thank the Commission for the opportunity to comment on

the Draft and hope that our comments will prove useful.

Respectfully submitted,

Committee on Criminal Law
Jed S. Rakoff

Hon. Dynda L. Andrews
William I. Aronwald
Barry A. Bohrer**
David M. Brodsky
Don D. Buchwald
Zachary W. Carter
Pamela R. Chepiga
Sheldon H. Elsen
Michael S. Feldberg
Jack S. Hoffinger
Hon. Richard D. Huttner
Frederick J. Jacobs
Nikki Kowalski

Harlan A. Levy
Jeffrey E. Livingston
Prof. Peter S. Lushing
Lawrence M. Martin**
Gary P. Naftalis
Hon. Harold J. Rothwax
John C. Sabetta
Minna Schrag
William J. Schwartz*
Paul E. Summit
Howard S. Sussman
Philip L. Weinstein
Dennison Young, Jr.
Lawrence J. Zweifach

*Chair of subcommittee on sentencing and primary draftsperson of
this letter.
**Member of subcommittee on sentencing.
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Dear Sits:

The Business Roundtable is pleased to take
this opportunity to comment on the
Discussion Materials on Organizational
Sanctions. I submit the attached comments
on behalf of the Roundtable as Chairman of
its Antitrustand Government Regulation Task
Force.

Sincerely,
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John D. Ong
Chobmon of the Board



(a) A business organization is a single legal entity,

but it may employ tens of thousandsof people and be owned by

tens of thousands of largely different people. A small number

of employees may engage in prohibited conduct, but punishment

will be imposed on an organization owned by innocent

shareholders 1/ and may indirectly affect other innocent

employees, suppliers, customers and indeed entire communities.

To complicate matters further, the innocent people who suffer

when the organization is punished may not have had any

connection with it when the offenses were committed.

(b) Predictions about the deterrent effects of

criminal penalties on individuals are not necessarily valid

when applied to organizations. It is particularly naive to

assume that corporate employees, who contemplate a violation of

law, try to balance anticipated incremental profits against

possible penalties discounted by the likelihood of

non- detection. They are far more likely to balance individual

benefits (possible promotions or just an easier life) against

individual sanctions, inside or outside. It is even more

li We assume that the Commission was mindful of this problem
when it asked for comments on whether different rules should
apply to publicly held corporations and closely held
corporations. We do not believe a rigid distinction is
appropriate, but investors in publiclyheld corporations are
more likely to be wholly innocent of wrongdoing.

2



O inappropriate to base an entire scheme of criminal penalties on

this unrealistic model of deterrence, when the penalties will

be borne by -people (such as stockholders or employees) who have

no mens rea at all.

(c) Many criminal statutes that apply to

organizations are not intuitively obvious; an employee's normal

human instincts will not necessarily produce the right answer,

and the burden of education and supervision may be

considerable. Criminal penalties should theoretically

stimulate an appropriate level of education and

supervision. 2/ Some regulatory crimes are so new and

experience so sparse, however, that it is difficult to know

what the appropriate levels of education and supervision may

be. This also has an impact on the accuracy of any deterrence

model, and raises the further question of whether it is fair to

punish honest mistakes almost as severely as genuine

malfeasance or negligence. Moreover, whatever the level of

2/ Although one objective of corporate penalties may be to
encourage compliance programs, corporations may be unable to
introduce evidence about their efforts even if the behavior
at issue was expressly prohibited. Evidence that employees
violated corporate policies may not be admissible in a criminal
prosecution of the corporation. See United- states v. ££519
QQnstructiqn.£gl, 711 F.Zd 570 (4th Cit.), se;tl.denied, 464
U.S. 956 (1983); see also Bloch, Compliance BEQgLams.and

n Li IO V [ 57
Antitrust L.J. 223 (1988).

O
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corporate deterrence efforts, it is important to recognize that

unscrupulous employees are found in all walks of life, and that

neither corporate managers nor government officials can

strictly guarantee the honesty of their employees.

(d) Because of these factors, criminal law violations

may or may not be intentional and culpable from an individual

point ofview; they may or may not reflect negligent oversight;

and the people who ultimately will bear the burden of the fines

are likely to be entirely innocent. These issues of moral

culpability cannot be ignored under a statutory mandate which

requires the Commission to consider "just punishment' as a

pertinent factor, and there is no simple economic equation that

will answer thevhard questions.

(e) In discussing the special characteristics of

corporations, we do not mean to suggest thatit is
-inappropriate to impose criminal penalties on corporations.

Specifically, we support a coordinated system of civil and

criminal remedies that is designed to deprive corporations of

any gains derived from illegal activity. We do suggest,

however, that organizational guidelines be flexible enough to

allow for consideration of these special factors that affect

culpability in individual cases.

- 4
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(a) I

The Guidelines for Organizational Sanctions are

promised on an economic model, which generally calls for

sentences that are far higher than those imposed today. In

this respect the organizational guidelines differ markedly from

the individual sentencing guidelines, which were generally

designed to codify prior mainstream experience. The individual

guideline sentences were designed to narrow the spread between

extremes, but not to increase sentences systematically on the

basis of some general theory. 1/ The stated justification for

a different approach to organizational sentencing is passage of

the Sentencing Reform Act of 1984, 1/ with subsequent

amendments:

although the Act did not change
authorized imprisonment levels for'federal
offenses, it did make other substantive
changes in criminal sentences, by generally
raising andrestructuring statutorily
authorized fine levels . 5/

3/ Actual time served may increase somewhat because of the
abolition of parole.

1/ Chapter II of the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984,
Pub. Law 98-473 (Oct. 12, 1984).

1/ Parker, m 1 ! at 17
(Sentencing Commission Staff Working Paper, May 1988). Egg
also id. at 28, quoting the Senate Report on the Act to the
effect that the new fine levels are "considerably higher than
those generally authorized by current law.'

5



Most significantly, Congress has now authorized maximum fines

of up to twice the pecuniarygain or loss caused by an offense.

There is a big difference, however, between

Congressional authorization of a maximum fine.measured by gain

or loss and adoption by the Commission of a general principle

that all fines should be so measured particularly when, as

discussed below, the Guidelines then apply multipliers to

account for the risk of non- detection. The authors of the

current draft cannot fairly claim that Congress has sanctioned

a uniform application of their general economic approach

(although Congress has not forbidden it either). The point of

this criticism is not that the draft's economic approach is

wrong for all cases; the point is that grave injustice can

result in some cases,and that therefore the Guidelines should

accommodate greater flexibility.

We believe that it should be tolerable to permit

greater flexibility in organizational sentences than in

individual sentences. We recognize that Congress was concerned

about inexplicable disparities in sanctions for similar

corporate crimes, £/ but nevertheless the need for apparent

uniformity in this area is far less compelling than it is when

jail sentences are involved.

5/ id. at 29.

6



(b) The Eggngmig Model

The economic rationale for the draft guidelines is set

out most clearly in the accompanying Working Paper by Jeffrey

Parker, the Deputy Chief Counsel of the Commission, and these

comments therefore refer extensively to that Paper. It

summarizes the guiding theory asfollows:

In its simplest form, the theory specifies
an optimal penalty equalto the total
external harm or loss caused by an offense
(including enforcement costs), divided by
the probability that the offense would be
detected and punished. 1/

Put another way, the social loss threatened by the offense is

multiplied by a factor to account for the risk that the crime

will not be detected and punished. There are complications

both in - the computation of the loss and the multiplier, which

will be addressed later, but we first should consider how well

this basic formula squares with fundamental principles set

forth in the Sentencing Reform Act. As the Working Paper

recognizes, Section 3553(a) of the Act (18 U.S.C.

5 3553(a)(2)), identifies the "four basic purposes of criminal
sentencing just punishment, deterrence, public protection,

and rehabilitation.' £/ We will focus on the first two factors

1/ Lg. at 3.

2/ 1,d. at 19.

O
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because rehabilitation and public protection (by locking up

offenders) are not meaningful considerations in the present

context. The concept of compensation for victims is

meaningful, however, and will be separately considered.

(1) P n' n . This factor involves

consideration of the seriousness of a crime and the degree of

moral culpability. The basic Guideline formula, which focuses

on the threatened harm, may in theory provide an appropriate

measurement of seriousness for many corporate crimes, but it

has very little to do withmoral culpability. In the first

place, as we have already explained, the people who bear the

brunt of the penalties typically have no moral culpability

whatever. Moreover, as the Working Paper admits, a significant

number of corporate prosecutions involve offenses by

lower- level employees for which the corporate entity is

vicariously and strictly liable. 2/

The Working Paper makes astrained attempt to tie its

recommended formula to moral culpability by invoking the

multiplier:

By choosing an offense with a lower
probability of detection, or taking actions
to reduce the probability of punishment
(gag, concealment, obstruction), the
offender multiplies the offense's potential

O

2/ li. at 7, contrasting federal criminal law with "the
prevailing state law rule.'

8 -
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for unredressed harm to society, and for
.that reason the conduct is blameworthy and
deserving of a higher penalty. ;Q/

The Working Paper assumes that the people who pay the penalty

have an actual intent to violate the law or to conceal illegal

conduct, which is obviously not the usual case. In a corporate

setting, acts of concealment or obstruction by the perpetrators

are usually directed at corporate management in the first

instance, because renegade employees fear the internal
consequences of their violation of company policy. Their

actions may also reduce the risk of punishment by the

government, but it is perverse to claim that victimized

shareholders should therefore be penalized more severely. This

is not just a rhetorical quarrel because the draft Guidelines

themselves provide for an increase in the multiplier for

conduct that makes detection more difficult. (Guideline

5 883.1(b)(1)) If multipliers are based on the probability of

detection, it means that a few corporations will bear the

entire loss caused by the acts of many violators.

It is similarly perverse to claim that moral

culpability is increased to the extent that people commit

offenses with a low probability of detection and punishment.

That low probability may simply reflect the fact that there is

19/ Id. at 44.

9
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very little societal interest in the enforcement of a

particular statute, and that it is generally ignored. Low

incidence of punishment may well be associatedwith low moral

culpability. By the logic of the Working Paper, it is more

culpable to run a stop sign on a deserted county road at

midnight than it is to run a stop sign in mid- Manhattan at noon.

(2) peterrgnce. The Working Paper contains an

extended discussion of the reasons why punishment based onharm

provides more accurate deterrence than punishment based on

unjust enrichment. l;/ This all may be true as far as it goes,

but the discussion is incomplete insofar as it appliesto

organizations.

It is overly simplistic to assume that corporations

respond only to economic incentives just because they are

organized to serve an economic function. The Working Paper

states that "it is unlikely that business organizations have

any non- financial interest that is powerful enough to drive an

effective penalty system.' 12/ Non- financial incentives may

not "drive' corporate compliance, but they still make a

powerful contribution and it is wrong to ignore them altogether.

11/ id. at 35 - 42.

12/ Ld. at 61.

- 10 -
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It is, frankly, ridiculous to assume that most

business people make a cold - blooded cost - benefit calculation

when they decide whether to comply or not to comply with the

law. The overwhelming majority are law abiding, like everyone

else. The principal challenge for a corporate compliance

program is to make sure that employees understand what the law

requires, and compliance programs do not ignore laws just

because the likely penalties are small. Corporate crimes

continue to be committed because ng organization staffed by

human beings can do a perfect job of education and

supervision. The penalties that most effectively provide an

added incentive are those directed at morally culpable

individuals, not those directed at the corporate entity.

Moreover, it cannot be assumed that corporate

sanctions, based on a cost - benefit calculation, will

necessarily ensure the appropriate level of supervision. They

may in many cases, but the correspondence is not exact enough

to justify draconian fines or the corporate equivalent of

capital punishment irrespective of culpability simply

because that is the outcome of a cost - benefit calculation. 11/

11/ As will be discussed in greater detail elsewhere, the
Working Paper is not troubled by the prospect of corporate
bankruptcy if it results from imposition of an "optimal' fine,
id. at 49 - 50, 60.

- 11 -
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The draft does not seem to recognize the practical

complexities involved in corporate compliance efforts. There

are some laws that require a company to maintain certain

records or to take certain affirmative steps in the ordinary

course of business. It may be relatively easy to set up a

management system to ensure compliance at a predictable cost.

There are other laws, however, that are directed at activity

outside the ordinary course of business they are

prohibitions rather than affirmative commands. Antitrust laws

are a good example. Compliance is not assured by a set of

working procedures, which management can supervise in detail;

compliance can at best be fostered by educational efforts, but

detailed supervision is practically impossible. From the

corporate standpoint, violations can in a very real sense be

unexpected and unintended. The draft Guidelines do provide for

a decrease in the applicable multiplier to recognize corporate

compliance efforts CSS 883.1- 3.2), but the potential offset is

not clear enough or large enough to provide adequate

flexibility particularly when civiluremedies are also

available.

In addition, a multiplier based on the incidence of

prosecution may have perverse effects on deterrence. (We have

already discussed its incongruity as a measure of

culpability.) From the standpoint of the actor, it may be

appropriate to adjust penalties upward in a systematic way to

- 12 -
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correct for the risk of non- detection. But, organizational

sanctions are not primarily intended to deter actors; they are

rather designed to encourage adequate supervision. It is not

self evident that corporate compliance efforts should with

other factors constant be focused on areas where

prosecutions are rare. Moreover the likelihood of internal

detection and correction does not necessarily correspond to the

likelihood of external detection and punishment. The point,

once more, is that an economic model cannot capture the

complexity of the problem.

Finally, of course, in virtually all cases the

deterrent effect of corporate fines is blurred by the fact that

neither the (arguably) culpable actors nor the (arguably)

negligent supervisors will pay them wholly innocent

shareholders will. A basic assumption of the deterrence model

is not satisfied, and this is yet another reason why the

economic model should not override sound judicial discretion.

(3) n i h 1i n i rm.

The Working Paper endorses a 'broad concept of social

compensation,' and asserts that:

the costs of crime and crime control are
minimized when offenders are required to
compensate society for the full measure of
harm from offenses, including enforcement
expenditures, as adjusted to reflect the
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O chances that an offender may escape
punishment. 11/

We do not quarrel with this statement as far as it goes, nor do

we quarrel with the general proposition that fines based on

potential harm more accurately accomplish the stated objective

than fines based, say, on potential unjust gains. lil Again,

however, we believe that the proposed formulas do not work well

in all cases.

It is important to remember that the recommended

Guideline fines will be levied in addition to civil penalties.

There is provision for Qgn51Qe;3Lion - of - Qgllgtggal - cigil

2enalties- and.pisabilities (5 BC5.S), which can result in an

upward or downward adjustment, but only if there is reason to

believe that the collateral penalties will deviate from the

"standard level.' It is safe to assume, then, that the total

penalty will almost invariably be some multiple of the

potential harm caused by the offense.

We will leave aside the very real problems associated

with a calculation of potential harm, particularly where the

harm consists primarily of an enhanced risk of untoward

lil 11. at 34.

11/ In some cases, fines based on unjust enrichment may be more
appropriate, and the courts should be given discretion to
impose them.

N
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0 consequences. We will rather focus first on the potential harm

caused by purely inchoate offenses. The Guidelines provide

cS 881.1(a)(2)(B)) that the court should

consider both losses that actually occurred
and losses that were (a) intended and
probable consequences of the offense, or
(b) reasonably certain to occur, but for the
fact that the offense was not completed
because of circumstances beyond the
defendant's control

The accompanying Commentary states that this concept

is adapted from the Guidelines applicable to individual

offenses. There is a real question, however, about what is

"intended' in an organizational setting when purely regulatory

crimes are involved. There are also problems if a court

focuses instead on the "reasonably certain' alternative.

Perhaps an individual should not benefit from a purely

fortuitous frustration of his scheme, but what about innocent

people whose livelihood depends on a corporationt Suppose, for

example, that a disloyal corporate employee embarks, secretly

and contrary to company instructions, on an illegal course of

conduct that over time could cause severe public harm. The

employee's primary motivation is to avoid effort, but the

conduct also saves some money for the corporation. The conduct

is discovered purely fortuitously in the first instance by

someone outside the corporation and the employee is fired or

transferred before any material harm can be done. Should the

corporation pay a fine based on the full potential loss, with a

multipliert
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It is no answer to say that a court can deviate from

the Guidelines in an extreme case like this. A large number of

corporate offenses are close to the hypothetical, and the

principles set out in these draft Guidelines may only be

appropriate in rare situations. The appropriate sanctions for

complex organizations may be more complex than the Guidelines

recognize.

Another difficulty is that application of the

Guidelines may call for penalties that are beyond the capacity

of a defendant to pay. Multipliers based on 'indirect

damages,' "probable consequences," or "threatened consequences"

can increase the penalties to extraordinary levels. The

commentsin the Working Paper advocate a rather ruthless

approach in these circumstances:

it seems to me that forced liquidation
(or reorganization) is the appropriate
solution. At leastthen the assets will go
to the highest bidder, and society will have
minimized its losses, which seems preferable
to allowing the continued operation of an
organization that by definition is a net
social burden, having created more loss than
it can recompense. 15/

The resulting harm to shareholders is never mentioned, and the

harm to innocent employees or customers is dismissed With a

wave of the hand:

15/ Id. at 60.
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' Even though the consumers and employees may
not have been involved in the offense, they
can hardly justify a continuation of
positions based on criminality. ill

In other words, just because a company cannot pay a

fine that is based on an imperfect economic model 15/ which

may duplicate civil liability a court should conclude that

the company is a "net social burden' and that its customers and

employees owe their positions to 'criminality.' This is simply

absurd.

cc) n n

The Roundtable believes that the draft Guidelines on

non- monetary sanctions like probation (5 8D2.1) are sound and

appropriate. We share the reservations expressed in the

Commentary and the Working Paper 12/ about the utility of

probationary remedies in most cases. To the extent that the

alternative Draft Proposal 22/ takes a more expansive view of

the remedy, we urge that it be rejected.

11/ Id. at 50.

1Q/ In addition to the imperfections set out above, the
economic model may also be incomplete because destruction of a
company could have an adverse effect on competition and
consumers.

12/ Lg. at 30 - 31, 60,65.

22/ Coffee, Gruner & Stone, ZL1fL.ZrQBQsal- Qn.Standards.f9£
QLsani;atiqnal - zrqbaliqn (July 1988) -
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The shortcomings of corporate probation are

illustrated by an aberrant recent decision. A federal District

Court in an antitrust case recently sentenced the Allegheny

Bottling Company to 1,095 days in "prison' and then suspended

the sentence, placed the company on probation, and ordered four

senior executives (including the president) who had not been

personally involved in the antitrust offenses to perform 40

hours per week of community service for up to two.years. 2;/

The judge indicated that he could enforce the 'prison' sentence

by padlocking the doors of Allegheny's plant, but instead

required probation and community service. Even the prosecutor

expressed surprise. 22/

The executives who are required to perform community

service were not involved in the illegal conduct and some were

not even employed by Allegheny at the time of the violations.

Allegheny is not a large company, and its operations are likely

to be impaired if four senior executives must take 40 hours per

week away from their jobs. It is hard to see what public

purpose is served by a sentence of this kind.

(E.D. Va. Sep. 9, 1988).

23/ Wash. Post Sept. 1, 1988, D-l.
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As a condition of probation, a judge could

theoretically appoint a probation officer to supervise a

company's compliance programs and operations. This kind of

supervision, however, is obviously outside the experience of

the average probation officer, and even a specially designated

officer is unlikely to have the expertise of the company's own

management. Moreover, probation should not be necessary except

in the most extraordinary cases that the Guidelines recognize.

As partof a sentence on a corporation, a court can require the

adoption and implementation of specific compliance programs.

In addition to prohibiting certain conduct, the court can

require certain affirmative steps, coupled with periodic

reporting and open access. Such an order would not require

supervision by a probation officer since the court presumably

has sufficient authority to enforce its order. The penalties

for contempt are severe and personal. It is therefore.not

clear that probation would add anything to the court's existing

powers.

(d)

The deficiencies in the economic model that'animates

the Guidelines have practical, not just theoretical,

significance. Consider, for example, the Federal Food, Drug,

and Cosmetic Act, 21 U.S.C. S 301 et seq. The courts have

interpreted the Act to impose a strict liability standard on

- 19 -



O corporate officers, 21/ which means that corporations are

likely to be held criminally liable without a showing of

-culpable intent or, indeed, even a showing of negligence. It

is sufficient for liability if a corporate official (or the

corporation itself) had the authority and ability to prevent

the violation and failed to do so. The only available defense

would be an affirmative showing that responsible officials

could not possibly have known about the violations and were

thus powerless to prevent them. Thisobviously can create a

potentially serious problem for large corporations where the

actors directly responsible may be separated by several layers

of authority from top management.

Despite the broad authority conferred by the statute,

there are few reported cases, which indicates that prosecutors

exercise discretion to avoid unjust results and that many cases

are settled before trial. There are examples of plea

agreements where the fines were relatively small. 21/

O

21/ Era., Qnited- s;afes - xl.Earx, 421 U.S. 658 (1975) -

21/ £.4 - . et al.
(8.D. Pa., Crim. No. 84 - 00227), reported in May 1988 £25
Qgnsumgg at 39 ($1000 fine suspended, community service and
8100,000 contribution to civil program); n'

et al. (W - D - Tex. Crim.
No. EP- 86 -CR- 08), reported in Feb. 1988 EZA.CQnEZmEI at 35
($6000 fine).
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A rigid application of the proposed Guidelines for

these offenses (5 882.6) would substitute a mathematical

calculation for the sound discretion that has obviously
.

prevailed up to now. Moreover, if the draft Guidelines are

adapted, there is a risk that the previous reluctance of

prosecutors to take advantage of a particularly harsh statute

could be invoked to justify application of a higher multiplier.

Several federal environmental laws are also virtually

strict liability offenses. For example, courts have held that

under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C.

S 6928(d), which prohibits the "knowing' disposal of hazardous

waste, it is no defense to claim that the defendant did not

"know' that the wastes were hazardous or that disposal required

a permit. 25/ Corporations are exposed to criminal sanctions

for inadvertent discharges of infinitesimalquantities of

material. Harm- based fines should theoretically be small in

these situations, but the application of multipliers on top of

civil remedies can lead to unjust results. Moreover, the

Guidelines can be criticized and already have been

criticized for undue leniency when flagrant offenses are

treated substantially the same as inadvertent ones. There is

Qgrpgratign, 786 F.Zd 1499, 1503 (llth Cir. 1986).

- 21 -
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simply not enough experience with these new varieties of

regulatory "crime' to establish principles for sentencing.

I II
IN

n 1

We recognize that it is not useful simply to criticize

the approach in the draft Guidelines, and that there is some

obligation to advance acceptable alternatives. Accordingly, we

offer the following affirmative suggestions.

(a) Penalties for organizational offenses do not have

to be quantified with the same mathematical precision as those

for individual offenses. Many organizational offenses involve

no morally culpable conduct at all, and civil remedies are far

more significant than they are for crimes committed by

individuals., We doubt that apparent discrepancies in corporate

fines offend the communal sense of justice, and threaten

disrespect for the law,to the same degree as apparent

discrepancies in jail sentences.

(b) It is a mistake to key punishments to purely

economic concepts like magnitude of harm and probability of

detection. We would not reject the economic model altogether;

like all economic models, it can provide useful information,

but it is no substitute for individual judgment in individual

cases. A court should have the latitude to weigh, as

appropriate, additional factors like the nature of the conduct,

- 22
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(d) We believe that from the perspectives of

deterrence and just punishment, the most significant criminal

penalties should be imposed on the individual corporate

employees who are actually responsible for the unlawful conduct

and who had the actual intent to violate the law, if such

intent is required. In many cases the corporation that employs

these individuals is more a victim of its employees' conduct

than a participant; much of the illegal conduct is undertaken

in contravention of express corporate policy. Consistent with

this view, we also believe that it would be appropriate for the

Guidelines to provide that if fines are imposed on individuals

who have violated the law intentionally, the fines must be paid

by the individual without assistance by their employer.

(e) We would recommend that the treatment of

organizational penalties for Antitrust and Securities law

offenses, contained in the first set of Guidelines, (S2R1.1),

be revisited in light of the comments on this draft. The

existing Guidelines for these offenses are not consistent with

the current draft, much less with any revised version that

might emerge. They provide for multipliers of two to five

times estimated damages, and single damages are arbitrarily

estimated to be 10% of the total selling price. Therefore, the

recommended fines amount to 20%- 50% of the total volume of

commerce! These fines would be imposed in addition to the

existing treble damage remedy available to private antitrust
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plaintiffs, and private suits invariably follow if defendants

appear to be funded. 25/
The Commission has invited comments on how civil and

criminal penalties should be coordinated. In our view, the

confluence of civil and criminal antitrust penalties results in

potentially excessive antitrust penalties. The consequence of

the multipliers for the criminal penalties and treblecivil

damages is that the defendant could pay fines and damages

totalling eight times the overcharge. This is clearly a

disproportionate effect.

oundtable

51181/56950

2.6/ 5.e.e

52 Antitrust 1..J. 841, BSa -BB
(1983).
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0 MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION:

My name is Charles Renfrew. I am pleased to have the;opportunity to

comment on the Discussion Materials on Organigational Sanctions., (July 1988)

O

My professional experience in the law has been varied. I have been a

private practioner, a lecturer at law school, a federal judge and Deputy Attorney

General of the United States. Presently, I am a Director and Vice President

of Chevron Corporation, responsible for its legal affairs. The views I express

today, however, are solely mine and based upon my experiences which have

given me three different perspectives of organizational sanctions. One, from

the perspective of a federal judge who has imposed such sentences; two, from

the perspective of Deputy Attorney General who had supervisory responsibility

of federal criminal law enforcement and had the Director of the Federal Bureau

of Prisons reporting to him; and, three, from the perspective of one who is

an officer and director of a large corporation operating in some 100 countries

and charged with the responsibility of establishing educational and compliance

programs to ensure compliance with all of the applicable laws and regulations

governing its operation.

Anyone who has given serious consideration to the problem of sentencing

knows what a profoundly difficult job it is. The Commission is to be commended

for the tremendous job it has done to date. The economic model on which

the Discussion materials are based represents a new perspective and is a most

thoughtful and useful analytical tool.

While imposing sentences, I felt the most appropriate sentence was the
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least restrictive, consistent with public safety and which did not undermine

the seriousness of the offense. There appears to be a consensus that in the

United States, longer prison terms are given and for more offenses than in

any other .western country. Nor is there any data of which l am aware that

the length of a particular sentence is a greater deterrent than the certainty

of apprehension, prosectuion and conviction of a crime.

I hope that the Commission with its precise formulae and mathematical

certainties does not disagree with the approach l followed.

In any event, because the sentencing reforms contemplated by the

Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 were not in effect during the time

I was on the Bench, l developed several personal practices which assisted me

in carrying out that awesome and discretionary responsibility. I mention these

practices which are not directly relevant to the subject of this hearing to

indicate my concern for the responsibility of sentencing and my efforts to

exercise that responsibility in the most consistent and rationale way possible.

This might give the Commission some better perspective with which to view

my testimony.

Each year I was on the Bench l visited a federal prison and spent from

two to three days there. 1 observed classification, disciplinary and parole

hearings, observed educational, substance abuse and vocational training

programs, and spent a great deal of time talking with prisoners (including those

I had sentenced) and staff. lt gave me a better sense of that institutions

programs and the nature of its prison population. This was helpful in

recommending to the Bureau of Prisons, which institution l believed a particular

defendant should be sent to.
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Since Rule 35 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedures permitted

a sentence to be modified within 120 days, I reviewed sua sonte each sentence

I imposed after 100 days to see whether upon reflection I felt it should be

modified. ln this connection if the defendant had been sent to an institution

I called that institution and talked to the defendant's case worker to leam

how the defendant was adjusting to prison and what his or her attitude was.

On a few occasions, I did modify a sentence.

For each defendant either on parole or probation, every three or four

months l received a written report on that defendant and that defendant and

the responsible parole or probation officer came to my chambers to discuss

how that person was doing on parole or probation and what could be done to

make it more effective.

The principal reasons for punishment have often been identified but the

application of these reasons to the facts of a particular case are often unclear.

Is the principal reason for punishment deterrence? is it rehabilitation? Is

protection of the public the main goal? Are we trying to provide compensation

to the victim or its punishment an expression of society's outrage at the nature

of a specific criminal offense? In actual cases, the unstated reasons for a

specific punishment being meted out may vary greatly depending on the facts.

Another uncertainty that I faced as a district judge was to consider what

effect the sentence that I handed down would have. One of the burdens of
3

the sentencing responsibility is that the judge never knows whether the purposes
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of the sentence are appropriate, let alone whether the purpose will be achieved.

ln this respect, over 14 years ago I imposed one of the first "alternative

sentences" in a white collar crime situation. I required each of five corporate

executives convicted of conspiracy to fix prices in the paper label industry

to speak on 12 occasions to business or civic groups about their involvement

in the case and to make written reports about each presentation. The goal

was to see if a more effective deterrent could be obtained. In addition, I

required a corporate officer of each corporate defendant to submit an annual

written report of that Corporation's antitrust compliance efforts and to come

to court to be available for questioning about the program.

1 then surveyed persons who heard the talks and other members of the

Bench, Bar, academic and business communities to determine what effect

they thought the talks had had. I prepared a law review article based upon

my efforts to determine the efficacy of the sentence. My efforts were then

the subject of criticism by Donald Baker, then head of the Antitrust Division

of the Department of Justice, Alan Dershowitz, Arthur Liman and Stanton

Wheeler (see 86 Yale Law Journal, 1977 P. 589 et seq.)

These crude efforts on my part preceeded the very sophisticated and

comprehensive draft guidelines of this Commission. lt is to the draft of

Sentencing Guidelines for organizations that l.now turn.

The draft relies primarily on monetary sanctions. The first factor to

be considered is the total harm or potential risk of harm that could occur.

Once this factor has been reduced to a monetary value, lt is subject to a

multiplier, "the offense multiple", which is based on the difficulty of detecting
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and punishing the wrongdoer. The multiplier increases in proportion to the

difficulty of detecting the crime and punishing - the wrongdoer. Finally,

enforcement costs are added to arrive at "a total monetary sanction."

The premise underlying the Guidelines and the formula for monetary

sanctions is that businessmen, in making decisions, approach all problems as

"economic man". In other words, they make a cool, calculated decision based

on the potential monetary profit or what they stand to gain, as offset by the

adverse consequences such as punishment for a criminal offense that

may flow from their decision.

My experience leads me to question whether economic motivation is

sufficiently universal to cover all criminal behavior. Even corporations which

are organized to make profits, respond to non-profit incentives, and to ignore

them would be a mistake. Even if this premise is appropriate, when dealing

with an organization where the culpable individual may have used individual

gains or benefits as measured against individual sanctions, is it realistic to

assess the criminal penalty against the corporation measured by some "offense

loss", a concept never considered by the culpable persons? In order to serve

an an effective deterrent, should the punishment not bear some relationship

to the motivation which lead to the criminal activity? Greater incentives

for corporate eduational and compliance programs should be made.

The guidelines also fail to distinguish between the types of organizations

which may be involved. A small partnership, a sole proprietorship or a mafia

family operate differently than a Fortune 500, publicly held corporation. The

consequences and the appropriateness of any sentence may vary, depending

upon the nature and type of organization involved.
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The problems of individual motivation are compounded when dealing

with a large publicly held company. Such an enterprise may have tens of

thousands of employees that are engaged in an enormous number of different

activities. The laws and regulations that.apply to such a company's activities

seem almost endless. lf one or more employees trangress the law, the

corporation, through the doctrine of resondeat su erior, is held responsible.

Bespondeat superior, of course, normally applies to civil matters. The

basic idea is that the employer or the corporation should be responsible for

the acts of his agent. If the agent has ostensible authority and has acted

wrongfully, the corporation is held strictly accountable for what happened.

The idea behind punishing a corporation for criminal misconduct is

essentially the same: The corporation should be held strictly accountable

for the criminal business actions of its agents or employees. lt is important

to consider, however, that the legal definition of virtually every serious crime

includes an intentional element: The agent or employee must have acted

willfully. lt seems to me that, because of this intentional element, we should

be cautious, for purposes of punishment, in imputing the criminal act of the

agent or employee to the entire corporate structure. Moreover, many

organization offenses involve no morally culpable conduct on the part of the

organization, for example, cases under the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetics

Act.

Modern corporations typically decentralize authority. Management at
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headquarters lays down the general policy and charges employees in local areas

with the responsibility of conducting the business.

New policies and new approaches to problems are worked out by

management in headquarters. In the usual case, however, criminal violation

does not occur at this level. Instead, criminal violation grows out of activities

at the local level activities which are often contrary to company policy.

Against this background, it seems to me that a number of factors must

be considered in devising an appropriate sentence in a corporate setting. These

include, among others, the guilt or innocence of the particular individuals

who are charged with criminal misconduct, the nature of the offense itself,

the likelihood of civil litigation being brought against the corporation and

an evaluation of what effect the proposed sanctions will have in preventing

future violations. The economic model could be very helpful in many instances

but I do not believe it should be a substitute for thoughtful individual judgment

in a specific case.

Given the complexity of a business organization and the number of factors

that could have a bearing on sentencing, I am not at all sure that the proposal

of relying almost exclusively on monetary considerations for deterrence makes

good sense. The deterrent affect of a fine is diffused in the corporate setting,

since the responsible party, the agent or negligent management will not bear

the cost of the fine, the stockholders will and in almost all cases without any

knowledge or role in the criminal conduct.

The cause of the culpable conduct may not have been a cold profit and

loss calculation of the criminal risks involved. There may have been a breakdown
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in communications, a failure to understand the implications of particular conduct

or the failure of a few individuals to appreciate fully the policies and beliefs

of the corporate organization as a whole. This suggests that education and

compliance programs within the corporation may have been deficient not

that everyone in the corporate structure was guilty of criminal misconduct.

Let me turn now to some very specific problems with the approach that

has been proposed: As l understand it, not only actual harm but potential harm

can be used to calculate the base number towhich the multiplier applies.

The potential harm that can occur from a violation of an environmental

regulation or from an illegal agreement to overcharge customers for a basic

commodity can be very great.

The potential harm could be in the billions of dollars and not be an

appropriate measurement of corporate liability. Assume for a moment a

situation similar to Bhopal but without the disastrous results. The malfunction

which was a criminal act was discovered in time and while there were some

injuries, there was not the widespread devastation. Under these circumstances,

would the potential harm if the matter had not been corrected be the proper

measure for a fine? Would it have made a difference if the discharge of

chemicals, for which the corporation was liable, was done pursuant to an act

of sabotage by an employee in violation of company practices and policies

or was one of many similar acts reflecting criminal negligence by the company

and its management in total disregard of public safety and good operating

practices?
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If actual harm has occurred, it seems to me that civil sanctions should

be the primary monetary sanction with suits instituted by the parties who

have been hurt. This enables the money to flow directly to the parties who

have been injured.

The discussion materials mention that the likelihood of civil litigation

can be considered as a mitigating factor. The impression l have, however,

is that very sizeable fines could be imposed under the Guidelines even though

the likelihood of civil litigation was very great. This means, for example,

that in antitrust litigation a defendant could be subject to six- fold damages:

treble damages in the civil litigation and a comparable amount imposed as

a fine. Quite franldy, I do not think that such a punitive result would be sound.

The coordination is essential, I believe, particularly in light of the problems

and potentially enormous financial exposure joint and several liability creates

affecting the potential and liability of the corporation. These problems were

the subject of extensive hearings involving antitrust damages. in the

Ninety-seventh Congress. See, for example, Hearings before the Subcommittee

on Monopolies and Commercial Law of the Committee on the Judiciary, House

of Representatives, 97th Congress, First and Second Sessions on Antitrust

Damage Allocation, October 21, 1981, March 3, 18, June 9, and September

9, 1982. This problem is also present in other cases such as environmental.

I mention an antitrust violation although the Discussion Materials exclude

coverage of antitrust offenses by organizations. However, comments were

solicited whether guidelines for such offenses should be integrated into the

proposed new Chapter 8. I believe they should be, but they do point out the
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problem that arises when the criminal activity in question is not intentional

or done with the mens rea that is usually found in most criminal offenses.

They also support the need to coordinate the criminal sanction and the civil

liability because of the powerful treble damage civil remedy. At this point

l should note that I am in complete agreement with the third basic prinicpal

of organizational sentencing, that the several criminal sanctions and civil

remedies available for the same organization offense should be coordinated

to produce the appropriate total sanction in the most ef fective manner.

There are also the "what if" cases where nothing has actually happened.

In this type of situation, 1 doubt whether the potential for harm is the right

measure. It seems to me that something less would be appropriate and that

considerations such as whether the corporation discovered the problem itself

or whether some third party discovered the problem should have a bearing

on the sentence to be imposed.

The use of a multiplier is something else which concerns me. As indicated

earlier, the multiplier selected is to be much greater if the crime cannot easily

be detected. This approach ignores factors such as how seriously society views

the crime and the degree of moral culpability. It is quite possible, for example,

that low detectability merely reflects the fact that society does not regard

the enforcement of the particular statute to be of great significance. In such

a case, it would not make sense to employ a larger multiplier. Indeed, speeding

on a deserted highway would appear, under the guidelines, to be a more

reprehensible act than speeding in a crowded city.

A more serious problem arises where the corporation is given a higher
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multiplier because lower level employees sought to conceal the commission

of the offense. In the situation where the corporation is held responsible solely

because of vicarious liability, it seems highly inappropriate and perverse to

further punish innocent parties, such as stockholders and indirectly other

employees, where the responsible employees tried to conceal their illegal actions

in order to prevent or avoid disciplinary action by the corporation because

their acts were in violation of corporate policy. Surely this situation should

be distinguished from that where the actors were acting pursuant to corporate

practice and with the approve! of management.

Based upon my experience, the most effective penalties are those which

are directed at the morally culpable individuals, not the corporation.

ln any event, determining the amount of the multiplier would call for

the making of a very subjective judgment. I submit that no one can tell you

with any degree of certainty how likely something is to be detected. Given

the fact that a subjective judgment is going to be made anyway, I would rather

see that judgment exercised in a broad evaluation of more fundamental factors:

the nature of the of fense, including the clarity of the law or regulations involved,

the degree to which the conduct was willful and in disregard of the interests

of others in the community, the identity of the actor and position within the

organization, were the acts pursuant to or in violation of corporate policy,

the nature and extent of the organizations internal compliance and audit

programs, the degree to which further education is needed within the

corporation, the extent to which civil damages will compensate those injured,

the impact of the sanction upon innocent parties and the many other factors

which would suggest themselves to the sentencing judge. This Commission
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in its April 13, 1981 guidelines (p. 1.7) commented upon the "difficulty of
foreseeing and capturing a single set of guidelines that encompasses the vast

range of human conduct potentially relevant to a sentencing decision." I agree

and for that reason would urge the economic model proposed be used more

as a policy statement than as guidelines.

lt is also possible that the application of the proposed formula could

result in a monetary penalty beyond the capacity of the corporation to pay.

Under the guidelines, if the potential for harm is great and the likelihood of

detection is low, a penalty in the billions of dollars could result. The Working

Paper in support of the Guidelines comments (p. 60):

* * Unless there is some reason - which l have not found - why
non- monetary penalties are better able to extract the full monetary
equivalent, it seems to me that forced liquidation (or reorganization)
is the appropriate solution. At least then the assets will go to the highest
bidder, and society will have minimized its losses, which seems preferable
to allowing the continued operation of an organization that by definition
is a net social burden, having created more loss than it can recompense*3 l "

Even though a forced sale of the assets would occur only in rare cases,

this possibility raises serious questions about the validity of using the formula.

The resulting harm to stockholders and innocent employees is ignored., To

arrive at such a result based .upon rigid adherence to a questioned mathematical

formula suggests a callousness that I am sure the Commission did not intend.

I have difficulty in understanding why a district judge should follow the formula

in such a case when other alternatives may be available. It seems to me that

we would be better off allowing the trial judge to exercise his discretion in

this type of situation. Perhaps some time of community service as an in-kind

substitute for monetary sanctions should be considered as a less punitive sanction

in this situation.
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l am well aware that one of the purposes of the Guidelines is to help

develop a consistency of approach in sentencing corporations. This is a laudable

goal - one we should try to achieve. I question, nonetheless, whether adopting

a formula is the right approach.

I think it isalso important to keep in mind that we in the United States

have criminalized more activity with which we disagree than any other society.

This is particularly so in the field of regulation, almost air regulatory legislation

has some criminal penalty involved presumably in order to give as many

enforcement alternatives as possible. We need to look at the laws of other

industrialized nations, to the extent we have over utilized the criminal sanction

we should be careful in what sentences we impose under these circumstances.

Let me say in this connection that serving on the federal bench is, among

other things, a bumbling experience. l found that on many occasions my

preconceptions about a particular ruling, or about a case that I was trying,

had to be modified or changed entirely as the matter progressed. This

experience leads me to believe that no formula no matter how carefully

devised - will fit all the cases. Many situations, particularly in sentencing,

tend to be unique. As the draft materials indicate, we have had far less

experience in sentencing organizations as compared to individuals. For this

reason alone, 1 would think we would be better advised to use these materials

as policy statements rather than as guidelines to be applied in all situations

regardless of circumstances.

The genius of the American legal system, particularly as expressed in
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the Constitution, is that we have developed general concepts that have allowed

the courts to craft just solutions in response to changing circumstances. These

concepts are familiar to all of us: the "establishment of religion", "unreasonable

searches and seizures", "due process of law" and "just compensation" to mention

only a few of them. Over the generations, these concepts have provided the

necessary flexibility so that sound results can be reached in a variety of dif ferent

circumstances. ln my view, flexibility in sentencing is just as important as

flexibility in reaching sound results on the merits. The history of the law has

not been logic, it has been experience. We need to get experience under these

materials as policy statements before they can be used as guidelines.

Let me turn to another subject. The Guidelines contemplate the use

in certain circumstances of non-monetary sanctions like probation (S.8D2.1).

*I agree with the limited use contemplated of this sanction. The staff working

paper correctly points out the preference for monetary penalties over the

alternative of direct intervention into business activities through organization

probation, and points out the problems which would be presented by such

intervention (pp. 41-50). The alternative Draft Proposal which recommends

a greater use of organizational probation may create greater problems than

it seeks to solve. I have no question with the concept that the purpose of the

Guidelines "is to improve the corporation's own monitoring controls and to

increase the probability that internal warning systems will detect future criminal

behavior" (p.'l). There is ample authority supporting such a limited goal of

probation, i.e., under Securities Act regulations and the Foreign Corrupt

Practices Act of 1977. I would encourage the development of corporate

educational and compliance programs, with their attendant intemal monitoring

and auditing controls. However, where the criminal act is outside of the normal
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course of business, such as an act prohibited by the law, even greater emphasis

should be placed on the educational program. 1 believe that probation can

be used in appropriate cases, but it should be used sparingly.

Let me try to point out some of the problems which may arise from

expanded use of judicially appointed overseers to supervise the affairs of a

corporation.

The standards for organizational probation, included in the discussion

materials, envisage cases where a corporation convicted of criminal misconduct

will be supervised to a considerable degree.

Under the "standard" terms of probation, an organization would be

required, first of all, to answer "all requests for information, financial data

or reports on business operations." The answers must be verified under oath.

The only defenses are the individual privilege against self- incrimination, the

attorney-client privilege, or "information that the court finds not to be related

toany probation condition or sentencing purpose." 1 submit that almost any

request for information, in the hands of a skillful lawyer, could be found related

to a "sentencing purpose."

In addition, special probation officers are to be appointed. One may

not be enough. The study materials state: "Indeed, in order to assemble the

proper expertise to properly monitor organizational compliance with probation

terms, it may be necessary to appoint a anel of robation officers for a single

probationer" (emphasis added). It seems evident that the panel of probation

officers will have considerable power. The study materials also make clear
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that such power is to be backed up by the court's authority to issue contempt

citations.

Consider an example: Let us suppose thatithe marketing arm of a Fortune

500 company engages in price fixing. Let us suppose further that the offense

was committed by lower level management by agreement with competitors

selling similar products. Supervision of lower level management is deemed

inadequate, and the circumstances surrounding the offense have not been

"adequately clarified" in the criminal proceedings. As a result, probation is

ordered and "a panel of probation officers" descends on the corporation to

prevent the "risk of recidivism."

How are the probation officers to proceed? Are they to sit in on meetings

around the country in which the marketers decide how to price the company's

products? Will the probation officers ask for data which support pricing

decisions or which compare the prices of the corporation's products with those

of others? lf the probation officers feel that conduct is questionable, will

they direct changes or will they simply make adverse comments in their reports

so that the term of probation may be extended or new terms of probation issued?

lt is hard for me to see what limits there would be on requests for

information or on the authority exercised, directly or indirectly, by the probation

officers. Almost anything that a marketing organization does can be related

to its pricing policies and practices. And, it is important to understand that

whether there has been a violation of the antitrust laws is often difficult to

determine even after review by experienced counsel.
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Traditionally, criminal antitrust enforcement only occurs with respect

to an se violations. In the Northern Pacific case, ~ se violations were

generally described by the Supreme Court as follows: These are "certain

agreements ortpractices which because of their pernicious effect on competition

and lack of any redeeming virtue are conclusively presumed to be unreasonable."

lt followed, according to the Court, that such practices are illegal "without

elaborate inquiry as to the precise harm they have caused or the business excuse

for their use."

Given such a broad formulation, it is not surprising that the courts have

had some difficulty in defining which offenses are £e1 se (and, therefore, subject

to criminal prosecution) and which are not. Let me illustrate: In U.S. v. Arnold,

Schwinn & Co., certain customer restrictions were held to be ~ se violations.

The very same court, however, had held that such restrictions were lawful

in U.S. v. White Motor. Subsequently, the Schwinn case itself was overruled

in Continental 11 v. GTB Sylvania.

What is true in the antitrust field also applies to environmental regulations.

Often, these regulations are extremely technical and impose strict liability

even though it is sometimes difficult to determine whether conduct is lawful

or unlawful.

It seems unrealistic.to me that a panel of probation officers are the

ones who should evaluate the activities of a corporation and determine, as

a judge and jury would, whether certain corporate activities are within or

without the law.
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I would like to conclude by offering some very general ideas about the

approach that I think the Sentencing Commission should consider. My views

are tempered by the uncertainties that exist in understanding why we punish

and in predicting the effects that enforcement may have:

o There should be no reliance on just one form of sentencing to. the

virtual exclusion of others. A sizeable fine may be appropriate. in

one case. A limited form of probation may be the best solution in

another.

o The trial judge, if the circumstances warrant, should have the discretion

to use two or more forms of sentencing concurrently.

o Devising a mandatory formula -for determining the amount of the

fine to be imposed is probably a mistake. Formulas have a way of

breaking down when applied to the almost endless array of factual

situations that come before the courts.

o No one questions but that the work of the Commission and other

organizations represent a valuable contribution to our knowledge

in this field. Given the inherent uncertainties involved, I believe

the Commission should direct its efforts to developing general

formulations or concepts about sentencing. The application of these

ideas should be left to the trial judge.

o If a more specific guideline is deemed necessary, such as a formula

for determining the amount of a fine, the guideline should be put
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forward as a policy statement rather than as a mandatory requirement

for the trial judge to follow. We need more data and much more

experience before definitive guidelines can be reached and made

compulsory in all cases.

1 end with a plea that this Commission not take away all of the discretion

from the sentencing judge. To do so would be, I believe, a mistake. Let me

give you an example. While it is not relevant to the precise issues being heard

here today, it does point out the need for as much flexibility as possible.

Under the Guidelines presently in effect, probation is not available in draft

evasion cases. The minimum sentence requires 10 montls incarceration and

that, in all likelihood, would be increased when persons are being inducted

during time of war or armed conflict. When I first became a judge there were

a large number of such cases, particularly in our district, and they were most

difficult. While prison may have been appropriate in a number of these cases,

there were some where l felt that prison would have destroyed a number of

very ignorant and naive young men. Unless you have visited prisons you can

have no idea what happens to such young men when they enter prison. When

this human destruction is viewed against the backdrop of wiser young men

extending their education to avoid the draft or joining the National Guard

as present political leaders in both parties did or learning the simple litanies

that brought conscientious objector status, you create a situation where a

judge should be free to fashion a more flexible and appropriate sentence.

The use of probation in such cases, conditional upon two years of community

service doubtless saved lives that otherwise would have been destroyed.
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estimated to cost the affected population more than a11 of the
robberies committed against individuals that year. Shareholders ~in particular bear the costs on both sides. As taxpayers , they
pay the costs of the prosecution; as shareholders they pay the
costs of the defense. The highest level of corporate management,
however, pays very little. They almost never go to jail: in
fact, they very seldom lose their jobs. The company pays the
fines, which are seldom calculated to offset any gains, and the
company pays the officer's legal fees. The business judgement
rule and limitation on directors' liability restrict
shareholders' ability to get the courts to order reimbursement
for the payment of these expenses or the loss in share value.

From the point of view of the shareholder, particularly the
large institutional investor, there no issue more important than
establishing their capacity to rgggirg that corporations they
invest ln comply with the standards of criminalbehavlor
established by society. Pension funds, in particular, vho are
the epitome of the 1png;g;m investor, are held'lntrust for
millions ofvorking Americans who want to retire in a country
thatvis, among other things, law abiding. It is clearly in their

interests as shareholders and as citizens to make sure that the
companies they invest in abide by the law.

Although there is great public concern over the existence
and extent of corporate crime, there is remarkably little
baseline scholarship --virtually no centralized sources of
.information, no agreement on terminology, and only the slightest
sense.that we are even now grasping the extent of the problem.
The "scholarship" boils'down to two studies-- sutherland's Ehlgg
ggllar - g£1mg, published in 1949, and the various collaborative
works of Marshall Cllnard and Peter Yeager, sponsored by the U.S.
Department of Justice, including and

o (1980) . " ' ' t , confirmed
Sutherland's principal finding = corporations violate the law with
great frequency. The 582 Corporations surveyed by Clinard and
Yeager.racked up a total of 1,554 crimes, with at least one
sanction imposed against 371 corporations (63.7%) of the'sample.
And although 40% of the sample'had ng actions initiated against
them, a mere 38 parent manufacturing corporations out of a total
of 477-- 1ess'than 10 percent -- had ten or more actions instituted
against them. These 38 recidivist corporations accounted for
740, or 48.2%, of a11 sanctions imposed against a11 parent
manufacturing firmssurveyed."3 In 1980, Egrtgng magazine
surveyed 1,043 large companies and concluded that a 'surprising" .

and "startling" number of them had beenlnvolved ln 'blatant
illegalltles". .'Almost,two years after the Egrggng story, !.S;

'Mokhiber. Russell. (Sierra Club, 1988),
pp. 18 and 19.
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eng; W conducted a survey of Anerica's 500 largest
corporations and found that '115 have been convicted in the last
decade of at least one major crime or have paid civil penalties
for serious misbehavior.'" (Q,g,,!ggg defined "serious
misbehavior" as criminal convictions or civil penalties or
settlements in excess of $50,000).** Recent concern over the
extent of criminal activity in dealings with the Defense
Department has been so pronounced as to require no further
comment here.

There is a curious numbness and sense of resignation with
the problems presented by corporate criminal activity. While no
one condones it, no one seems to know what to do about it. There
is almost an acceptance that corporate criminality may be part of
the inevitable price for the undoubted benefits derived from
largebusiness organizations.

Pentagon and Justice Department officials have been eager to
show they are cracking down on procurement fraud, especially in
light of lengthy delays in a separate, much-publicized nationwide
inquiry into bribery and influence -peddling involving contractors
and prominent defense consultants. For example, just twoidays
ago, Bruce Kovens, head of the Pentagon's criminal investigative
office in Philadelphia, said that General Electric was included
in the indictment of its subsidiary because the evidence showed
that GE "was responsible for the wrong-doing" in its subsidiary.
Kovens said,the charges against the parent company show that
Defense Department officials "are determined to oonscientiously
investigate and prosecute all'offenders, not just small
companies."

But, the applicability of criminal law constraints to
corporations has been mired in apparent effort to treat
artificial entities as if they were natural persons. "Did you
ever expect a corporation to have a conscience, when it has no
soul to be damned, and no body to be kicked7"5 Concludes oneof
the most astute current observers, 'At first glance, the.problem
of corporate punishment seems perversely insoluble = moderate
fines do not deter, while severe penalties flow through the
corporate shell and fall on the relatively blameless.*6

'1nmi
SEdward,pirst Baron Thurlow 1731-1806, quoted in M. King,
c d (1977) .

scoffee, John C., Jr., "NO Soul to Damn: No Body to Kick =

An Unscandalized Inquiry into the Problem of Corporate
Punishment," c n w !, Vol. 79, pp. 386 and 387,
(1981) [Hereinafter-- coffee: Corporate Punishment] .
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. Although many ingenious solutions have been suggested,
including the Pequity fine" (Coffee: Corporate Punishment, 413- ~424) , one is ultimately forced to confront the reality". . .that
companies have two kinds of records = those designed to allocate
guilt (for internal purposes) , and those for obscuring guilt ( for
presentation to the outside world). Whencompanies wantclearly
defined accountability, they can generally get it. That is what
management theory is all about. Diffused accountability is not
always inherent in organizational complexity; it is in
considerable measure the result of a desire to protect
individuals within the organization by presenting a confused
picture to theoutside World. One might say that courts should
be able to pierce this conspiracy of confusion. Without
sympathetic witnesses from within the corporation who are willing
co help, this is difficult.- ?

Despite some efforts to place corporations'"on probation,"
to require payments to societally useful causes, even to jail
executives, it is plain that nothing presently being done is
acceptably effective and that the problem is becoming more acute.
One must simply raise the question as to vhether society can
indefinitely.countenance a situation in which corporate crime is
endemic.

Surely those With the largest interest in making societal
and corporate interestscompatible are the long-term owners.
Unless they are able toldevelop a."cost effective" approach to
the problems caused by corporate criminality on an ad ng; basis,
some significant regulatoryeffort should be contemplated. Ther
will always remain need for legal sanctions: " [ S ]ome executives
abstain from bribery because they are afraid of being punished.
Most abstain from bribery because they view it as immoral. One

reason that they view it as immoral is that executives who bribe
are sometimes punished and held to public scorn. Do away with
criminal punishment and you do away with much of the sense of
morality which makes self-regulation possible. Self - regulation
and punitive regulation are, therefore, complementary rather than
alternatives.'? And yet, ' [TJhe firm is better positioned than
the state to detect misconduct by its employees. It has an
existing monitoring system already focused on them, and it need
not conform its use of sanctions to due process standards.
Indeed, if the penalties are severe enough, the corporation has
both the incentive and, typically, the legal right to dismiss any
employee it even suspects of illegal conduct.'9

TBraithwaite, John, e
Industry, Routledge & Keegan Paul, 1984, p. 324.

a u

91p1g,,,p. 819.

9 Coffee: Corporate Punishment, p. 408.;
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Let's pause to consider the positionlof institutional
shareholders. They have no interest in or competency to develop
or prescribe internal corporate procedures. No matter how large
their investment, the return cannot be large enough to justify
any kind of meaningful involvement in day-to-day operation of the
company. In any event, it is not appropriate for the'
shareholders to concern themselves with how a corporation devises
information flows to assure that notice is -received at the
appropriate level of conduct likely to be deleterious to society,
how a company develops incentive systems to assure that
compliance with law has the clear and undivided attention of
appropriate personnel, or what review structuresare established
to monitor, review, document and validate compliance with law are
not the appropriate'concern of the shareholder. Their concern is
to hold managements accountable for theirconduct of the business
"within the.rules," and to thus create an incentive for
management to establish a structure ensuring that compliance With
the -law receives the highest priority. It is noteworthy that
Professor Friedman's well"known aphorism that management's sole
obligation is to maximize the value of the firm is importantly
conditioned that such be "within the rules.' To put it simply,
shareholders hire managers to run ghglg business in a way that
will encourage a supportive governmental and societal climate to
capitalist enterprise.19 Increasing corporate criminal activity
is hostile to an attitude of public support in the future.
Conceivably,management has been so caught up in the pursuit of
short term proflt,(institutlonal shareholders have their share of
blame in this regard) that it has failed to grasp the utter
unacceptability of a situation in which corporate criminal
activity not only is rampant but apparently is beyond the power
of any to abate. Shareholders need to make unmistakably clear to
those they hire that'continued corporate - crime will<not be
tolerated.

Setting forth the conditions of eligibility for service on
the Board of Directors appears uniquely appropriate for
shareholder concern and by-law implementation. One of the most
important mechanisms available to shareholders is the power to
elect directors. Certainly, the power to elect directors
includes the'power to establish eligibility, andgcertainly,
commitment to compliance with the criminal law is a legitimate
criterion. The fact that states of directors, in virtually a11
cases, are.nomlnated by management and run without opposition
makes establishment of eligibility criteria especially

19 UThrough the generally more active participation of
their shareholders, cooperatives also offer the consumer greater
control over management decisions than is provided to
shareholders in larqe corporations. Clinard, Marshall, Illegal

(1960) , at p. 325.
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appropriate. The Board of Directors has the authority, indeed
the"responsiblllty, to promulgate basic corporate policies. Yet
the trend these days is to limit their liability, removing them
even further from accountability. "More active stockholder
participation might force greater*corporate compliance with the
jaw in some areas, although, as we have pointed out, their
primary concern is often corporate stock growth and
dividends...Far reaching corporate reform, hovever, depends on
altering the process and structure'of corporate.decisionmaking.
Traditional legal strategies generally do not affect the internal
institutional struoture...At present few clear functions are
usually specified"for corporate boards of directors; they
frequently have served as rubber stamps for management. If a
functional relationship and responsibility to actual corporate
operations were established, directors would be responsible not

> only for the corporate financial position and stockholder
dividends but also for the public interest,which would include
,the prevention of illegal and unethical activities undertaken in
order to increase profits."11

Institutional Shareholder Services represents owners*whoare
trying to find a way - toact effectively to assure that Fthelr"
companies comport With society's determination = of acceptable
behavior. In that connection, we wrote.the attached letter to
our clients, enclosingthe letters we sentvto a number of
corporations(also.attached).

The thrust of the proposed by-law amendment is that
directors are highly motivated to continue to be eligible to
serve as directors of public companies: that they have the
authority to establish policies requiring management to implement
obedience to the law as a corporate priority: and that placing
responsibility on directors assures that "the buck will stop
somewhere". Consideration of the many Ways that management might
implement its mandate is beyond the scope of this paper; suffice
it simply thatvmany corporations have such in place at the
present time and substantial learning and experience are >

available.12

11 Clinard, Marshall gp- gig-ggpga at p. 307

12Conslder for example the following excerpts from 'Taming
the Giant Corporation,' by Ralph Nader, Mark Green, and Joel
seligman, printed in Donaldson, Thomas and Werhane, Patricia H.,
Eth1Bal- Lssbes.ln.!usiness.=- A.zhilesgbhleal.ABpreaeh (Prentice
Hall, 1988), pp. 429 and 430: " [Tjhe board should designate
executives responsible.for compliance With these laws and require
periodic signed reports describing the effectiveness of
compliance procedures. Mechanisms to administer spot checks on
compliance With the principal statutes should be created.

6
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Professor Christopher Stone's 13 is
perhaps the best known vork on this general subject. He

concludes that the suspension of directors is the most effective
way of dealing with the problems of corporate criminality. "In
general, though, I think it would be best if for a11 but the most
serious violations we moved in the*opposite direction, relaxing
directors' liability by providing that any director adjudged to
have committed grass negligence, or to have committed non-
feasance [This translates to the enactment of policies to carry
out our proposed -new by-law] shall be prohibited for a period of
three years from serving as officer, director or consultant of
any corporation doing interstate business.. Why isthis better
than whatwe have novt For one thing, the magnitude of the
potential liability today has become so draconian that when we

try to make the law tougher on directors the more likely effects
are that corporate lawyers will develop ways to get around it,
judges and juries will be disinclined to find liability, and many

of the better qualified directors will refuse to get involved and
serve. The advantages of the "suspension" provision, by
contrast, are that it is not so easy to get around; it is not so
severe that, like potential multi -million -dollar personal
liability, it would strike courts as unthinkable to impose; but
at the same time it would still have some effective bite in it
thesuspendees would be removed from the most prestigious and
cushy positions ordinarily available to men of their rank, and
would, I suspect, be object of some shame among their peers.'

The 1imitationsrof the governmentin preventing and
punishing corporate crime are all too plain. Neither the
requirements nor the sanctions established by our laws reach
those who make the decisions to engage in criminal activity, at
least not forcefully enough to dissuade them. I believe that the
object of sentencing guidelines in this area should be to promote
internal mechanisms for accountability. That can best be
accomplished in two ways. First, there should be a presumption<
that any criminal activity whose benefits are primarily reaped by
the corporation cas opposed to criminal activity benefiting the
individual, at the expense of the corporation, like embezzlement)
is conducted with the consent of the corporation, and the highest
level of the company should be held liable. Second, the
structures in place for self-regulation at the corporation,
should be a major factor in determining the appropriate
sanctions. If, for example, the company has in place a by- law

Similar mechanisms can insure that corporate 'whistle blowers"
and nonemployee sources may communicate to the board - in private
and without fear of retaliation - knowledge of violations of law."

13stone; Christopher D., e t w ds
99BLr9l- sr.£Qrn9rate.Eena!i9r, (Harper & ROW, 1975) p - 148 -
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making individuals who permit the company to engage in criminal
activity ineligible for director positions, a strong program for
employee education and monitoring, and its own internal sanctions
for either violating the law or allowing it to be violated, that
would help to establish that any criminal activity was not
attributable to the corporation itself and its directors. It is,
in a way, a method for determining the corporate "mens rea," and
as such is entirely appropriate to examine in determining
sanctions.



O November 7, 1988

President
Harvard University
Massachusetts Hall
Cambridge, HA 02138

Dear Derek:

We have heard from many of our clients increasing
concerns about corporate criminal behavior, and its impact
on"share value. The decision to violate the law occurs
,when, at some level, management finds that the benefits
outweigh the costs. Or, more likely, management finds that
the benefits accrue to the corporation, while the costs are
borne elsewhere. The threat of criminal enforcement
proceedings does not provide adequate incentives to obey the
law, and we believe that shareholders can play a
constructive and important role in creating appropriate
incentives.

Employees, suppliers, non-government customers, a11
feel the impact when corporate resources are redirected from
productivity and competitiveness to litigation defense.
Shareholders in particular bear the costs on both sides. As
taxpayers, they pay the costs of the prosecution; as
shareholders they pay the costs of the defense. The highest
level of corporate management, however, pays very little.
They almost never go to jail; indeed, they very seldom lose
their jobs. The company pays the fines, which are seldom
calculated to offset any gains, and the company pays the
officers' legal fees. The business judgment rule and
limitation on directors' liability restrict shareholders'
ability to get the courts to order reimbursement for the
payment- of these expenses or the loss in share value.

Even more disturbing than a criminal conviction is when
management implicitly endorses the criminal activity
afterward. For example, Morton M. Lapides was permitted to
take Alleco private after he was convicted of a price - fixing
scheme that resulted ln record-breaking fines. Mr. Lapides
is currently being investigated by a federal grand jury, the
Securities and Exchange Commission and the IRS. He is being
sued by shareholders to block his takeover of Alleco. Even
if he did have the integrity and leadership to manage Alleco

*during this critical period, he just doesn't have the time.

Another example is Beech-Nut's violation of the food
and drug laws. The president and vice president of Beech-
Nut admitted that they knowingly permitted adulterated apple

9



juice to be sold in markets to be consumed by babies. The
company pled guilty to 215 counts of federal food and drug
violations, and paid a $2 million fine. This has severely
damaged its credibility. Even worse, its market share has
dropped 15 percent as a result. This is a clear example of
shareholder losses directly attributable to criminal
conduct. It is reasonable for the shareholders to expect
the directors to make sure that this kind of thing does not
happen again.

Did the directors fire these ment On the contrary.
They paid a11 of their legal fees, and they continue to pay

'their salaries, and.have committed to do so.until their
appeals run out.

Shareholders can reasonably conclude that in doing so
the directors have made it clear to the company's employees,
ltscustomers, and the community that it will tolerate, even
support, the knowing sale of colored sugar water as apple
juice, to be fed to babies. They have made it clear that
they will tolerate, even support, actions that result in
record -breaking criminal penalties. Shareholders can and
should reasonably conclude that the directors have made it
clear that they do not deserve theshareholders' support.
And they should not give lt.

We believe that management can send a strong signal to
its employees and the community by insisting that its
directors be responsible for preventing criminal behavior. ~
A f irst. step .would be by adopting a policy or a by-law on
the subject. ' We believe it should make ineligible for a
position on the board anyone convicted of a felony in
connection with his service on the board, or anyone whod

served on the board while the company was engaging in
behavior leading to a criminal conviction. This would apply
only if the crimewas related to the central business
activities of the corporation. We have identified two
groups of companies as candidates for such a step; one group
whose tradition of commitment to lntegrlty and shareholder
concerns indicates that they might be willing to be leaders
in this area. The other group consists of companies vhose
record of criminal investigations makes them good candidates
for an expression of shareholder concern.

We have written to both groups, enclosingasuggested
language for by-laws - or policy statements. I.am enclosing a
list of thedcompanies we wrote to, and samples of the
language we suggested for the companies, depending on their
line of business.

It is important to emphasize here that some lnfractions
are lneyltable. Laws and regulations are complex, and
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interpretation and enforcement vary enormously from one
administration to another. Shareholders do not want
companies to be sorisk -averse that they always adopt the
most conservative interpretation possible; sometimes it is
worthwhile to challenge the law. And Congress has a
tendency to react to a problem by making it criminal =

Congress tries to appear to be cracking down on defense
contractors and polluters, and does so by characterizing
relatively minor violations as criminal. But directors must
take the responsibility for setting some standards for the
company.

Shareholders can protect and enhance the value of their
holdings by making sure that corporate directors will not
.permit corporate crime. They do not have to sell out in
disgust, orfoot the additional bill for litigation. They,
can take the opportunity provided to them by the SEC to
become informed about a company's risk of prosecution and
use their proxies to make sure that the company has
directors who will minimize that risk.

We urge you to read through the enclosed letters and
the suggested by-laws. You may want to write to these
companies yourself to endorse their adoption of such a by-
law, or to send similar letters to other companies. If so,
I hope you will send us copies. If the corporations who
receivethese letters are not - responsive to these concerns,
you might*want to consider a shareholder resolution
proposingvthe"adoption of such a by-law yourself. I am
enclosing a list of the deadlines for shareholder
resolutions at these companies to assist you in doing so.
We would be happy to help you to draft the resolutions, or
to obtain support from other institutional shareholders.

Shareholders are affected by corporate criminal
activity, and can take cost -effective action to demonstrate
their'concern and enhance value. I welcome your comments
and suggestions on our proposals.

Sincerely,

Robert A. G. Monks

Encls.
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October 26, 1988

Mr. Warren H. Phillips
Chairman of the Board
Dow Jones & Company, Inc.
200 Liberty Street
New York, NY 10281

,Dear Mr. Phillips:

Institutional Shareholder Services, Inc. is a
consulting firm that advises large institutional
shareholders on corporate governance issues. Our clients
are long-term investors with a substantial'equity position
in your company. They believe that exercise of the rights
of ownership can protect and enhance the value of their
investments, and that as fiduciaries for the beneficial
owners ofxthe stock, they must do so when it is economically
justified.

Our clients are increasingly concerned about corporate
crime, not just as a matter ofpubl1c policy, but as a
matter of investment policy. Companies that break the law
incur huge legal.fees and fines. They must devote enormous
resources to preparing their defense. They lose goodwill in
the community, and they losebusiness.

We have been impressed with your company's exemplary
record, both in corporate governance and in making a
commitment to the highest standardsof ethical behavior.
Our clients have demonstrated their support by buying and
holding your stock. The latest figures we have show that
institutions hold more than *F8*% of your shares. We would
like you to go one step further in establishing your
commitment to shareholder concerns and compliance with the
laws by proposing the adoption of a by-law along the lines
of the enclosed.

The by-law provides that any director who is convicted
of a felony in connection with his or her service as a
director will become ineligible for service on the Board.
Similarly, any director serving at a time when the
corporation,is criminally convicted will alsobeoome
ineligible for continued service (unless he or she voted
against - the conduct leading to the criminal conviction).

12
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This by-law is intended to reach only the most
extraordinary violations. It would not be triggered by
criminal charges against corporate officers or employees
(unless they also serveas directors). Some lnfractions are
inevitable. "Lavs and regulations are complex, and their
interpretation and enforcement vary enormously from one
administration to another. Shareholders do not sant
companies to be so risk - averse that they always adopt the
most conservative interpretation possible; sometimes it is
worthwhile to challenge the law. And Congress has a
tendency to react to a problem by making it criminal:
Congress tries to appear to be cracking down on defense
contractors and polluters, and does so by characterizing
relatively minor violations as criminal. But directors must
take the responsibility for setting some standards for the
company.

The most important right granted to shareholders in
exchange for their funds is the right to elect directors.
That right carries with it the right to establish criteria
for eligibility. The shareholders we work with would like
to see you initiate action to adopt a policy or by - law along
the lines of the enclosed draft to make it clear that you
have a strong commitment to complying with the law, anda
commitment to being responsive to shareholder concerns. We

believe it would enhance your standing in the community and
the value of their investment. We cannot seeany possible
case in which your company would want to retain a director
covered by this by-law: adoption would simply make the
removal automatic.

We- would appreciate the opportunity to discuss this
proposal with you. We are interested in your reaction, and
we look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

Robert A. G. Monks
President

Enclosure

13



Mr. Warren H. Phillips
Chairman of the Board
Dow Jones & Company, Inc.
200 Liberty Street
New York, NY 10281

Hr. Colby H. Chandler
Chief Executive Officer

.Eastman Kodak Company
343 State Street
Rochester, NY 14650

Hr. John F. Welch, Jr.
Chairman of the Board
GeneralElectric Company
3135 Easton Turnpike
Fairfield, CT 06413

Mr. Norman'R. Augustinel
Chairman and Chief Executiveofficer
Martin Marietta Corporation ,

6801 Rockledge Drive
Bethesda, MD 20817

Mr. James R. Stover
President and Chief Executive Officer
Eaton Corporation
1111 Superior Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44114

Mr. Frank A. Shrontz
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
The Boeing Company
P.O. Box 3707
Seattle, WA 98124

Dr. Ruben F. Mettler
Chief Executive Officer
TRW Inc.
1900 Richmond Road
Cleveland, OH 44124
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O Hr. Frank P. Popoff
President and Chief Executive Officer
The Dow Chemical Company
2030 Willard H. Dow Center
Midland, MI 48674

Mr. George M.C. Fisher
President and Chief Executive Officer
Motorola, Inc.
1303 East Algonquin Road
Schaumburg, IL 60196

,Mr. Bernard Schwartz
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Loral Corporation
600 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10016
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October 26, 1988

Mr. Lawrence G. Rawl
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Exxon Corporation
1251 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020- 1198

Dear Mr. Rawl:

Institutional Shareholder Services, Inc. is a
consulting firm that advises large institutional
shareholders on corporate governance issues. Our clients
are long-term investors. They believe that exercise of the
rights of ownership can protect and enhance the value of
their investments , and that as fiduciaries for the
beneficial owners of the stock, they must do so when it is
economically justified.?

Our clients are increasinglyconcerned about corporate ~crime, not just as a matter of public policy, but as a
matter of investment policy. Companies that break the law
incur huge legal fees and fines. They must devote enormous
resources to preparing their defense. They lose goodwill in
the community, and they lose business.

Our clients have expressed serious concerns about your
commitment to compliance with the law. The latest figures
we have show that institutions hold more than 33% of your
shares. They are long-term investors = they would prefer not
to sell out because of their concerns, especially since they
believe that your poor record has depressed the stock.
Their alternative, then, is to work with you to improve
value. We would like you to establish your commitment to
shareholder concerns and compliance with the laws by
proposing the adoption of a by-law along the lines of the
enclosed.

The by-law provides that any directorpwho is convicted
of a felony in connection with his or her serv1ceas a
director will become ineligible for service on the Board.
Similarly, any director serving at a time when the
corporation is criminally convicted will also become
ineligible for continued service (unless he or she voted ~

16
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against the conduct leading to the criminal conviction).

This by-law is intended to reach only the most
extraordinary violations. Itiwould - not be triggered by
criminal charges against corporate offlcersor employees
(unless they also serve as directors). Some infractions are
inevitable. Laws and regulations are complex, and their
interpretation and enforcement vary enormously from one
administration to another. Shareholders do not want
companies to be so risk - averse that they always adopt the
most conservative interpretation possible; sometimes it is
worthwhile to challenge the law. And Congress has a
tendency toereact to a problem by making it criminal;
Congress tries to appear to be cracking down on defense

.contractors and polluters, and does so by characterizing
relatively minor violations as criminal. But directors must
take the responsibility for setting some standards for the
company.

The most important right granted to shareholders in
exchange for their funds is the > right to elect directors.
That right carries with it the right to establish criteria
for eligibility. The shareholders we work with would like
to see you initiate action to adopt a policy or by - law along
the lines of the enclosed draft, to make it clear that you
have a strong commitment to complying with the law, and a
commitment to being responsive to shareholder concerns. We

believe it would enhance your standing in the community and
the value of their investment. We cannot see any possible
case in which your company would want to retain a director
covered by this by-law; adoption Would simply make the
removal automatic.

We would very much appreciate the opportunity to
discuss this proposal with you. We are most interested in
your reaction, and we look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

Robert A. G. Monks'
President

Enclosure
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Mr. Alfred Manville
President and Chief'Executive Officer
Fischbach Corporation
485 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Mr. Lawrence G. Rawl
Chairman and ChiefExecutive Officer

.Exxon Corporations
1251 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020- 1198

Mr. Charles S. Locke
Chairman of the'Board
MortonThiokol, IncE
110 North Wacker Drive
Chicago,,iL 60606-1560

Mr. HarryAJ. Phillips, Sr.
Chairmanand Chief Executive Officer
Browning- Ferris Industries, Inc.
P.O. Box 3151
Houston, TX 77253

Mr. Robert B. Mercer
Chairman of the Board
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company
1144 East Market Street
Akron, OH 44316- 0001

Mr. Richard J. Stegemeier
President and Chief Executive Officer
Unocal Corporation
P.O. Box 7600
Los Angeles, CA 90051

Mr. Robert D. Kennedy
Chairman ofxthe Board
Unionrcarbide Corporation
39 Old Ridgebury Road
Danbury, CT 06817-0001
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Mr. Thomas V. Jones
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Northrop Corporation
1840 Century Park East
Los'Angeles, CA 90067

Mr. Larry O. Kitchen
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Lockheed Corporation
4500 Park Granada Boulevard
Calabasas, CA - 91399

Mr. Richard D. Wood
President, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Eli Lilly and Company
Corporate Center
Indianapolis, IN 46285

Mr. Thomas D. Sega
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Varian Associates, Inc.
611 Hansen Way
Palo Alto, CA 94303

Mr. Paul G. Schloemer
President and Chief Executive Officer
Parker-Hannifin Corporation
17235 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44112

Mr. Richard J. Mahoney
Chairman and Chief Executivevofficer
Honsanto Company
800 N. Lindbergh Boulevard
St. Louis, MO 63167

Mr. John T. Hartley
Chief Executive Officer
Harris Corporation
1025 W. NASA Boulevard
Melbourne, FL 32919

Mr. Orion L. Hoch
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Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Littonindustries, Inc.
360 North Crescent Drive
Beverly Hills, CA 90210

Mr. J. Peter Grace
Chairman, President and

Chief Executive Officer
W. R. Grace & Co.
Grace Plaza
1114 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-7794

Mr. John R. Hall
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Ashland'oil, Inc.
1000 Ashland Drive
Russell, KY 41169

Mr. Henry Wendt
Chairman of the Board
SmithKline Bechman Corporation -

One Franklin Plaza
P.O. Box 7929
Philadelphia, PA 19101

Mr. Stanley C. Pace
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
GeneralDynamics Corporation
Pierre Laclede Center
St. Louis, MO 63105

Mr. Richard E. Heckert
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
E. I. Dupont deNemours andcompany
D 9000
1007 Market Street
Wilmington, DE 19898
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RESOLVED, that the by- laws of [ 1 be amended by the

adoption of a new Section [ 1, to provide as follows =

"NO person who is criminally convicted of a state or
federal - felony violation for causing death or serious bodily
injury to any person by adulterating, misbranding, falsely
labeling or falsely advertising a food, drug or device; or
who is convicted of a felony violation for obstruction of
.justice, fraud, corruption of a public official, perjury, or
making a false statement in furtherance of or to conceal any
such activity; or Who is convicted of conspiring to commit
or aiding and abetting the commission of any violation
described above; whether by trial, guilty plea, or plea of
polo ggggggggrg, shall be eligible to serve as a Director or
Officer of the corporation for three years from the date of
such conviction, unless and until such conviction is
overturned or vacated by a court of competent jurisdiction.

If the corporation is criminally convicted of a state
or federal felony violation for causing death or serious
bodily injury to any person by adulterating, misbranding,
falsely labeling or falsely advertising a food, drug or
device; or is convicted of obstruction of justice, fraud,
corruption of a public official, perjury, or making a false
statement in furtherance of or to conceal any such activity;
or is convicted of conspiring to commit or aiding and
abetting the commission of any violation described above;
whether by trial, guilty plea, or plea of ng;9 gontgndegg,
no person who, at the time of the conduct giving rise to the
conviction was a Director of the corporation or was the
President, Chairman, Chief Executive Officer, or Chief
Operating Officer, or was a Vice President, Treasurer
or Assistant Treasurer having responsibility for the
area of corporate activity where such conduct occurred,
and vho had held that office for at least one year
immediately prior thereto, shall be eligible to serve
as a Director or Officer of the corporation for three
years from the date of such conviction, unless and
until such conviction is overturned or vacated by a
court of competent jurisdiction. 2;ggiggg, that if
the corporate conduct giving rise to the conviction was
the subject of a vote of the Board of Directors, then
this provisionshall not apply to any Director who cast
his or her vote against such conduct.

Any disqualification effected by this by-law may be

21



removed by a vote of the holders in beneficial interest of
75% or more of the corporation' s shares then outstanding." .

U TING T

The purpose of this resolution is to ensure that
Directors and Officers are held'accountable to shareholders
for engaging in or allowing the corporation to engage in
criminal conduct that goes to the heart of the corporation's
activities.' Criminal conduct of this nature, which
threatens public.health and safety, exposes the corporation
to massive criminal finesand civil damage avards, and
destroys corporate good will, is never in the best interest
.of the shareholders or the corporation, and should not be
countenanced.
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RESOLVED, that the by- laws of [ 1 be amended
by the adoption of a new Section [ ] , to provide as follows:

"NO person who is criminally convicted of a state or federal
felony violation for price - fixing or other'violatlon of the
antitrust laws, or who is convicted of a felony violation
for obstruction of justice, fraud, corruption of a public
official, perjury, or making a false statement in
furtherance of or to conceal any such activity; or who is
convicted of conspiring to commit or aiding and abetting the
commission of any violation described above; whether by
,trial, guilty plea, or plea of nglg ggnggngggg, shall be
eligible to serve as a Director or Officer of the
corporation for three years from the date of such
conviction, unless and until such conviction is overturned
or vacated by a court of competent jurisdiction.

If the corporation is criminally convicted of a state or
federal felony violation for price -fixing or other antitrust
violation, or is convicted of obstruction of justice, fraud,
corruption of a public official, perjury, or making a false
statement in furtherance of or to conceal any such activity;
or is convicted of conspiring to commit or aiding and
abetting the commission of any violation described above:
whether by trial, guilty plea, or plea of nglg gggggggggg,
no person who, at the time of the conduct giving rise to the
conviction was a Director of the corporation or was the
President, Chairman, Chief Executive Officer, or Chief
Operating Officer, or was a Vice President, Treasurer or
Assistant Treasurer having responsibility for the area of
corporate activity where such conduct occurred, and vho had
held that office for at least one year immediately prior
thereto, shall be eligible to serve as a Director or Officer
of the corporation for three years from the date of such
conviction, unless and until such conviction is overturned
or vacated by a court of competent jurisdiction. Bgggiggg,
that if the corporate conduct giving rise to the conviction
was the subject of a vote of the Board of Directors, then
this prbvision shall not apply to any Director who cast his
or her vote against such conduct.

Any disqualification effected by this by - lao may be removed
by a vote of the holders in beneficial interest of 75% or
more of the corporation's shares then outstanding."

The purpose of this resolution is to ensure that Directors
and Officers are held accountable to shareholders for

23



engaging in or allowing the corporation to engage in
criminal conduct that goes to the heart of the corporat:lon's ~activities. Criminal conduct of this nature exposes the
corporation to massive criminal fines and civil damage
awards, and destroys corporate good*will, is never in the
best interest of the shareholders or the corporation, and
should not be oountenanced.
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No person who has been crimlnally convicted of a
state or federal felony for

(a) defrauding the United States Governmentvia one or more
instances of cost misallocation, product substitution,
failure to perform required tests, defective pricing, bid -
rigging, or corruption of a public official,

(b) obstruction of justice, perjury or making a false
- statement in furtherance of or to conceal any activity
described in (a) above,

cc) <conspiring to commit or aiding or abetting the
commission of any violation described in ca) or (b) above,
or

(d) racketeering activity in which any of the violations
described in ca), (b), or cc) above or state law bribery is
an element,

whether by trial, guilty plea, or plea of nglg contenders,
shall be eligible to be elected or to serve as an Officer or
Director of the corporation for a period of three years from
the date of such conviction, unless and until such
conviction is overturned or vacated by a court of competent
jurisdiction.

If the corporation is at any time crlminally convicted
of a state or federal felony violation for

(a)defrauding the United States Government via one or
more instances of cost misallocation, product
substitution, failure to perform required tests,
defective pricing, bid- rigging, or corruption of a
public official,

(b) obstruction of justice, perjury or making a false
statement in furtherance of or to conceal any activity
described in ca) above,

cc) conspiring to commit or aiding or abetting the
commission of any violation describedin ca) or (b)
above, or

(dl racketeering activity in which any of the
violations described in ca), (b), or co) above is an
element,
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whether by trial, guilty plea, or plea of nglg ggnggnggrg,
no person who, at the time of the conduct giving rise to the
conviction, was a Director of the corporation or was the
President, Chairman, Chief Executive Officer, or Chief
Operating Officer of the corporation, or who was a Vice-
President, Treasurer, or Assistant Treasurer having
responsibility for the area of corporate activity where such
conduct occurred, and who had held such office for at least
one year immediately prior thereto, shall be eligible to be
elected or to serve as an Officer or Director of the
corporation for a period of three years from the date of
such conviction, unless and until such conviction is
overturned or vacated by a court of competent jurisdiction.

,2;g!idgg, however, that if the corporate conduct giving rise
to the conviction was the subject of a vote of the Board of
Directors of the corporation, then this provision shall not
apply to any Director who cast his or her vote against such
conduct.

The felony offenses referred to in this by-law include,
without limitation of any kind whatsoever upon the
generality of the foregoing, violations of Title 18, United
States Code, Section 201 (bribery), Sections 286 and 287
(fraudulent claims), Section 1001 (false statements),
Section 1341 (mail fraud), Section 1343 (wire fraud),
Section 1503, 1510, 1512 and 1513 (obstruction of justice),
Section 1621 (perjury), Section 1952 (travel in aid of
racketeering); Section 1962 (R.I.C.O.), Section 371
(conspiracy to defraud the United States), and Section 2

(aiding and abetting), and state law felony offenses
involving the same or similar conduct.

A person affected by the operation of this by-law may
be rendered eligible to be elected and to serve as a
Director or Officer of the corporation prior to the
expiration of the three year post-conviction period upon a
vote in favor of such eligibility by the holders in
beneficial interest of 75% or more of the corporation's
shares then outstanding.

The purpose of this resolution is to ensure that
Directors and Officers are held accountable to shareholders
for engaging in or allowing the corporation to engage in
criminal conduct that goes to the heart of the corporation's
activities. Criminal conduct of this nature exposes the
corporation to massive criminal fines and civil damage
awards, and destroys corporate good will, is never in the
best interest of the shareholders or the corporation, and
should not be countenanoed.
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No person who is criminally convicted of a state or
,federal felony violation for knowingly or recklessly
endangering human health or the environment through the
generation,disposal, storage, transportation, treatment
orvmanagement of a hazardous substance; or who is
convicted of a felony violation for obstruction of
justice, fraud, corruption of a public official, perjury,
or making a false statement in furtherance of or to
conceal any such activity: or who is convicted of
conspiring to commit or aiding and abetting the commission
of any violation described above, whether by trial, guilty
plea, or pleas of *o "

de , shall be eligible to be
elected or to serve asa Director or Officer'of the
corporation for a period of three years from the date of
such conviction, unless and until such conviction is
overturned or vacated by a court of competent
jurisdiction.

If the corporation is at any time criminally convicted
of a state or federal felony violation for knowingly or
recklessly endangering human health or the environment
through the generation, disposal, storage, transportation,
treatment or management of a hazardous substance; or is
convicted of a felony violation for obstruction of
justice, fraud, corruption of a public official, perjury,
or making a false statement in furtherance of or to
conceal any such activity; or is convicted of conspiring
to commit or aiding and abetting the commission of any
violation described below, whether by trial, guilty plea,
or plea of d e, no person who, at the time of

the corporate conduct giving rise to the - conviction, was a

Director of the corporation, or was the President,
Chairman, Chief Executive Officer, or Chief operating
Officer of the corporation, or was a Vice- president,
Treasurer or Assistant Treasurer having responsibility for
the area of corporate activity where such conduct
occurred, and who had held such position for at least one
year immediately prior thereto, shall be eligible to be
elected or to serve as a Director or Officer of the
corporation for a period of three years,from the date of
such conviction, unless and until such conviction is
overturned or vacated by a court of competent
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jurisdiction. , however, that if the corporate
conduct giving rise to the conviction was the subject of a ~vote of the Board of Directors of the corporation, then
this provision shall not apply to any Director who cast
his or her vote against such conduct.

The felony offenses referred to in this by-law include,
without limitation, violations of Title 42, United States
Code, Section 6928(d), or ce) (the Solid Waste Disposal
Act), Title 49, United States Code, Section 1809(b) (the
Hazardous Materials Transportation Act), Title 18, United
States Code, Section 201 (bribery), Section 1001 (false
statements), Section 1341 (mail fraud), Section 1343 (wire
fraud), Sections 1503, 1510, 1512 and 1513 (obstruction of
justice), Section 1621 (perjury), Section 371 (conspiracy
to defraud the United States), Section 2 (aiding and
abetting), and state law felonies involving the same or
similar conduct.

A person affected by the operation of this by-law may
bevrehdered eligible to be elected and to serve as a
Director or Officer of the corporation prior to the
expiration of the'three year post-conviction period upon a
vote in favor of such eligibility by the holders in
beneficialpinterest of 75% or more of the corporation's
shares then outstanding.
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Dow Jones & Company, Inc.

Eastman Kodak Company

Eaton Corporation

General Electric Company

Loral Corporation

Martin Marietta Corporation

Motorola, Inc.

The Boeing Company

The Dow Chemical Company

TRW Inc.

tter

A.H. Robins Company, Inc.

AEL Industries

Ashland 011, Inc.

Beech-Nut Nutrition Corporation

Browning-Ferris Industries, Inc.

E. I. Dupontvde Nemours and Company

Eli Lilly and Company

Exxon Corporation

Fischbach Corporation

General Dynamics Corporation

Gould Inc.

GTE Corp.
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November 11, 1988

November 23, 1988

November 11, 1988

November 8, 1988

February 24, 1989

November 24, 1988

November 19, 1988

November 23, 1988

November 23, 1988

November 18, 1988

January 31, 1989

August 20, 1988

September 23*, 1988

November 18, 1988

November 14, 1988

November 28, 1988

November 28, 1988

November 25, 1988

November 3, 1988



Harris Corporation

Itel Corp.

Litton Industries, Inc.

Lockheed Corporation

Mcdonnell Douglas Corp.

Honsantocompany

Morton Thiokol, Inc.

Nestle S.A.

Northrop Corporation

Occidental Petroleum Corp.

'Outboard Marine Corp.

Paradyne Corp.

Parker-Hannifincorporation

Pennwalt Corp.

Pepsico Inc.

R.P. Scherer Corp

Rockwell International Corporation

SmithKline Bechman Corporation

Sundstrand Corp.

Texas Eastern Corp.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company

Union Carbide Corporation

Unocal Corporation

Varian Associates, Inc.

W. R. Grace & Co.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation
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May 17, 1989

December 8, 1988

June 30, 1988

December 5, 1988

November 21, 1988

November 11, 1988

May 18, 1989

November 30, 1988

December 19, 1968

August < 5, 1988

December 5, 1988

May 29, 1989

December 1, 1988

September 7, 1988

November 22 , 1988

November 9, 1988

November 10, 1988

October 25, 1988

November 17, 1988

November 14, 1988

September 8, 1988

December 1, 1988

November 14, 1988
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Statement of Robert M, Latta

Chief U. S. Probation Officer
Central District of California

United States Sentencing Commission Hearing
United States Courthouse

Pasadena, California
December 2, 1988

My comments will relate to the role of the probation serv-

ice in carrying out the goals of organizational probation.

The two goals of organizational probation, as stated in the

discussion materials,are to support monetary sanctions and to

prevent repetition of criminal activities. There are three

basic applications:

1. To enforce restitution, notice to victims, forfeitures
and installment fines;

2. To support deterrent effect of fines by requiring
financial supervision of an organization thatis unable
to pay the full amount of an appropriate fine;

3. Where an organization or its management has a history

of serious crimes and supervision is likely to be use -

ful in preventing future offenses, either by facili -

tating detection and prosecution or through compliance
measures instituted by the organization. (This third
option is more subjective and should be approached with
caution.)

Overall it would appear that the proposed monetary sane-

tions, together with probation as an independent - sanction,

should greatly improve the criminal justice system's ability to

deal more effectively with illegal behavior on the part of or -

ganizations.

In the past, monetary sanctions were often inadequate, and

this fact alone caused courts throughout the country to fashion

some of the creative sentences alluded to in the discussion
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materials. The judges in the Central District of California
have come up with their share of sentences which would have more

meaning than a mere slap on the wrist.

The traditional job of the probation officer is to complete

an investigation on individuals referred by the court to aid the
court in fashioning an appropriate sentence and to supervise.

individuals in the community at the direction of the court or
paro1ing authority. The education and training of probation

officers prepare them to work with people on a one - to - one basis.
Federal probation officers are perhaps more experienced in

supervising organizations than are their counterparts at the
local level, because of the nature of federal crimes. However,

their degree of competence is the result of on- the- job expert -

ence rather than formal training.

Even though individual officers may do a creditable job of
supervising organizations, the probation service as a whole is

not equipped to give effective supervision to complex business

organizations. When the intention of the court is to enforce

restitution, provide notice to victims, satisfy forfeiture

agreements, and collect installment fines, then the probation

officer can provide that service which the discussion materials

describe as the first of three basic applications of organiza -

tional probation.

When community service is seen by the court as an appro-

priate sanction, this can be coordinated by the probation offi -

cer; however, staff assistance from the convicted organization

2
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will be needed to work with the probation officer. When appro-

priate, the staff could be an employee of the organization; or,

if not, then an individual compensated by the organization would

work with the probation officer. There are currently many ex-

amples of this kind of arrangement throughout the federal

courts.

The remaining two basic applications of organizational pro-

bation would appear to require the use of an expert, if the

organization was at all complex.

In situations where an expert is used during the period of

supervision, the expert should work through the probation offi -

cer and not independently of the probation officer. . That

person's monitoring reports and other written material should be

submitted to the probation officer who then reports to the

court.

The discussion materials speak to the appointment ofa per -

son other than the probation officer to prepare the presentence

report in accordance with 18 USC 3552. Section 3552(a) speci -

fies that a United States Probation Officer shall make a presen-

tence investigation. Sections 3552(b) and (c) seem to refer to

psychological or psychiatric examinations, rather than an organ-

izational presentence investigation.

The present investigative expertise of United States Proba-

tion Officers should be sufficient to provide the court with the

information necessary to properly sentence a corporation. Prior

to sentencing, most individuals, as well as organizations, tend

to be more forthcoming with information. It is after sentencing

3



and during a period of supervision that we will need expert
assistance in complex cases.

One of the central aims of the proposed guidelines is to

encourage voluntary compliance, and "it is anticipated that the
corporation will normally take a leading role in proposing the

conditions and internal controls thatshould be imposed.' In my

opinion, this is an overly optimistic view.

Another area of concern is the expected level of coordina-

tion among the civil and criminal authorities in this process.

I cannot speak to the level of coordination prior to sentencing;

however, once a sentence of probation is imposed, continued co-

ordination is the exception, not the rule. In spite of good

intentions, the burden of work and staff turnover mitigate

against this kind of coordination.

As a final concern, I have found that, when a corporation

and individual officer are both placed on probation, the level

of compliance to the orders of the court are significantly en-

hanced. In my experience, it is not unusual for a corporate

defendant to quickly file bankruptcy after receiving probation.
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estimated to cost the affected population more than a11 of the
"robberies committed against individuals that year. ,Shareholders
in particular bear the"oosts on both sides.. As taxpayers, they

pay the costs of the prosecution; as shareholders they pay the
costs of the defense. The highest level of corporate management,

however, pays very little. They almost never go to jail: ln
fact, they very seldomslose their jobs. The company pays the
fines, which are seldom calculated to offset any gains, and the
company pays the officer's legal fees. The business judgement-
rule and limitation on directors' liability restrict
shareholders' ability to get the courts to order relmbursement
for the payment of these expenses or the loss in share value.

From the point of view of the shareholder, particularly the
large institutional investor, there nolssue more important than
establishing their capacity to rgggirg that corporations they

invest lncomply With the standards of criminal behavior
established by society. Pension funds, in particular, vhoare
the epitome'of the jong - £g;m*investor, are held in trust for
millions of working Americans who want to retire ln a country
that is, among other things, law abiding. It ie clearly in their
interests as shareholders and as citizens to make sure that the
companies they invest in abide by the lau.

Although there is great public concern over the existence
and,extent of,corporate crime, there is remarkably little

baseline scholarship --virtually no centralized sources of
pinformation, no agreement bntermlnology, and only the slightest
,sensethatvwe?are,even now grasping the extent of the problem.
The 'scholarshlp" boilsdoun to two studies-- suther1and's Unite
991;;; - ££1mg, published in - 1949, and the various collaborative
works of Marshall Cllnard and Peter Yeager, sponsoredvby the U.S.'
Department of Justice, including A" 'o and

(1980). "'cia' confirmed
Sutherland's principal finding = corporations violate the law with
great frequency. The 582 Corporations surveyed by Cllnard and
Yeager racked up a total of 1,554 crimes, With at least one
sanction imposed against 371 corporations (63.7%)vof thesample.
And although 40t of the sample'had Bg actions initiated against
them, a mere 38 parent manufacturing corporations out of a total
of 477-- 1ess'than 10 percent--had ten or more actions instituted
against them. These 38 recidlvlst corporations accounted for
740, or 48.2%, of a11 sanctions imposed against a11 parent :

manufacturing firms surveyed." In 1980, £2=19ng magazine
surveyed 1,043 large companies and concluded that a surprislng"
and 'startllng'vnumber of them had been involved ln Ublatant
lllegalltles". 'Almost two years after the Igrtgng t0ry,ElE,

ghokh1ber, Russell,
! (Sierra club. 1988),

pp. 18 and 19.
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W W conducted a survey of America's 500 largest
'corporations and found that '115 have been convicted 1n'the last
decade of at least one major crime or have paid civil penalties
for seriousm1sbehavior." (!,5,,!ggg defined "serious
misbehavlor' asdcrlmlnal oonvlotlons or civil penalties or
settlements ln excess of 550,000).'4 Recent concern over the
extent of criminal activity in dealings with the Defense
Department has been so pronounced as to require no further
comment here.

There is a curious numbness and sense of resignation with
the problems presented by corporate criminal activity. While no

one condones lt, no one seems to know what to do about it. There
is almost an acceptance that corporate criminallty may be part of
the inevitable price for the undoubted benefits derived from
large business organizations.

Pentagon and Justice Department officials have been eager to
show they are cracking down on procurement fraud, especially in
light of lengthy delays in a separate, much-publicized nationwide
inquiry into bribery and influence-peddllng involving contractors
and prominent defense consultants. For example, just two days
ago, Bruce Kovens, head of the Pentagon's criminal investigative
office in Philadelphia, said that General Electric was included-

in the indictment of its subsidiary because the evidence showed
that GE "was responsible for the wrong-doing" in its subsidiary.
Kovens said the charges against the parent company show that
Defense Department officials "are determined to oonsolentiously
investigate and prosecute a11 offenders, not just small
companies.'

But, the applicability of criminal law constraints to
corporations has been mired in apparent effort to treat
artificial entities as if they were natural persons. 'Did you
ever expect a corporation to have a conso1enoe,vvhen it has no
soul to be damned, and no body to be kioked7'5 Concludes one of
the most astute current observers, "At first glance, the.problen
of corporate punishment seems perversely insoluble = moderate
fines do"not deter, while severe penalties flow through the
corporate shell and fall on the relatively blameless.'6

'nu.sL.

b
gedward,First Baron Thurlow 1?31-1806, quoted ln !. King,

(1977) .

bcoffee, John C., Jr., "NO Soul to Damn: No Body to Kick:
An Unscandalized Inquiry into the Problem of Corporate
Punishment,' c a w v' , Vol. 79, pp. 386 nd 387,
(1981) [nereinafter -- coffee: Corporate Punishment] .
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Although many ingenious solutions have been suggested,
including the.pequlty fine" (Coffee: Corporate.pun1shment, 413-
424), one is ultimately forced to confront the reality'...that
companies have two kinds of records= those designed to allocate
guilt (for internal purposes), and those for obscuring guilt (for
presentation to the outside world). When compan1esvant clearly
defined accountability, they can generally get it. That is what
managementtheory is a11 about. Diffused accountability is not
always inherent in organizational complexity; it is in
considerable measure the result of a desire to protect
individuals within the organization by presenting a confused
picture to the outside world. One might say that courts should
be able to pierce this conspiracy of confusion. Without
sympathetic witnesses from within the corporation Who are Willing

to help, this is difficult."

Despite some efforts to place corporations "on probation,'
to require payments to societally useful causes, even to jail
executives, it is plain that nothing presently being done is
acceptably effective and that the problem is becomingsmore acute.
One must simply raise the question as to whether society can
lndefinitely,countenance a situation in which corporate crime is
endemic.

, Surely thosefvith the largest interest in making societal
.and corporate.interestsoompatlble are the long-term owners.
£Unless theyaare abletodevelop a "cost effective" approach to
. the.problemscaused by corporate criminality on an ag ng; basis,

some - significanthregulatory effort shouldbe contemplated. Thor
will always remain need for legal sanctions: ' [Sjome executives
abstain from - bribery because they are afraid of being punished.
Most abstain from bribery because they view it as immoral. One

.reason that they view it as immoral is that executives who bribe
are sometimes punished and held to public scorn. Do away with
criminal punishment and you do away with much of the sense of
morality which makes self - regulation posslble.s Self - regulation
and punitive regulation are, therefore, complementary ratherthan
alternatives.'9 And yet, ' [T]he firm is better positioned than
the state to detect misconduct by its employees. It has an
existing monitoring system already focused on them, and it need

not conform its use of sanctions to due process standards.
Indeed, if the penalties are severe enough, the corporation has
both the incentive and, typically, the legal right to dismiss any

employee it even suspects of illegal conduct.'9

TBraithwaite, John,
Industry, Routledge & Keegan

-
paul, 1984, p. 324.

91mL, p. 319.

9 ,Coffeei Corporate Punishment, p. 408.
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Let's pause to consider the position or institutional
shareholders. They have no interest in or oompetency to develop
or prescribe internal corporate procedures. No matter hovlarge
their investment, the return cannot be large enough to justify
any kind of meaningful involvement in day-to-day operation of the
company. In any event, it is not appropriate for the
shareholders to concern themselves with how a corporation devises
information flows to assure that notice is received at the
appropriate level of conduct likely to be deleterious to society,
how a company develops incentive systems to assure that
compliance with jaw has the clear and undivided attention ot
appropriate personnel, or what review structures are established
to monitor, review,*document and validate compliance sith law are
not.the appropriate concern of the shareholder. Their concern is
to hold managements accountable for their conduct of the business
Vwithin the rules,' and to thus create an incentive for
management to establish a structure ensuring that compliance with
the law receives the highest priority. ,It is noteworthy that
Professor Friedman's well known aphorism that management's sole
obligation is to maximize the value ot the firm is importantly
conditioned that such be "within the rules.' To put it simply,
shareholders hire managers to run their business in a way that
will encourage a supportive governmental and societal climate to
capitalist enterprlse.19 Increasing corporate criminal activity
is hostile to an attitude of public support in the tuture.

,Conceivably, management has been so caught up in the pursuit ot
short term profit (institutional shareholders have their share of
blame in this regard) that it has failed to grasp the utter
unacceptablllty of a situation in which corporate criminal
activity not only is rampant but apparently is beyond the power
of any to abate. Shareholders need to make unmlstakably clear to
those they hire that continued corporate crime will not be
tolerated.

Setting forth the conditions ot eligibility tor service on
the Board ot Directors appears uniquely appropriate tor :

shareholder concern and by-law implementation. One of the most
important mechanisms available to shareholders is the pover to
elect directors. Certainly, the power to elect directors
includes the power to establish eligibility, and certainly,
commitment to compliance with the criminal law is a legitimate
criterion. The fact that states of directors, in virtually a11
cases, are nominated by management and run Without opposition
makes establishment of eligibility criteria especially

19 'Through the generally more active partlclpatlon of
their shareholders, - cooperatives also offer the:consumer greater
control over management declsionstthan is provided to
B.rsna1aar in larce corporations.' Cllnard, Marshall, Illsssl

(1980), at p. 325.
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appropriate.  The Board of Directors has the authority, indeed
theresponslb1l1ty,to -promulgate basic corporate policies. Yet
the trend these days is to limit their liability, removing them
even further from accountability. 'More*active stockholder
participation might force greater corporate compliance With the
jaw in some areas, although, as we have pointed out, their
primary concern 1s.often corporate stock growth and
dlvidends...Far reaching corporate reform, however, depends on
altering the process and structure of corporate decisionmaking.
Traditional legal strategies generally do not affect the internal
institutional structure...At present few clear functions are
usually specified for corporate boards of directors: they
frequently have served as rubber stamps for management. 'If a

functional relationship and responsibility to actual corporate
operations were established, directors Would be responsible not
only for the corporate financial position and stockholder
dividends but alsovfor the public interest, vhich would include
the prevention of illegal and unethical activities undertaken in
order to increase profits.*11

Institutional Shareholder Services represents owners who are
trying topfind a way - to act effectively to assure that 'their"
companies comport vith society's determination of acceptable
behavior. In that connection, we wrote the attached letter to
our clients, enclosing the letters we sent to a*number of
corporations (also attached)..

The thrust of the proposed by-law amendment is that
ddirectors are h1ghly'motivated to continue to be eligible to
serve as directors of public companies; that they have the

.authority to establish policies requiring management to implement
obedience to the law as a corporate priority: and that placing
responsibility on directors assures that "the buck villstop
somewhere". Consideration ofthe many ways that management might
implement its mandate isbeyond the scope of this paper: suffice
it simply that many corporations have such in place at the
present time and substantial learning and experience are'
ava11able.12

11 Clinard, Marshall gpg1;,Egp;a at p. 307

12Cons1der for example the following excerpts from 'Taming
the Giant Corporation,' by Ralph Nader, lark Green,and Joel

*Beligman, printed in Donaldson,fthomas and Werhane, Patricia H.,
s ss o "c - (Prentice

Hall, 1988), pp. 429 and 430: ' [Tjhe board should designate
executives responslble.for compliance with these 1avs and require
periodic signed reports describing the effectiveness of
compliance procedures. Mechanisms to administer spot checks on
compliance with the princlpaletatutes should be created.
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Professor Christopher Btone's 7e W 19 is
perhaps the best known work on this general subject. Be

concludes thatthe suspension of directors is the most effective
way ofdealing with the problems of corporate orimtnallty. "In

- general, though, I think it would be best if for a11 but the most
serious violations we moved in the opposite direction, relaxing
directors' liability by providing that any director adjudged to
have committed grass negligence, or to have committed non-
feasanoe [This translates to the enactment of policies to carry
out our proposed new by-law] shall be prohibited for a period of
three years from serving as officer, director or consultant of
any corporation doing interstate business. Why is this better
than vhat He have nowt For one thing, the magnitude of the
potential liability today has become so draconian that when We

try to make the lav tougher on directors the more likely effects
are that corporate lawyers will develop ways to get around lt,
judges and juries Will be dlsinollned to find liability, and many

of the better qualified directors Hill refuse to get involved and
serve. The advantages of the "suspension" provision, by
contrast, are that it is not so easy to get around: it is not so
severe that, like potential multi -million -dollar personal
liability, it would strike courts as unthinkable to impose; but
at the same time it would still have some effective bite ln it
the suspendees would be removed from the most prestigious and
oushy positions ordinarily available to men of their rank, and
Would, I suspect, be object of some shame among their peers."

The limitations of the government in preventing and
punishing corporate crime are a11 too plain. Neither the
requirements nor the sanctions establishedby our laws reach
those who make the decisions to engage in criminal activity,at
least not forcefully enough to dissuade them. I believe that the
object of sentencing guidelines in this area should be to promote
internal mechanisms for accountability. That can best be
accomplished in two ways. First, there should be a presumption
that any criminal activity whose benefits are primarily reaped by
the corporation cas opposed to criminal activity benefiting the
individual, at the expense of the corporation,l1ke embezzlement)

is conducted with the consent of the corporation, and the highest
level of the company should be held liable. Second, the
structures in place for self - regulation at the corporation,
should be a major factor in determining the appropriate
sanctions. If, for example, the company has ln place a by-law

Similar mechanisms can insure that corporate "whistle blowers"
and nonemployee sources may communicate to the board - in private
and without fear of retaliation - knovledge of vlolatlonsof law."

19Stone1 Christopher D., d 0

0 (Harper & Rev, 1975) p. 148.
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making individuals vho permit the company to engage in criminal
activity ineligible for director positions, a strong program for
employee education and monitoring, andits own 1nternal"sanctions
for either violating the law or allowing it to be violated, that
would help to establish that any criminal activity was not
attributable to the corporation itself and its directors. It is,
in a way, a method for determining the corporate "mens rea,' and
as such is entirely appropriate to examine in determining
sanctions.
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November 1, 1988
Hr. Derek C. Bok
President
Harvard University
Massachusetts Hall
Cambridge, HA 02138

Dear Derek =

We have heard from many of our clients increasing
concerns about corporate criminal behavior, and its impact
on share value. The decision to violate the law occurs
.when,at some level, management finds that the benefits
outwelgh the costs. Or, more likely, management finds that
the benefits aocrue to the corporatlon,while the costs are
borne elsewhere. The threat of criminal enforcement
proceedings does not provide adequate 1ncentivesto.obey the
law, and we believe thatshareholders can play a
constructive and important role in creating appropriate
incentives.

Employees, suppliers, hen- government customers, a11
feel the impact when corporate resources are redirected from
productivity and competitiveness to litigation defense.
Shareholders ln particular bearthe costs on both sides. As
taxpayers, they pay the costs of the prosecution; as
shareholders they pay the costs of the defense. The highest
level of corporate management, however, pays very little.
They almost never go to jail; indeed, they very seldom lose
their jobs. The company pays the fines, whlohare seldom
calculated to offset any gains, and the company pays the
officers' legal fees. The business judgment rule and
limitation on directors' liability restrict shareholders'
ability to get the courts to order reimbursement for the
payment- of these expenses or the loss in share value.

Even more disturbing than a criminal conviction is vhen
management implicitly endorses the criminal activity
afterward. For example, Morton H. Lapides was permitted to
take Allecopr1vate after he was convicted of a price -fixing
scheme that resulted in record-breaking fines. Hr. Lapides
is currently being investigated by a federal grand jury, the
Securities and Exchange Commission and the IRS. He is being
sued by shareholders to block his takeover of A11eco. Even
if he did have the integrity and leadership to manage A11eco
during this critical period, he just doesn't have the time.

Another example is Beech-Nut's violation of the food
and drug laws. The president and vice president of Beech-
Nut admitted that they knowingly permitted adulterated apple

9



juice to be sold in markets to be consumed by babies. The
company pled guilty to 215 counts of federal food and drug
violations, and paid a $2 million fine. This has severely
damaged its credibility. Even worse, its market share has
dropped15 percent as a result. This is a clear example of
shareholder losses directly attributable to criminal
conduct. It is reasonable for the shareholders to expect
the directors to make sure that this kind of thing does not
happen again.

Did the directors fire these ment On the contrary.

They paid a11 of their legal fees, and they continue to pay
hthelr salaries, and have committed to - do so until their
- appeals run out.

Shareholders can reasonably conclude that ln doing so
the directors have made,it clear to the company's employees,
its customers, and the community that it villtolerate, even
support, the knowingdsale ot colored sugar water as apple
juice, to be ted to babies. They have made it clear that
they w1lltolerate, even support, actions thatresult in
record-breaking criminal penalties. Shareholders can and
should reasonably conclude that the directors have made it
clear that they do not deserve the shareholders' support.n
And they should not give it.

We believe that management can send a strong signal to
- its employees and the community by insisting that its
directorsbe responsible for preventing criminal behavior. ~- A first. step vould be by adopting a policy or a by-law on
the subject. We believe lt should make ineligible for a

position on the board anyone convicted of a felony :l.n

connection vith his service on the board, or anyone who

served on the board while the company was engaging in
behavior leading to a"criminal conviction. This would apply
only it the crime was related to the central business
activities of the corporation. We have identified ivo
groups of companies as candidates for such a step; one group
whose tradition of commitment to integrity and shareholder
concerns indicates that they might be willing to be leaders
in this area. The other group consists of companies whose

record ot crlmlnal investigations makes them good candidates
for an expression of shareholder concern.

We have vrltten to both groups, enclosing suggested
language tor by-laws or policy statements. I am enclosing a

list ot the companies We vroteto, and"samples ot the
language we suggested tor the companies, dependinguon their
line of business.

me "It is important to emphasize here that some lnfractlons
are lneyltable. Laws and regulations are complex, and their
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interpretation and enforcement vary enormously from one
administration to another. Shareholders do not vant
companies to be so risk -averse that they aluays adopt the
most conservative interpretation possible: sometimes it is
worthwhile to challenge the law. And Congress has a
tendency to react to a problem by making it criminal:
Congress tries to appear to be cracking down on defense
contractors and polluters, and does so by characterizing
relatively minor violations as criminal. But directors must
take the responsibility for setting some standards for the
company.

Shareholders can protect and enhance the value of their
holdings by making sure that corporate directors Will not
.permit corporate crime. They do not have to sell out in
disgust, or foot the additional bill for litigation. They
can take the opportunity provided to them by the SEC to
become informed about a company's risk of prosecution and
use their proxies to make sure that the company has
directors who will minimize that risk.

We urge you to read through the enclosed lettersand
the suggested by-laws. You may want to write to these
companies yourself to endorse their adoption of such a by-
law, or to send similar letters to other companies. If so,
I hope you will send us copies. If the corporations who

receive these letters are not responsive to these concerns,
you might Want to consider a shareholder resolution
proposing the adoption of sucha by-law yourself. 1 am

enclosing a list of the deadlines for shareholder
resolutions at these companies to ass1styou in doing so.
We would be happy to help you to draft the resolutions, or
to obtain support from other institutional shareholders.

Shareholders are affected by corporate criminal
activity, and can take cost-effective action to demonstrate
their concern and enhance value. I Welcome your comments
and suggestions on our proposals.

Sincerely,

Robert A. G. Monks

Encls.
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October 26, 1988

Mr. Warren H. Phillips
Chairman of the Board
Dow Jones & Company, Inc.
200 Liberty Street
New York, NY 10281

Dear Hr. Phillips:

Institutional Shareholder Services, Inc. is a
consulting firm that advises large institutional
shareholders on corporate governance issues. Our clients
are long-term investors with a substantial equity position
in your company. They believe that exercise of the rights
of ownership can protect and enhance the value ot their
investments, and that as fiduciaries tor the beneficial
owners of .the stock, they must do so when it is economically
justified.

 qui 'cllentsare lncreaslngly concerned about corporate ~crime, not - just as a matter of public policy, but as a
matter of investment policy. Companies that break the law
lncur huge legal tees and fines. They must devote enormous
resources to preparing their defense.' They lose goodwill in
the community, and they lose business.

We have been impressed with your company's exemplary
record, both in corporate governance and1n maklnga
commitment to the highest standards ot ethical behavior.
Our clients have demonstrated their support by buying and
holding your stock. The latest figures ve have show that
institutions hold more than *F8*% of your shares. We would
like you to go one step turther in establishing your
commitment to shareholder concerns and compliance with the
laws by proposing the adoption of a by-law along the lines
of the enclosed.

The by-lav provides that any director vho is convicted
ot a telony in connection with his or her service as a
director will become ineligible tor service on the Board.
Similarly, any director serving at a time when the
corporation is criminally convicted will also become
ineligible tor continued service (unless he or he voted
against the conduct leading to the criminal conviction) . ~
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This by-law is intended to reach only the most
extraordinary violations. It'would not be trlggered.by

- criminal charges against corporate officers or employees
(unless they also serve as directors). Some lnfractions are
inevitable. Laws and regulations are complex, and their
interpretation and enforcement vary enormously from one
administration to another. Shareholders do not want
companies to be so risk -averse that they always adopt the
most conservative interpretation possible; sometimes it is
vorthwhlle to challenge the law. And Congress has a
tendency to react to a problem by making it criminal;
Congress tries to appear to be cracking dovn on defense
contractors and polluters, and does so by characterizing
relatively minor violations as criminal. But directors must
take the responsibility for setting some standards for the
company.

The most important right granted to shareholders in
exchange for their funds is the right to elect directors.
That right carries with it the right to establish criteria
for eligibility. The shareholders we work with would like
to see you initiate action to adopt a policy or by-lao along
the lines of the enclosed draft to make lt clear that you
have a strong commitment to complying with the law, and a
commitment to being responsive to shareholder concerns. We

believe lt would enhance your standing in the community and
the value of their investment. We cannot see any possible
case in which your company would want to retain a director
covered by this by-law; adoption would simply make the
removal automatic.

We'would appreciate the opportunity to discuss this
proposal with you. We are interested in your reaction, andy

we look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

Robert A. G. Monks
President

Enclosure

13



Mr. Farren B. Phillips
Chairman ofvthe Board

.Dow Jones & Company, Inc.
200 Liberty Street
New York, NY 10281

Hr. Colby H. Chandler
Chief Executive Officer

,Eastman Kodak Company
343 State Street
Rochester, NY 14650

Hr. John F. Welch, Jr.
Chairman of the Board
General Electric Company
3135 Easton Turnpike
Fairfield, CT 06413

Mr. Norman R.Augustine
Chairman.and Chief Executive Officer 0

Martin Marietta Corporation
6801 Rockledge Drive
Bethesda, HD 20817

Mr. James R. Stove=
President and Chief Executive Officer
Eaton Corporation
1111 Superior Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44114

Hr. Frank A; Shrontz
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
The Boeing Company
P.O. Box 3707
Seattle, WA 98124

Dr. Ruben ?. Hettler
Chief Executive Officer
TRW Inc.
1900 Richmond Road
Cleveland, OH 44124
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Mr. Frank P. Popoff
President and Chief Executive Officer
The Dow Chemical Company
2030 Willard H. Dow Center
Midland, MI 48674

nr. George mc. Fisher
President and Chief Executive Officer
Motorola, Inc.
1303 East Algonquin Road
Schaumburg, IL 60196

,Mr. Bernard Schwartz
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Loral Corporation
690 Third Avenue
New York, BY 10016
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October 26, 1988

Mr. Lawrence G. Rawl
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Exxon Corporation
1251 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020-1198

Dear Hr. Rawl:

Institutional Shareholder Services, Inc. is a
consulting firm that advises large institutional
shareholders on corporate governance > issues. Our clients
are longeterm investors. They believe that exercise of the
rights of ownership can protect and enhance the value of
their investments, and that as fiduciaries for the
beneficial owners :of the stock, they must do so when it is
economically justified. >

Our clients are increasingly concerned about corporate ~crime, not just as a matter of public policy, but as a
matter of investment policy. Companies that break the law
incur huge legal fees and fines. They must devote enormous
resources to preparing their defense. They lose goodwill in
the community, and they lose business.

Our clients have expressed serious concerns about your
commitment to compliance with the law. The latest figures
we have show that institutions hold more than 33% of your
shares. They are long - term investors; they would prefer not
to sell out because of their concerns, especially since they
believe that your poor record has depressed the stock.
Their alternative, then, is to work with you to improve
value. We would like you to establish your commitment to
shareholder conoernsand compliance with the laws by
proposing the adoption of a by-law along the lines of the
enclosed.

The by-law provides that any director who is convicted
of a felony in connection with his or her service as a
director will become ineligible for service on the Board.
Similarly, any director serving at a time vhen the
corporation is crlmlnally convicted Will also become
ineligible for continued service (unless he or he voted ~
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against the conduct leading to the criminal conviction).

This by-law is intended to reach only the most
extraordinary violations. It would not be triggered by
criminal charges against corporate officers or employees.
(unless they also serve as directors). Some.1nfractlons are
inevitable. Laws and regulations are complex, and their
interpretation and enforcement vary enormously from one
administration to another.v Shareholders do not want
companies to be so risk - averse that they always adopt the
most conservative 1nterpretationposslble; sometimes it is
Worthwhile to challenge the law. And Congress has a
tendency to react to adproblem by making lt criminal;
Congress tries to appear to be cracking down on defense
.contractors and polluters, and does so by characterlzing
relatively minor violations as criminal. But directors must
take the responsibility for setting somestandards for the
company.

The most important right granted to shareholders in
exchange for their funds is the right to elect directors.
That right carries with it the right to establish criteria
for eligibility. The shareholders we work With would like
to see you initiate action to adopt a policy or by-law along
the lines of the enclosed draft, to make lt clear that you
havea strong commitment to complylng with the law, and a
commitment to being responsive to shareholder concerns. We

believe it would enhance your standing in the community and
the value of their investment. We cannot see any possible
case in which your company would want to retain a director
covered by this by-law; adoption would simply make the
removal automatic.

We would very much appreciate the opportunity to
discuss this proposal with you. We are most interested in
your reaction, and we look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

Robert A. G. Monks
President

Enclosure
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Hr. Alfred Hanville
President and Chief Executive Offioer
Fischbach Corporation
485 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Mr. Lawrence G. Rawl
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

.Exxon Corporation
1251 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020-1198

Hr. Charles 8. Locke
Chairman of the Board
Morton Thiokol, Inc.
110 North Hacker Drive
Chicago, IL 60606-1560

Mr."Harry J..phil11ps, - sr. -

Chairman and Chlef Executive Officer
Browning-Ferris Industries, Inc.
P.O. Box 3151
Houston, TX 77253

Mr. Robert E. Mercer
Chairnan of the Board
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company
1144 East Market Street
Akron, OH 44316-0001

Mr. Richard J. Stegemeier
President and Chief Executive Officer
Unocal Corporation
P.O. Box 7600
Los Angeles, CA 90051

Hr. Robert D. Kennedy
Chairman of the Board
Union Carbide Corporation
39 01d Ridgebury Road
Danbury, CT 06617-0001
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Mr. Thomas V. Jones
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Northrop Corporation
1840 Century Park East
Los'Angeles, CA 90067

Mr. Larry O. Kitchen
Chairman andchief Executive Officer
Lockheed Corporation
4500 Park Granada Boulevard
Calabasas, CA 91399

Mr. Richard D. Wood
President, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Eli Lilly and Company
Corporate Center
Indianapolis, IN 46285

Mr. Thomas D. Seqe
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Varian Associates, Inc.
611 Hansen Way
Palo Alto, CA 94303

Mr. Paul G. Schloemer
President and Chief Executive Officer
Parker-Hannifln Corporation
17235 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44112

Mr. Richard J. Mahoney
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Monsanto Company
800 R. Lindbergh Boulevard
St. Louis, HO 63167

Hr. John T. Hartley
Chief Executive Officer
Harris Corporation
1025 W. NASA Boulevard
Melbourne, EL 32919

Hr. Orion L. Koch
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Chairman and Chief Executive Ofticer
Litton Industries, Inc.
360 North Crescent Drive
Beverly Hills, CA 90210

Mr. J. Peter Grace
Chairman, President and

Chief Executive Officer
W. R. Grace & Co.
Grace Plaza
1114 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-7794

Mr. John R. Hall
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Ashland'oil, Inc.
1000 Ashland Drive
Russell, KY 41169

Hr. Henry Wendt
Chairman of the Board
SmithKline Bechman Corporation
One Franklin Plaza -

P.O..BOX 7929
Philadelphia, PA 19101

Mr. Stanley C. Pace
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
General Dynamics Corporation
Pierre Laclede Center
St. Louis, MO 63105

Mr. Richard E. Heckert
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
E. I. Dupont de Nemours and Companys
D 9000
1007 Market Street
Wilmington, DE 19898
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RESOLVED, that the by-laws of [ ] be amended by the
adoption of a nov Section [ 1, to provide as follovss

'NO person who is crlminally convicted of a state or
federal - felony violation for causing death or serious bodily
injury to any person by adulterating, misbrandlng, falsely
labeling or falsely advertising a food, drug or device; or
who is convicted of a felony violation for obstruction of
.justice, fraud, corruption of a public official, perjury, or
making a false statement in furtherance of or to conceal any
such activity; or who is convicted of conspiring to commit
or aiding and abetting the commission of any violation
described above; whether by trial, guilty plea, or plea of
polo contender;. shall be eligible to serve as a Director or
Officer of the corporation for three years from the date of
such conviction, unless and until such conviction is
overturned or vacated by a court of competent jurisdiction.

If the corporation is criminally convicted of a state
or federal felony violation for causing death or serious
bodilyinjury to any person by adulterating, misbranding,
falsely labeling or falsely advertising a food, drug or
device = or is convicted of obstruction of justice, fraud,
corruption of a public official, perjury, or making a false
statement in furtheranoe of or to conceal any such activity:
or is convicted of conspiring to commit or aiding and
abetting the commission of any violation described above;
whether by trial, guilty plea, or plea of polo gggtgnggrg,
no person who, at the time of the conduct giving rise to the
conviction Was a Director of the corporation or was the
President, Chairman, Chief Executive Officer, or Chief
Operating Officer, or was a Vice President, Treasurer
or Assistant Treasurer having responsibility for the
area of corporate activity where such conduct occurred,
and who had held that office for at least one year
immediately prior thereto, shall be eligible to serve
as a Director or Officer of the corporation for three
years from the date of such conviction, unless and
until such conviction is overturnedor vacated by a
court of .competent jurisdiction. Bggyidgg, that if
the corporate conduct giving rise to the conviction was
the subject of a vote of the Board of Directors, then
this provision shall not apply to any Director who cast
his or her vote against such conduct.

Any disqualification effected by this by-law may be
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removed by a vote of the holders in beneficial interest of
75% or more of the corporation' s shares then outstanding." .

UP T G

The purpose of this resolution is to ensure that
Directors and Officers are held accountable to shareholders
for engaging in or allowing the corporation to engage in
criminal conduct that goes to the heart ot the corporation's
activities. Criminal conduct ot this nature, vhioh
threatens public health and safety, exposes the corporation

to massive criminal fines and civil damage avards, and
destroys corporate good vi11, is never in the best interest
.ot the shareholders or the corporation, and should not be
countenanced.

.7
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RESOUVED, that the by-laws of [ ] be amended

by the adoption of a new Section [ 1, to provide as follows =

"NO person vho is crimlnally convicted of a state or federal
felony violation for price - fixing or other violation of the
antitrust laws, or who is convicted of a felony violation
for obstruction of justice, fraud, corruption of a public
official, perjury, or making a false statement ln
furtheranoe of or to conceal any such activity; or who is
convicted of conspiring to commit or aiding and abetting the
commission of any violation described above; whether by
,trial, guilty plea, or plea of ng}; ggnggndgrg, shall be
eligible to serve as a Director or Officer of the
corporation for three years from the date of such
conviction, unless and until such conviction is overturned
or vacated by a court of competent jurisdiction.

If the corporation is crlmlnally convicted of a state or
federal felony violation for price -fixing or other antitrust
violation, or 1s.convicted of obstruction of justice, fraud,
corruption of a public official, perjury, or making a false
statement in furtherance of or to conceal any such activity;
or is convicted of conspiring to commit or aiding and
abetting the commission of any violation described above;
whether by trial, guilty plea, or plea of nglg ggntgngggg,
no person who, at the time of the conduct giving rise to the
conviction was a Director of the corporation or was the
President, Chairman, Chief Executive Officer, or Chief
Operating Officer, or was a Vice President, Treasurer or
Assistant Treasurer having responsibility for the area of
corporate activity where such conduct occurred, and who had
held that office for at least one year immediately prior
thereto, shall be eligible to serve as a Director or Officer
of the corporation for three years from the date ofvsuch
conviction, unless and until such conviction is overturned
or vacated by a court of competent jurisdiction. ggggiggg,
that if the corporate conduct giving rise to the conviction
was the subject of a vote of the Board of Directors, then
this provision shall not apply to any Director who cast his
or her vote against such conduct.

Any disqualification effected by this by-law may be removed
by a vote of the holders in beneficial interest of 75% or
more of the corporation's shares then outstanding.'

The purpose of this resolution is to ensure that Directors
and Officers are held accountable to shareholders for
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engaging in or allowing the corporation to engage in
criminal conductthat goes to the heart of the corporation's ~activities. Criminal conduct otvthis nature exposes the
corporation to massive criminal fines and civil damage
awards, and destroys corporate good will,. is never in the
best interest of the shareholders or the corporation, and
should not be countenanced.
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No person who has been criminally convicted of a
state or federal felony for

ca) defrauding the United States Government via one or more
instances of cost misallocation, product substitution,
failure to perform required tests, defective pricing, bid-
rigging, or corruption of a public official,

(b) obstruction of justice, perjury or making a false
- statement in furtheranoe of or to conceal any activity
described in ca) above,

(c) conspiring to commit or aiding or abetting the
commission of any violation described in ca) or (b) above,
or
(d) racketeering activity in which any of the violations
described in ce), (b), or cc) above or state law bribery is
an element,

whether by trial, guilty plea, or plea of ng1g ggntgngggg,
shall be eligible to be elected or to serve es an Officer or
Director ofthe corporation for a period of three years from
the date of such conviction, unless and untllvsuoh
conviction is overturned or vacated bya court of competent
jurisdiction.

If theecorporation is at any time crlmlnally convicted
of a state or federal felony violation for

ca) defrauding the United States Government via one or
more instances of cost misallocation, product
substitution, failure to perform required tests,
defective pricing, bid- rigging, or corruption of a
public official,

(b) obstruction of justice, perjury or making a false
statement in furtheranoe of or to conceal any activity
described in ca) above,

cc) conspiring to commit or aiding or ebettlng the
commission of any violation described in ca) or (b)
above, or
(dJ racketeering activity in vhich any of the
violations described ln ca), (b), or cc) above is an
element,
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whether by trial, guilty plea, or plea of nglg ggntgnggrg,
no person who,lat the time of the conduct giving rise to the
conviction, was a Director of the corporation or was the
President, Chairman, Chief Executive Officer, or Chief
Operating Officer of the corporation, or Who vas a Vice-
President, Treasurer, or Assistant Treasurer having
responsibility for the area of corporate activity Where such
conduct occurred, and who had held such office for at least
onevyear immediately prior thereto, shall be eligible to be
elected or to serve as an Officer or Director of the
corporation for a period of three years from the date of
such conviction, unless and until such conviction is
overturned or vacated by a court of competent jurisdiction.

.2;gglggg, however, that if the corporate conduct giving rise
to the conviction was the subject of a vote of the Board of
Directors of the corporation, then this provision shall not
apply to any Director who cast his or her vote against such
conduct.

The felony offenses referred to in this by-law include,
without limitation of any kind whatsoever upon the
generality of the foregoing, violations of Title 18, United
States Code, Section 201 (bribery), Sections 286 and 287
(fraudulent claims), Section 1001 (false statements),
Section 1341 (mail fraud), Section 1343 (Wire fraud),
Section 1503, 1510,.1512 and 1513 (obstruction of justice),
Section 1621 (perjury), Section 1952 (travel in aid of
racketeering): Section 1962 (R.I.C.O.), Section 371
(conspiracy to defraudthe United States), and Section 2
(aiding andabetting),'and state law felony offenses
involving the same or similar conduct.

A person affected by the operation of this by-law may
be rendered eligible to be elected and to serve as a
Director or Officer of the corporation prior to the
expiration of the three year post-conviction periodyupon a
vote in favor of such eligibility by the holders in
beneficial interest of 758 or more of the corporation's
shares then outstanding.

!The purpose of this resolution is to ensure that
Directors and Officers are held accountable to shareholders
for engaging in or allowingthe corporation to engage in
criminal conduct that goes to the heart of the corporation's
activities. Criminal conduct of this nature exposes the
corporation to massive criminal fines and civil damage
awards, and destroys corporate good v111, ie never in the
best interest of the shareholders or the corporation, and
should not be oountenanced.
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No person who is criminally convicted ot a state or
tederal felony violation for knowingly or recklessly
endangering human health or the environment through the
generation, disposal, storage, transportation, treatment
or management of a hazardous substance; or vho is
convicted ot a felony violation for obstruction of
justice, fraud, corruption ot a public official, perjury,
or making a false statement in turtheranoe of or to
conceal any such activity: or Who is convicted of
conspiring to commit or aiding and abettlng the commission
of any violation described above, whether by trial, guilty
plea, or pleas of '

, shall be eligible to be
elected or to serve as a Director or Officer of the
corporation for a period of three years from the date ot
such conviction, unless and until such conviction is
overturned or vacated by a court ot competent
jurisdiction.

It the corporation is at any time oriminally convicted
of a state or federal felony violation for knowingly or
recklessly endangerlng human health or the environment
through the generation, disposal, storage, transportation,
treatment or management of a hazardous substance; or is
convicted of a felony violation for obstruction of
justice, fraud, corruption ot a public official, perjury,
or making a false statement in furtherance of or to
conceal any such activity: or is convicted ot conspiring
to commit or aiding and abetting the commission of any
violation described below, whether by trial, guilty plea,
or plea of d , no person who, at the time of
the corporate conduct giving rise to the conviction, was a

Director ot the corporation, or was the President,
Chairman, Chief Executive Officer, or Chief Operating
Otticer ot the corporation, or was a Vice-president,
Treasurer or Assistant Treasurer having responsibllityufor
the area of corporate activity where such conduct
occurred, and who had held such position tor at least one
year immediately prior thereto, shall be eligible to be
elected or to serve as a Director or Ottioer ot the
corporation tor a period of three years from the date of
such conviction, unless and until such conviction is
overturned or vacated by a court ot competent
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jurisdiction. Brggiggg, however, that if the corporate
conduct giving rise to the conviction was the subject of a

svote of the Board of Directors of the corporation, then
this provision shall not apply to any Director who cast
his or her vote against such conduct.

The felony offenses referred to in this by-law include,
without limitation, violations of Title 42, United States
Code, Section 6928(d), or ce) (the Solid Waste Disposal
Act), Title 49, United States Code, Section 1809(b) (the
Hazardous Materials Transportation Act), Title 18, United
States Code, Section 201 (bribery), Section 1001 (false
statements), Section 1341 (mail fraud), Section 1343 (wire
fraud), Sections 1503, 1510, 1512 and 1513 (obstruction of
justice), Section 1621 (perjury), Section 371 (conspiracy
to defraud the United States), Section 2 (aiding and
abetting), and state law felonies involving the same or
similar conduct.

A person affected by the operation of this by-law may
bevrehdered eligible to be elected and to serve as a
Director or Officer of the corporation prior to the
expiration of the three year post -conviction period upon a
vote in favor of such eligibility by the holders in
beneficial interest of 75% or more of the corporation's
shares then outstanding.
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Dow Jones & Company, Inc.

Eastman Kodak Company

Eaton Corporation

General Electric Company

Loral Corporation

Martin Marietta Corporation

Motorola, Inc.

The Boeing Company

The Dow Chemical Company

TRW Inc.

t

A.H. Robins Company, Inc.

AEL Industries

Ashland 011, Inc.

Beech-Nut Nutrition Corporation

Browning- Ferris Industries, Inc.

E. I. Dupont de Nemours and Company

Eli Lilly and Company

Exxon Corporation

Fischbach Corporation

General Dynamics Corporation

Gould Inc.

GTE Corp.
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November 11, 1988

November 23, 1988

November 11, 1988

November 8, 1988

February 24, 1989

November 24, 1988

November 19, 1988

November 23, 1988

November 23, 1988

November 18, 1988

January 31, 1989

August 20, 1988

September 23, 1988

November 18, 1988

November 14, 1988

November 28, 1988

November 28, 1988

November 25, 1988

November 3, 1988



Harris Corporation

Itel Corp.

Litton Industries, Inc.

Lockheed Corporation

Mcdonnell Douglas Corp.

Monsanto Company

Morton Thiokol, Inc.

Nestle 6.A.

Northrop Corporation

Occidental Petroleum Corp.

Outboard Marine Corp.

Paradyne Corp.

Parker-Hannifin - corporation

Pennwalt'corp.

*Pepsico Inc.

R.P. Bcherer Corp

Rockwell International Corporation

SmithKline Bechman Corporation

Sundstrand Corp.

Texas Eastern Corp.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company

Union Carbide Corporation

Unocal Corporation

Varian Associates, Inc.

W. R. Grace & Co.

Westinghouse Electric Corporationu
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May 17, 1989

December 8, 1988

June 30, 1988

December 5, 1988

November 21, 1988

November 11, 1988

May 18, 1989

November 30, 1988

December 19, 1988

August 5, 1988

December 5, 1988

May 29, 1989

December 1, 1988

September 7, 1988

November 22, 1988

November 9, 1988

November 10, 1988

October 25, 1988

November 17, 1988

November 14, 1988

September 8, 1988

December 1, 1988

November 14, 1988
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4 UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

9% '~ta WASHINGTON. D.C. 20460

O

OCT 1 USB!
THE ADMINISTRATOR

Honorable Ilene H. Nagel
Commissioner, U.S. Sentencing Commission
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Suite 1400
Washington, D.C. 20004

Dear Ms. Nagel:

Both personally and in my capacity as Administrator, I want
to convey my appreciation for your letter of September 7, 1988 in
which you solicited comments from this Agency concerning the
draft sentencing guidelines for corporations and.other
organizational defendants convicted of federal criminal offenses.
I also commend the Sentencing Commission and its support
personnel who have ably performed the difficult and controversial
task of formulating sentencing guidelines that will rectify some
of the basic shortcomings that characterize federal sentencing
practices.

As you recognized, there is a continuing debate on the
issue of the appropriate role of probation in sentencing
corporate offenders. I am familiar with the parameters of
this debate as a consequence of my participation in the
preparation ofthe White House Domestic Policy Council's
(DPC) Principles of Corporate Sentencing, which were provided
to the Sentencing Commission on April 5, 1988. On behalf of
the Agency, I strongly advocated that Federal Courts be
encouraged to use creatively their probationary powers to
structure conditions of probationthat are designed to enhance
future compliance With the law by the immediate corporate
offender and by similarly situated members of the regulated
community. Contrary to this position and the recommendations
of the DPC, Part D of the Draft Organizational Sentencing
Guidelines specifies very restrictive circumstances under which
federal judges can impose probation for the purpose of preventing
futureioffenses. In addition, this same guideline section
enumerates conditions of probation primarily designed to ensure
full payment by the corporate defendant of financial penalties.
Indeed, even if a corporate defendant were to meet a11 the
criteria to warrant "curative" probation, the probation
conditions for accomplishing this purpose must be of a nature,
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pursuant to the commentary for that guideline section, as not to
"terminate, restrict, or unduly burden any business operation,"
although this is precisely the incentive in most instances for
committing environmental crimes.

l believe that the coupling of financial penalties vith
the use of the courts' probationary authority can best achieve
what should be the dominant objective in sentencing corporations:

the alteration of corporate behavior, both of the immediate

violator and of other potential corporate wrongdoers. There

are no other executive agencies that have broader regulatory

enforcement oversight than the Environmental Protection Agency.

Based on my experience with this Agency, I believe corporations
should not be conceptually dealt with exclusively as inanimate
entities. They should, to some extent, be treated as person- '

alities that can be made responsive to behavioral sanctions.
.Fines are en effective form of punishment, bvt corporations,
while on criminal probation, do find the means to be in
scrupulous compliance with their environmental responsibilities.
This sensitivity by management to thenecessity of environmental
compliance while on probation helps to establish this beneficial
change in corporate behavior as a permanent part of that
corporation's character. Toward this end, the Office of Criminal
Enforcement Counsel distributes a court's order of probation to
a11 concerned program offices so that they can be particularly
watchful that a11 facilities of the corporate offender do remain

in compliance.

Two premises are generally offered for not advocating
corporate probation. One is that regulatory offensesare
subject not only to criminal prosecution, but also to civil
enforcement and administrative sanctions. To assume that
during or after a criminal enforcement action civil and/or
administrative sanctions will be pursued, overlooks the com-

plexities involved in conducting parallel civil and criminal
proceedings. It also disregards the practical reality that
often, after either a civil or criminal enforcement action is
concluded, there can be a lack of institutional motivation for
initiating the other forms of enforcement action. "In addition,

the Government is subject to a claim'by the offender of
enforcement "overkill" by making a violation the subject of both

forms of enforcement action. Plainly, pursuing criminal and then

civil enforcement actions, or vice versa, also constitutes an

inefficient use of finite Federal enforcement resources.

Secondly, corporate probation is too quickly dismissed due

to the perception that it would result inextensive judicial
supervision of business enterprises. I wholeheartedly agree

that a sentencing judge should not become an £X.92I1919 member

of a corporate board of directors. However, there are a wide
variety of conditions of probation that would not require more

than minimal judicial monitoring. Establishing these conditions,
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just as suspending a portion of a fine as a condition of
probation, can provide very powerful incentives for positive
corporate change. In this regard, I believe the full review of
the corporation's character, including size and ability to pay,
should be presented to the court. The court will then be able
to fashion a remedy that is both consistent with Sentencing
Guidelines and that serves as a true deterrent for the convicted
corporation and other like -minded entities.

I trust that the Sentencing Commission will revisit the
subject of corporate probation and make a realistic and thorough
analysis of both the deterrent and "rehabilitative" effect that
can be achieved through creative use of corporate probation. I
believe a strong case can be made for reducing inconsistency in
sentencing corporations while maintaining the ability to "tailor
the sentence to the character of the corporations for the maximum
societal good."

Such an analysis will, I am certain, result in an alteration
in the final guidelines that would make judicial consideration of
imposing appropriate conditions of probation an integral part of
the sentencingprocess for convicted corporations, just as it is
for individual offenders. Assistant Administrator for
Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring, Thomas L. Adams, Jr., will
continue to provide whatever Agency support the Commission may
require in performing this important task. A representative of
the Agency will be pleased to accept your invitation to testify
on this matter at the hearings to be held by the Sentencing
Commission in December.

Sincerely,

Lao II. Thomas

Lee M. Thomas

cc: William W. Wilkins, Jr.
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INDIVIDUAL AND CORPORATE DEFENDANTS CONVICTED
OF ENVIRONMENTAL OFFENSES PRESENTLY ON PROBATION

CASE NAME DEFENDANT NAME SENT
ENTER
DATE

EPA £€310;; 1

DERECKTOR SHIPYARD ROBERT E. DERECKTOR

WATERBURY HOUSE WRECKING MAURICE FABIANI

MARATHON DEVELOPMENT CORP

WILL & BAUMER CANDLE MFG.

JOSEPH TIETELEAUM

PETER VILEISIS, JR.

TERRENCE GEOGHEGAN

WILL & BAUMER, INC.
DUANE SIMMONS
FREDERICK C. KIESINGER
HOWARD NYBO

JOSEPH TIETELBAUM

FORMS, INC. / PHILLIP F. TREMBLEY, PHILLIP

FREEMAN KRUM FREEMAN Z. ICRUM

ERNEST MARTIN'S JUNK YARD SAMUEL RUNFOLA
VIRGIL CUMMINGS
ERNEST MARTIN

JARRETT'S WATER & WASTE W FRANCIS SUSAN MOOSE

CITY CHEMICALS CO. ARTHUR J. GREER

PERFORMANCE ADVANTAGE/HAY LYNDOL BOLTON
LYNDOL BOLTON
RAY KELLEY

MILLS, GEORGE MILLS, GEORGE

12/29/86

12/19/85
12/19/85

5/04/88

6/10/86
6/10/86
6/10/86
6/10/86

7/30/87

9/26/88

6/10/67

4/19/88
5/12/88.
4/19/88

9/16/87

9/15/86

11/26/84
-11/26/84

4/16/87

1/29/85

MONTHS
OF

PROBATION

60 . 00

60.00
60 . 00

12 . 00

60 . 00
24 . 00
24 . 00
24 . 00

24 . 00

60 . 00

18 . 00

36.00
48.00
36.00

12 . 00

60. 00

120.00
60.00
12 . 00

60.00
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CASE NAME DEFENDANT NAME SENT PROBATION
ENTER
DATE

A eqion IV ent

HEDRICK, JAMES H.

SMITH, NORMAN F.

HOLLAND, JAMES L.

JOHN H. TAYLOR, JR.

gPA Region !
SUERTH, JOHN

LAVIOLETTE, THOMAS D.

PACIESAS, PATRICK W.

JAY WOODS OIL, INC.

EPA gegiog 11

ERICKSON CHEMICAL CO.

JAMES H. HEDRICK
DONALD
DONALD
DONALD
DONALD
GEORGE
ARTHUR

NORMAN

M. DRAPER
M. DRAPER
M. DRAPER
M. DRAPER
GARY
SCIULID

F. SMITH

MARITZ CORPORATION

ROTH, ERIC D.

HOLLAND, JAMES L.

JOHN H . BIDDLE
JOHNNY M. CLARK
JOHN H . MCDONALD
DON A. SCRUGGS
JOHNNY M. CLARK

JOHN VAN HOESEN
JOHN SUERTH

LAVIOLETTE, THOMAS D.
RODERICK W. REISER

PATRICK W. PACIESAS
JOHN PLANTAN

FRANK LYNCH

SHELTON ERICKSON

MARITZ CORPORATION, INC.
WILLIAM E. PIEBER

ERIC DONALD ROTH , SR.

2

3/14/85
4/30/85
9/27/85
4/30/85
9/27/85

12/01/86
12/01/86

7/21/86

5/27/88

9/30/88
7/18/88
8/26/88
8/30/88
7/18/88

1/16/85
5/24/85

4/25/86
4/25/86

9/28/87
7/25/88

7/28/87

8/19/88

3/23/84
3/09/84

9/06/85

36.00
24 .00
24.00
24.00
24.00
24.00
24.00

48.00

60.0.0

36.00
36.00
36.00
24. OO
36. dO

36.00
60.00

36.00
36.00

24.00
24 .00

24. 00

24.00

60.00
24.00

60.00
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CASE NAME DEFENDANT NAME SENT PROBATION
ENTER
DATE

P. eqion I cent

POLLOCK, MERLYN

MEYER, JOHN

TWA, INC.

REIDY TERMINAL, INC.

PA eqio

DENVER SANITARY CO; INC

JAY L. HAMBURG

LEIGH-INDUSTRIES, INC.

PROTEX INDUSTRIES, INC.

NEVILLE CHEMICAL CO.

DENNIS E. KIDWELL

CUSTOM ENGINEERING

U. S. TECHNOLOGY AND DISP

CHEM-WOOD TREATMENT CO.

CUSTOM FOOD MACHINERY

MERLYN POLLOCK

JOHN MEYER

ARNOLD N. GRAHAM

ANTHONY DEJOHN
JAMES JOHNSON

DENVER SANITARY CO. , INC.
ANDREW FEDOROWICZ

JAY L. HAMBURG
NEIL MOSER

GABRIEL DEMSHAR, JR.

PROTEX INDUSTRIES , INC .
CHARLES VBSTA HYATT

NEVILLE CHEMICAL CO.

DENNIS E . KIDWELL

BILL CLOSSON
ROGER SCOGGINS
JOHN SIDWELL
PAUL CHAVEZ

DARREL A. DUISAN
GLEN D. FAULKS
ROGELIO A. MARIN-SAGRISTO
GEORGE SHEARER

ERIE KITAGAWA

CUSTOM FOOD MACHINERY
RONALD MCNEIL
EUGENE WELCH

3

11/09/87

5/29/87

9/18/86

9/04/87
9/11/87

9/04/87
3/15/88

12/12/86
9/10/86

8/14/87

3/04/88
12/21/87

11/24/86

6/11/86

5/09/87
3/31/87
3/31/87
6/03/88

2/05/87
2/05/87
2/05/87
2/05/86

7/25/88

1/29/87
1./29/87
1/29/87

24.00

24.00

60.00

36.00
36.00

36.00
12.00

24.00
24.00

24.00

60.00
24.00

36.00

60.00

60.00
60.00
60.00
24.00

60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00

36.00

36.00
24.00
24.00
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£2; gegion 2;

WYCKOFF COMPANY

DRUM RECOVERY, INC.

JANCO UNITED

EURO AUTO LTD.

MARINE POWER & EQUIPMENT

SEA GLEANER MARINE INC.

PUYALLUP DISPOSAL

NABISCO BRANDS, INC.

ARGENT CHEMICAL
LABORATORY

GEORGE SCOFIELD CO., INC.

MARDIKIAN, ALBERT AND

SOLID & LIQUID WASTE DISP

WELCO PLATING, INC.

DEFENDANT NAME

WYCKOFF COMPANY, INC.
WILLIAM C. CAIRNS
DAVID G. CHEVALIER
CHARLES D. HUDSON
DONALD D. JOHNSON

GARY VAN LOM
EUGENE F. TIENKBN
CHARLES TUTTLE

PETER HEDEGARD
ERIC MEYERS

JAMES S. STRECKER, JR.
BARBARA A. STRECKER

MARINE POWER & EQUIPMENT
RICHARD C. WOECK
PETER F. WOECK II
LLOYD ANDERSON

SEA GLEANER MARINE INC.
PAUL D. SCHWITTERS

WENDALL WAYNE JOHNSON

NABISCO BRANDS, INC.
WILLIAM PARKS

ARGENT CHEMICAL LABORATORY
ELIOT L. LIEBERMAN
BEATRIZ F. SHANAHAN

GEORGE SCOFIELD COMPANY
ROBERT SQUYRES

MARDIKIAN , ALBERT
GARO MARDIKIAN
SEMBAT AGOB

JERE NEIL ELLIS

WELCO PLATING , INC.
J . C. COLLINS

4

SENT
ENTER
DATE

4/19/85
4/19/85
4/19/85
4/19/85
4/19/85

5/17/84
5/17/84
4/23/84

1/16/86
1/16/86

9/03/87
9/04/87

4/10/87
4/10/87
4/10/87
4/10/87

10/03/86
10/06/86

5/16/86

9/12/86
7/18/86

3/31/88
3/31/88
3/31/88

7/13/88
9/22/88

10/21/85
11/25/85
11./04/85

6/27/88

4/27/88
4/27/88

PROBATION

60.00
24 .00
24.00
24.00
24.00

60.00
60.00
60.00

36.00
36.00

60.00
12.00

36. 00
36. 00
36.00
36.00

60.00
12.00

36.00

60.00
36.00

60.00
60.00
60.00

36.00
36.00

60.00
60.00
60.00

24.00

60.00
60.00
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

AT TACOMA

)
)

Plaintiff,
V.

NABISCO BRANDS, INC.,

Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

On this 27th day of June, 1986,

Government and the defendantNabisco

NO. CR86-41T(FDB)

JUDGMENT AND ORDER
OF PROBATION

came the attorneys for the

Brands, Inc., appeared

through its counsel, Thomas E. Kelly, Jr., of Preston,

Thorgrimson, Ellis & Holman.

IT IS ADJUDGED that the defendant upon its pleas of GUILTY,

and the Court being satisfied there is a factual basis for the

pleas, has been convicted of the offenses of violation of

Title 33, United States Code, Section 1319(c)(1), as charged in
Counts I and II of the Information, and the Court having asked

the defendant's representative whether he has anything to say Why

judgment should not be pronounced, and no sufficient cause to the

contrary being shown or appearing to the Court,

IT IS ADJUDGED that the defendant Nabisco Brands, Inc., is

guilty as charged and convicted.

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY
3600 Seafirst Fifth Avenue Plaza

JUDGMENT AND ORDER Seattle. HA 98104
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IT IS ADJUDGED as to Count I that defendant Nabisco shall be

fined the sum of FOUR HUNDRED FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS

($450,000.00), with the execution of ONE HUNDRED FIFTY THOUSAND

DOLLARS ($150,000.00) of such fine suspended, and defendant

Nabisco placed upon probation on such Count, upon the following

terms and conditions, - for such period as is necessary to

accomplish those conditions:

(1) Nabisco shall pay the'sum of THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND

DOLLARS ($300,000.00) as a fine payable to the Treasurer of the

United States on or before the tenth (10th) day following oral

pronouncement of judgment herein.
(2) Nabisco shall fund, in the amount of ONE HUNDRED FIFTY

THOUSAND DOLLARS ($150,000.00) cash, on or before the tenth

(10th) day following oral pronouncement of judgment herein, an

Environmental Trust Fund, pursuant to a Declaration of Trust in a

form to be prepared by and wholly satisfactory to the

United States, to be managed by an appropriate financial

institution as Trustee (said institution to be selected by

counsel for the United States with the advice of the State of

.Washington, Department of Fisheries and Department of Game), for

the benefit of the United States and the State of Washington for

the purpose of providing funds for the enhancement of fish and

game fish resources and hatcheries in the Stuck, White, and

Puyallup Rivers.
(3) The Environmental Trust Fund terms of trust shall

establish that the Fund is an irrevocable inter - vivos trust with

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY
3600 Seafirst FifthlAvenue Plaza

JUDGMENT AND ORDER Seattle. WA 98104
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said financial institution as trustee (the Trustee). The terms

of trust shall grant the State of Washington Departments of

Fisheries and Game, through their offices of Habitat and

Management, an irrevocable, general power of appointment over

Fund income and corpus, to be exercisable by signed letter to the

Trustee. If for any reason the Heads of these State of

Washington offices are unable to concur concerning exercise of

said power of appointment, theawashington State Attorney General

shall have final authority to resolve any disagreements.

(4) .Upon payment of the fine and tne creation of the Trust

Fund, as set forth above, probation as to Count I shall terminate.

IT IS FURTHER ADJUDGED as to Count II that the imposition of

sentence shall be suspended and defendant Nabisco shall be placed

on probation for the term of three years, upon the following

terms and conditions =

(1) Nabisco shall comply with all Federal, State, and local

laws, including those related to environmental matters.;

(2) In the event thatlany legal enforcement action by any

government agency is commenced against Nabisco for alleged

violations of Federal, State or local environmental laws, Nabisco

shall notify the United States Attorney for this District, in
writing, of*said actions within fifteen (15) business days of

receipt of notice of such actions from the appropriate

authorities.

IT IS ORDERED that, pursuant to Title 18, United States

Code, Section 3013, defendant Nabisco shall pay the sum of Two

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY
3600 Seafirst Fifth Avenue Plaza

1
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Hundred Dollars ($200.00) as aimandatory penalty assessment to be

deposited in the Crime Victims Fund.

IT IS ORDERED that during the period of probation the

defendant shall conduct itself as a law- abiding, industrious

citizen and observe such conditions of probation as the Court has

prescribed. Otherwise, the defendant may be brought before the

Court for a violation of the Court's orders.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the clerk deliver three certified

copies of this Judgment and Order to the probation officer of

this Court, one of which shall be delivered to the defendant by

the probation officer.

DATED this

Presented by:

2 day of , 1986.

3..2V. Me-.-b.J.2
DAVID V. MARSHALL
Assistant United States Attorney

For Preston, Thorgrimson,
Ellis & Holman

Attorneys for Defendant
Nabisco Brands, Inc.

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY

JUDGMENT AND ORDER
3600 Seafirst Fifth Avenueplaza

Seattle. WA QRHIA
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHLNC-TON. D.C. 20460

APR I 4 I986 omcs of

0

O

Al um AblATtuvl

MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT: Follow-up and Support to the Nablsco Brands Inc.
Criminal Case Settlement

PROM = John S. Seitz, Director
Stationary Source Compl e Division x
Office of Air Quality Plannlng.and Standards

TO: Addressees

As the result of a criminal enforcement case filed under the
Clean Water Act against a Nablsco Brands facility in Sumner,
Washington, the Company agreed to a guilty plea for the unpermit-
ted discharge of waste. As part of the settlement, Nablsco
Brands is placed on probation for three years (July 1986 to
July 1989) during which time the Company must comply'w1th a11
Federal, State and local laws. The provision la applicable to
a11 Nablsco Brands' facllltte in the United States and applies
to air regulations as well as water and other media. A copy of
the settlement is attached for your information.

This precedent aettlng settlement provides an excellent
opportunity for the results of an enforcement action ln one media
to ass1at in securing compliance with a11 environmental regu-
rations for an entire corporation. Company facllltles have
received close monitoring for compliance by the later program
during the past ivo years. EPA delres to evaluate compliance in
other media durlng the remaining year of the probation.
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To assist in assuring compliance with the probation
agreement, e ask that you do three things. The first is to
review the attached list of facilities in your Region to identify

specific facilities that should be monitored. Secondly, please

review any compliance information that you.may have on these
facilities to determine if any instances of non-compliance may

have occurred during the probation period. Thirdly, please
ensure that a11 Nablsco Brands facilities in your Region are
inspected by EPA or the appropriate State agency prior to the end

of the probationary period in July 1989.

The attached list of Nablsco Brand facilities Was developed

by the National Enforcement Investigations Center (NBIC) from EPA

databases including CDS and FINDS. It is a preliminary list and

should be verified against your records. Please note that
facilities may be listed under a number of different subsidiary
company names such as Del Monte, Llfesaver, Flelschmann Halting,

Nabisco, Standard Brands, etc., as well as Nablsco Brands.
Please review the list and provide any additions, deletions or
corrections to NEIC by May 15, 1988, so that an accurate listing

of Nablsco facilities subject to the probatlonary agreement may

be maintained.

Please note that the facility list identifies those'
facilities that are regulated by the hazardous waste nd water

programs as well as the air program. Close monitoring by the
water program will continue during the probationary period and

monitoring by the hazardous waste program is being increased this
year. You may want to coordinate with these programs to minimize

the resources needed to ensure that a11 faclllties are inspected
during the probationary period.

Any information that you may have lndlcatlng that any of

these facilities have been or arevln non-compliance vlth
environmental regulations (State or Federal) durlng the
probattonary period should be forwarded to NBIC who will follow
up on compliance with the probatlonary agreement. Any inspection
reports received during the next year that lndlcate non-
compllanc should be immediately brought to the attention of

NBIC. iii BIC contact for this lnltlatlve is Hr. Jim Vincent.
Please cetct him at PTS 776-5120 to provide compliance

information or if you have any questions or revisions of the
faclllty list.
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We appreciate your support of this special initiative to

follou up on the probationary provisions of this criminal case.

Attachment

Addressees:

Air Management Division Directors
Region I, III, and IX

Air and Waste Management Division Director
Region II

Air, Pesticides and Toxlcs Management Divlslon Directors
Region IV and VI

Air and Radiation D1v1sionDlrector
Region V

Air and Toxtcs Division Directors
Regions VII, VIII, and X

cc: Thomas P. Gallagher, Director, NEIC

Regional Counsels, Region I - X

Thomas L. Adams, Jr., Assistant Administrator
for Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring

Paul R. Thomson, Jr., Deputy Assistant Administrator
Off1ce of Criminal Enforcement Counsel/OECM

pt

O
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UNITED STATES OP AMERICA,

AT TACOMA

)
)

O
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Plaintiff; ) NO. CR86- 41T(FDB)
~ 0 )

)
NABISC0.BRANDS, INC., ) JUDGMENT AND ORDER

) OP PROBATION
Defendant. )

)

On this57th day ot June, 1986, came the attorneys tor the

Government and the derendant abtco Brands, Inc., appeared

through its counsel, Thomas 8. Kelly, Jr., of Preston,

Thorgrimson, Ellis 6 Holman.

IT Is ADJUDGED that the defendant upon its pleas of GUILTY,

and the Court being satisfied there is a tactual basis tor the

pleas, has been convicted ot the offenses ot violation of

title 33, United States Code, Section 1319(c)(1), as charged in

Counts ! and II or the Intormatton, and the Court having asked

the defendant' = representative whether he has anything to say vhy

judgment should not be pronounced, and no sufticient cause to the

contrary being shown or appearing to the Court,

IT IS ADJUDGBD that the detendant Nabisco Brandse Inc., is

guilty as charged and convicted.

no -
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d financial institution as trustee (the Trustee). The terms

trust shall grant the State of Washington Departments of

heries and Game, through their offices of Habitat and

agement, an irrevocable, general power of appointment over

:d income and corpus, to be exercisablevby signed letter to the

.stee. It tor any reason the Beads,oe these State of

:hington offices are unable to concur concerning exercise ot

.d power of appointment, the Washington State Attorney General

111 have tinal authority to resolve any disagreements.

(4) Upon payment of the fine and tne creation ot the Trust

id, as set forth above, probation as to Count I shall terminate.

iT Is PURTBER ADJUDGBD as to Count II that the liQQL€Eom ot

stance shall be suspended'nd defendant Rabisco shall be placed

probation forthe ter.otthree years, upon the to11oiing

rs and'consieions:
(1) !isiscoh11 comply itb a11 rederal, state, nd local -

es, including those related to environmental matters.'

(2) In the event that any legal enforcement action by any

vernment agency is commenced against Nabiaco for alleged

olations ot rederal, state or local environmental laws, Babisco

a11 notlty the United States Attorney for this District, in

iting, of said actions within titteen (15) business days of

eipt of notice of such actions from the appropriate

horities.

IT IS ORDERED that. pursuant to Title 18, United states

ide, Section 3013, defendant Nabisco shall pay the sum of ivo

II ! Q h! em;mes A-nO lult!

it to be

!

Dill

~
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MBISCG FACILITIES WITH AIR PR~RM IBENTIFIERS - March 9. 1985 Page 1

PA ID WEIR FKILITY WE EFA SOURII PERMIT PERMIT

sum Anmsss DATA ID WEBER KUSHAN ID DUFBER

CITY STATE ZIP CODE SYSTEM

C0000Q00000000000QOI0000QUOQOG000i70QG00Q0000QQ00000QQ00VOQ0000000IOQOQQ000G00DC00000000Q00000000000000000000000000QQQQ000

HAD037097292

NJD002373~0

NJD981488158

NJD951490949

9UD001368M

NYD071081673

EPA DPDES HA(-lXJSl51

EPA IPDES M002I024 HU)

EPA DPDES NJ0)0577

ODER EPA RICSIDUOI937

. NVD1)0137870

REEI~ L

PERCFDIS CHICLATE NABISCO CN-'EIZTIWS

150 ONLLMD ST

MANSFIELD, NI 02048

NABISCD BRPNBS, MC.

HILTON EXECUTWE CNPUS

REGION LI

DELID4TECIRPIRATICNPLMTDDS05
3RD NOD DMCH ST

Pd BOI 97

SUEDESBCR0, MJ 09085

DEL PONTE USA PUNT 506

LOCKE INDIE
Pi BOX 97

SUEDESKR0. OU 09085

MBISCO IE
2111 ROUTE 208

FAIR LMI, NJ 07410

SINDH!) WINDS. IE.
am I n1vEnmn
Tl:''l = A U

un sms ne.
UIJICH STREET

CNWCIWIE. IV 13317

LIFE SAVERS. IIIS.

nom mm STREET

MW CKSTER, NV l05U

CDS

mans
Pcs

PCS

ms

Dorm
HONS

CDS

HMS
CDS

STATE

PCS

CDS

HMS
CUM

CDS

HMS
STATE

CDS

STATE

ST ATE

CDS

CDS

CDS

BUSHS

2212100032
MD037097292

mo00sm
M0021020

omesoeas4

02-77-E0I2
nuu002s1mo
smsoo001e

IJD981588159

31I76000044

IJCF00345

U0002577

SI030000109

!UD001360109

IUD001369109

3124000009

llVD07l(lIbT3

UMI071NI673
sw0000030

EISB4WM49
1IQ065757001

UCD3373200149

873-2060017

$3752000017

NY0001397876

EPA PSI) !ED3Z7?3ClOI4?
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NAEISCD FACILITIES IITH AIR PROGRAM IDENTIFIERS - Hatch €. F58 - Page 2

NYD002123479 WIM IIC CDS

920 ERIC ME RMS

NIABWI FILS, NY 14302

NYD0(-1392.;/2 STANDARD HANDS III HMS

CMMLES POINT CDS

PEEKSKILL. ON I0566 ms

FRD091007252 LIFE SAVERS MMFACTIRIIG UC HMS

RWTEO30 KH 21 2 PCS

POST UFICE NI I28 ms

LAS PIEDRAS, FR 00671 CDS

RESl~ IL

'1DD04337?885 MBISCO WINGS (STPNDMD IWlDS) PCS

1900 HMD AVE. CDS

BALTIFIIIEQ HD 21209

PK0990250724 NABISCO DID
CDS

R00$EVE.T ME & EVERY RD HMS

FHILMEPHIA, PA 19150 Pcs

VAD007474393 MBISZO KINGS IIIS mans

6002 5. [MM! ME. CDS

RIC!-HIND. VA 23231

VAW41256642 STANDARD 8R0005 PLMTERS PENUTS HMS

200 JOHGU4 AVE CDS

SUFFKK, VA 23434 cds

RESIN Il

GLIDING FENUT cas

 DENT! STIFF
HUGE, iC 27905

DAMS?. III. cds

I000 HIIPHY Mi.
ATLMTA, GO 30293

6AD-ZK)I27'.-414 NABIECO WOD~Y GROCERY PU PCS

215 FIHIENTO dR. DOCKET

IJODBIRY. GA 30293 INNS
CDS

$3472000036

NYD00213479

NYD117327544

$?32000044

!ED337320II55

PRD09I00732
K0023245
£0152000010

WIS2060004

I!D000210I

2I012000754

3971600320I

PAD990250724

N0044563

VAD007474393

@150000083

VAD041286642

4809000001
48309000017

#032000039

1126000197

660000676

04-77-£007

HD003273410

113600000I1

EPA PSI) IEDI37310II55

EPA VFDES PR0023248

EPA HIS II)0002101

EPA HIS FA0044583

EPA Il'-DES Gvl€?))(lETs
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MBISCO FACIUTIES HIM AIR PROGRAM IDENTIFIERS Harm HES - Page 3

TNDOGG507534

ILTIBWISB80

ILD095227486

lLD0C*$4566?8

ILM545::04

ILD02514959

RLD(IG7555541

ILZPBCN5082

ILE'/021159934

EPA DPDES IL0003II5
EPA DPDES IL0003417

EPA IONS IL0003166

O ZLD049815540

PLNITERS SMCKS

3002 JERSY PIKE

PO BOI ZI927

CHATTNOOSA. TN 37421

REEION !

BEL mons com. Pu 111

MPLEH00D GWEN.!

DDLDLB. IL 60115

DeL MATE cm Pu us
15Th ST MD OTH AVE

Pd Bo! 99

R0C7-ELLE, IL MM

Da. NME CURF-

2009 MPLEWOD Avi
DE MJ. IL DONS

DE. moe cw
LINCOLN WE & 15TH ST

ROCELLE, IL HOW

DEL HINTS CORP

HE 34 FLT 112

QUOTA. IL 61342

FLEISCHW4 IVLTIDG

2143 ! 51 PLACE

CHICKS?. H. 60609

LIFE SAVERS DC MBISCU MANUS NZ

3401 If PROSPECT LU)

FRMCLIN PORK, IL 60131

memo ms nc
401 S WHY
caruso. IL am

MBISCD CUFEUIDE CG IN
MS VI RIFFIN
DANVILLE. IL 61832

NABISCO IKE CEREN. PLT

1555 il $094 AVE

MPERVILLE, IL 60540

CDS

I-HDHS

EDS

PCS

PCS

IBMS
CDS

CDS

HMS
PCS

CDS

EDS

CDS

HMS

CDS

CDS

CDS

HMS

CBS

CDS

CDS

MI28002270

I4190000009

IL0003315

!L0003417
xma0013aeo
1679301005

H190000009

ILD085227386

IL0003166

1679001005

I4410000003

1401000~ l '

ILD00545204

HI5400021

UI5KI00725
H154000463

ILD06755341

141540003%

I4776000007

I4199000026
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ILDW5521091

ILW79155448

ILM80700611

IND017764317

H(D006452643

FN0039131966

UIW051361864
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION V

DATE: MAY 1 6 1988

Follow-up and Support to the Nabisco Brands Inc.
$UgJ€ET'Criminal Case Settlement

David Kee, Director ~ ~&/€
F*9":Air and Radiation Division (5AC-26)

TO: John S. Seitz, Director
Stationary Source Compliance Division (EN-341)

A review of the attached list of Nabisco Brands Inc., facilities and
its subsidiaries in Region V.irevealed that all of the companies are
presently in compliance with Federal, Stateand local air regulations.

However. our review also revealed that one source did operate in non-
compliance during the probationary period. The Nabisco facility located
at 7300 South Kedzie Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, stack tested the Incinerator/
Waste Heat Boiler system on December 10, 1985; and the results indicated
that they did not comply with applicable carbon monoxide and particulate
regulations. The facility did some modifications and retested on
June 25, 1986. The results of the test indicated cunpliance with
particulate, but non-compliance with carbon monoxide.

A stack test just for carbon monoxide was conducted on December 13, 1986,
and the results indica d liance. In early 1987, Nabisco decided to

.shutdown the incinerator because it was economically not feasible to operate.

Corrections and deletions have been made to the list. and a copy of your
memorandum will be forwarded to State and local agencies to ensure that
all sources will be inspected during the probationary period.

Attachment
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! IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

?OR THE DISTRICT OP COLORADO

Criminal Action lo. 81-CR-115-1

UNITED STATES dr AMERICA.

Plalntlf ! ,

?.

PROTBX INDUSTRIES. IRC. ,

Defendant.

FILED
UNITED SYATESDISYBZCI' COURT

DENVSR. come-ADD

MAR 21 1988

JAMES R. MANSPEAKER
CLERK

JUDGMENT AND SENTENCING ORDER

The defendant corporation appeared in tnt; court for sentencing on

March 4, 1988, represented by its attorneys David l>almer of Gibson, Dunn 6

Crutcher, and Paul Phillips and Cindy Leap of Holland and Bart. The government

vas represented at the sentencing hearing by Kenneth Pimberg and Douglas

Curless.

Upon the jury ' unanimou B verdicts of guilty ! ound on December 21 .

1987. s to Counts I. II, 111, V, VI, VII, VIIX, IX, XII, XIII, XIV, XV, XVI,

XVII, XVIII and XIX, the defendant corporation has been convicted of the

following offenses =

l . on Count ! conspiracy to violate. environmental laws in

violation of Title 18 8.8.C. 6 371 =

2 . Un Counts II , 111 , V and VI £lee statements in violation

of title 18 0.8.<:. 9 1001;

3. Un Counts VII , VII! , IX, XII nd XIII - illegal disposal of

hazardous caste ln violation of Title 42, l'l.8.c. S 6926(d)(2)(A)

nd title IS Il.S.C. S 21

1
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0. On Counts XIV and XVI illegal storge of harardoue vate

in violation of title Az U.S.C. 5 6928(d)(2)(A) and title

18 0.8.C. S 2:

5. On Count XV - illegal dicharge of hazardous vote in violation

of Title 33 U.B.C. 5 1311h) nd 1319(c)(1) nd Title 19 U.S.C.

6 21 nd

6. On Counts XVII, XVIII nd XIX knoving endangement in

vloltion of Title 42 U.S.C. 9 6928(e).

IT IS TBE JUDGMENT OP THIS COURT THAT =

The court finds as facts that the victims of these offenses are Terry

Baumgertner, Richard Tice, Robert Evans, end the People of the City and County

of Denver, Colorado and of the State of Colorado. Baving reviewed nd

reconsidered the evidence at trial, my notes from the trial, the testimony

and reports from the medical witnesses, and a11 documents submitted and admitted

in evidence by both parties in connection With the sentencing process, I find

that the three individual victims have incurred injuries and losses, for which

they re entitled to restitution, of not less than the following amounts,

respectivelys

!. Terry Bumgartners $350,000.00.

2. Richard flees $325,000.00.

3. Robert Evans: $275,000.00.

1 further find nd conclude that the People of the City and County

of Denver nd the Stte of Colorado, nd those political entities, have incurred

injuries nd losses in the form of the defendant' heveng.pleced ln their

idt A dangerous hazardous waste nite and havlnq inflicted on them the expense

send burden to clean up that 1te. the location of the defendant' plant in

3
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Denver, t a cost estimated t over $2,000,000.00.

Cmmtl.

It i ordered aa to Count 1 that the defendant corporation pay

fine of $500,000.00 to the United States. the execution of 11 but $50,000.00

of that fine L uapended and the defendant corporation le placed on probation

for period of five years, on the following ternand condlttonaz 1) that

the defendant corporation promptly nd fully pay the victim restitution below

ordered as part of this sentence, 2) that the defendant corporation promptly

and fully perform it obligations to clean up the land Where lt previously

conducted business to meet the standards of the U.$. Environmental Protection

Agency and the Colorado Department of Health, and - 3) that the defendant

corporation fully cooperate sith the Probation Department and perform a11

terms and comdltions ofthe probation imposed by thi court, including payment

ofrest1tution. The defendant corporation immediately hail.pay $200.00 to

the Crime Victim lund pursuant to Title 18 U.8.C, 5 3013.

Count II .

It is ordered as to Count II that the defendant corporation pay a

f the of $10 ,000 . 00 to the United States . Bsecution of that f inc l uspended

and the defendant corporation is placed on probation for a period of five

years, on the following terms nd conditions = 1) that the defendant corporation

prunptly and fully pay the victim restitution belovr ordered as part of this

sentence , 2) that the def endant corporation promptly nd f ully perf om its

oblfgation to clean up the land vhere it proviouly conducted business to

Beet the standards of the U.8. Bnvironmental Protection' Agency nd the Colorado

Departent of elth, and 3) that the defendant corporation fully cooperate

with the Probation Department nd perform 11 tu -he nd condltlon of the

3
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probation fmposed by this court, including payment of restitution.

Count III .

It i ordered a to Count 1I1 tht the defendant corporation pay

s fine of $10,000.00 to the United. States. hecution of that fine i suspended

nd the def endant corporation is placed on probation ! or period of { he

years, on the following terms end conditions = 1) that the defendant corporation

promptly and fully pay the victim retitutlon belov ordered s part of this

sentence , 2) that the def endant corporation promptly nd f ully perf om its

obligations to clean up the land Where it previously conducted business to

meet the standards of the 0.8. Environments! Protection Agency and the Colorado

Department of Iealth , nd 3 ) that the def endant corporation fully cooperate

with the Probation Department and perform a11 terms nd conditions of the

probation imposed by this court, including payment of restitution.

Count V.

It is ordered s to Count V that the def endant corporation pay a

f ine of $10 , 000 . 00 to the United States . lxecution of thst f inc is suspended

and the def endant corporation is placed on probation for period of f he

years, on the following terms nd conditlonss 1) that the defendant corporation

promptly nd fully pay the victim restitution below ordered ss part of this

sentence , 2) that the defendant corporation promptly nd f ully perf orm it

obligations to clean up the land there lt previously conducted business to

meet the standards of the 0.8. Environmental Protection Agency end the Colorado

Department of ealth, nd 3) that the defendant corportlon ! ally cooperte

with the Probation Department and perform 1! terms end conditions of the

probation imposed by this court, including payment of restitution. The

def andnt corporation lmedlately shall ps! 8200 . 00 to the Crime Victim rum!

(
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pursuant to Title 18 D.S.C. 5 3013.

Count VI.

It is ordered as to Count VI that rho - defendant corporation pay a

fine of #500,000.00 to the United States. the execution of a11 but $60,000.00

of that fine la uspended and the defendant corporation l placed on probation

for o period of five years, on the following terms nd conditlonss 1) that

the defendant corporation promptly and fully pay the victim retitutlon below

ordered as part of this sentence, 2) that the defendant corporation promptly

and fully perform its obligationa to clean up the land where it previously

conducted business to meet the standards of the U.s. znvironmental Protection

Agency and the Colorado Department of Health, and 3) that the defendant

corporation fully cooperate with the Probation Department and perform a11

terms and conditlona of the probation imposed by this court. including payment

of restitution. The defendant corporation immediately shall pay $200.00 to

the Crime Victim Pond puruant to Title 18 U.S.C. 5 3013.

Count VI!.

It is ordered as to Count VII that the defendant corporation pay

a fine of $500,000.00 to the United states. The execution of a11 but $30,090.00

of that fine is uspended and the defendant corporation is placed on probation

for a period of five years, on the following terms nd conditions = 1) that

the defendant corporation promptly and fully pay the victim restitution below

ordered as part of this sentence, 2) that the defendant corporation promptly

nd fully perform it obligations to clean up the land where it previously

conducted business to meet the standards of the U.8. lnvlronmental Protect1on

Agency nd the Colorado Department of ealth, nd 3) that the defendant

corporation fully cooperate vlth the Probation bapartent nd perform ali

5
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tens and conditions of the probation lmpoaed by thlc court, including pay-"ng

of restitution . The defendant corporation immediately hall pay $200 . 00 to

the Crime Victim Rand pursuant to Title 10 U.S.C. 5 3013.

Count VIII.

lt i ordered a to Count VII! that the defendant corporation pay

fine ot $500,000.00 to the United States. 1'he execution of 11 but $30,000.00

of that fine in suspended and the defendant corporation i placed on probation

! or period of £ 1Ve year! , on the ! ollollng terms and condltlon : 1 ) that

the defendant corporation prmptly and fully pay the victim restitution below

ordered as part of this entence , 2) that the defendant corporation promptly

and fully perform its obligations to clean up the land vhere it previouly

conducted buelnese to meet the standards of the ILS. Bnvironmental Protection

Agency and the Colorado Department of Health , and 3 ) that the def endant

corporation fully cooperate with the Probation Department and perform a11

terms and conditlona of the probation imposed by this court . including payment

of restitution . The d ef endant corporation immediately shall pay $200 . 00 to

the Crime Victim Fund puruant to Title 18 0.8.C. 5 3013.

Count IX,

It i ordered as to Count IX that the defendant corporation pay a

eine ot" $500,000.00 to the United States. the execution of a11 but $30,000.00

of that fine t uepended and the defendant corporation 10 placed on probation

! or period of £ ivo year! , on the following terms and conditions : 1 ) that

the defendant corporation promptly and tully pay the victim retltutlon below

ordered part of this sentence, 2) that the defendant corporation promptly

nd tully perform It obllgatlon to clean up the land where at prevlouly

conducted bulne to Beet the tndard of the U.8. Bnvironmantal Protection

6



O Agency and the Colorado Department of Health, nd 3) that the defendant

corporation fully cooperate vlth the Probation Department nd perform a11

terms and conditions of the probation imposed by this court, including payment

of restitution. The defendant corporation immediately shall pay $200.00 to

the Crime Vlctin Pond pursuant to Title 18 0.8.C. 5 3013.

Count XI!.

It la ordered as to Count XII that the defendant corporation pay

fine 0f8500,000.00 to the United States. The execution of a11 but $30.000.00

of that flne.1s suspended nd the defendant corporation is placed on probation

for a period of five years. on the following terms and conditions = 1) that

the defendant corporation promptly and fully pay the victim restitution below

ordered as part of this sentence, 2) that the defendant corporation promptly

and fully perform Sts obligations to clean up the.land vhere it previously

conducted business to meet the standards of the 0.8. Environmental Protection

Agency and the Colorado Department of Health, and 3) that the defendant

corporation fully cooperate with the Probation Department and perform a11

terms and conditions of the probation imposed by this court, including payment

of restitution. The defendant corporation lmmedfately shall pay $200.00 to

the Crime Victim Pund pursuant to Title 18 0.8.C. 5 3013.

Count XIII.

It 1 ordered to Count XIII that the defendant corporation pay

fine of $500,000.00 to the United States. fhe execution of ali but $30,000.00

of that fine i suspended nd the defendant corporation la placed on probation

for a period of five years, on the following terms and conditions: 1) that

the defendant corporation promptly and fully pay the vlctl restitution belo!

ordered a part of this sentence, 2) that the defendant corporation PINPCI!

7
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and fully perform lt obligations to clean up the land where it prevfouly

conducted business to meet the standards of the 0 . 8 . Environmental Protection

Agency nd th Colorado Department of ealth, nd ;3) that the defendant

corporation fully cooperate vlth the Probation Deprtment and perform 11

terms and condltlon of th probation imposed by this court. including payment

of restitution. the defendnt corport1on immediately hall py $200.00 to

the Crime Vlctl fund pursunt to Title 18 0.8.C. 5 3013.

€OUBt liv;

It 1 ordered s to Count XIV that the defendant corporation pay

a fine of $500,000.00 to the United States. The execution of a11 but $30,000.00

of that f 1ne is suspended nd the defendant corporation is placed on probati on

for period of f 1ve years , on the f ollovtng terms and conditions : 1) that

the def endant corporation promptly and fully pay the victim restitution belov

ordered as part of this sentence , 2 ) that the defendant corporation promptly

nd ! rally perf orm its obligations to clean up the land vhere it previously

conducted business to meet the standards of the U . 5 . Environmental Protection

Agency and the Colorado Department of lealth . and 3 ) that the def endant

corporation fully cooperate vith the lirobation Department nd perf orm a11

terms and conditions of the probation imposed by thin court, including payment

of restitution. The def endant corportlon immediately hll py 6200 . 00 to

the Crime Vlctl hand puruant to Title 18 Il.S.C. 5 3013.

Count XV.

It t ordered s to Count XV that the defendant corporation pay

fine of $100,000.00 to the United Staten. The execution of ll but 830,000.00

of tht fine l suspended nd the defendnt corporation f placed on probtlon

! or period of ! 1v years , on the following terms nd conditions : l ) that
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0 the defendant corportlon promptly and fully pay the victim restitution below

ordered aa part of this aentence , 2 ) that the defendant corporation promptly

and tully perform it obligations to clean up the land here lt previously

conducted bualneea to meet the tandards or the 0.5. Bnvlronmental Protection

Agency and the Colorado Department of Health, and 3) that the defendant

corporation fully cooperate with the Probation Department nd perfor a11

terms and conditions of the probation imposed by this court, including payment

of restitution . The def endant corporation immediately shall pty $100 . 00 to

the Crime Victim hand pursuant to 'title 18 0.8.C. 5 3013.

Count XVI.

It ia ordered as to Count XVI that the defendant corporation pay

a fine of $500.000.00 to the United States. The execution of a11 but $30,000.00

of that fine le suspended and the def endant corporation ie placed on probation

£or period of f 1ve years , on the £olloulng terms nd conditions : 1) that

the defendant corporation promptly and fully pay the victim reatltution below

ordered as part of this sentence , 2) that the def endant corporation promptly

and fully pertorm its obligations to clean up the land vhere it previously

conducted business to meet the standards of the 0 . 8 . Environmental Protection

Agency and the Colorado Department of Health, and 3) that ' the defendant

corporation fully cooperate with the Probation Department and perform a11

terms and conditions of the probation imposed by thin court, including payment

of restitution. The defendant corporation immediately shall pay $200.00 to

the Crime Victim Yund pursuant to Title 18 0.8.C. S 3013.

Count XVII.

It la ordered a to Count XVII that the defendant corporation pay

a £ inc of Cl , 000 , 000 . 00 to the United Staten . The elecut1on of all - but

9



! $30,000.00 of that fine to suspended and the defendant corporation ie pxeea

on probation for period of five year. on the folloulng terms nd conditions =

1) that the defendant corporation promptly and fully py the victim restitution
below ordered a part of thin entence, 2) that the defendant corporation

promptly and fully per! om it obligation! to clean up the land there it
previously conducted buineu to meet the tandard of the 0 . 8 . Environmental

Protection Agency nd the Colorado Deparbent of Health, nd 3 ) that the

defendant corporation fully cooperate vlth the Probation Department and perform

a11 terms and conditions of the probation Imposed by this court, including

payment of restitution. The def endant corporation immediately hall pay $200.00

to the .Crime Victim Fund pursuant to Title 18 D .5 .C. 5 3013 .

Count XVIII .

It is ordered as to Count XVIII that the defendant corporation pay

a f the of $1 , 000 , 000 . 00 to the United States; The execution of a11 but

$30 ,000 . 00 of that f inc la upended and the def endant corporation ia placed

on probation for a period of five years, on the following terms and conditlonsz

1) that the defendant corporation promptly and fully pay the victim restitution

below ordered as part of this sentence , 2) that the defendant corporation

promptly and fully perform Its obligations to clean up the land where lt

previously conducted buinea to Beet the tandarda of the 0.8. lnvironmental

Protection Agency nd the Colorado Department of ealth , and 3 ) that the

defendant corporation fully cooperate vlth the Probation Department nd perform

11 te =-a and conditlon of the probation lponed by thl court, including

payment of restitution. The defendant corporation immediately hall pay $200.00

to the Crime Victim rand pursuant to Title 10 0.8.C. 5 301).

Count lu.

It l ordered e to Count XIX that the defendant corporation pay

10
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a £ inc of $1 ,000 , 000 . 00 to the United States . The execution of a11 but

830,000.00 of that ! inc is suspended and the de! endant corporation is placed

on probation for period of five years, on the !o11ov1ng terms and conditions =

1) that the defendant corporation promptly and fully pay the victim restitution

belov ordered a part of this sentence , 2 ) that the det' endant corporation

promptly nd tully perform it obligations to clean up the land where it

previously conducted business to meet the standards of the 0.6. Environmental

Protection Agency nd the Colorado Department of ealth, and 3 ) that the

def endant corporation fully cooperate With the Probation Department and per!' om

a11 terms and conditions of the probation imposed by this court. including

payment of restitution . The det' ondant corporation immediately shll pay $200.00

to the Crime Victim Pund pursuant to Title 18 0.8.C. 5 3013.

Pursuant to 'Mile 18 0 . S .C . 5 3651 , upon the evidence heard at trial

and received in the sentencing hearing, the court finds that Terry Baumgartneh

Richard 1'ice and Robert Evans are victims of the ot£enses charged in Counts

XVII , XVIII and XIX , respectively , and have been damaged in the respective

amounts hereln awarded them as restitution. It la ordered that the defendant

corporation shall make restitution in the respective mounts of $350,000.00

to Terry Baumgartner, $325 , 000 . 00 to Richard flee and 8275 , 000 . 00 to Robert

Bvan. These amounts shall be deposited in interest bearing accounts at the

National Bank of the Rockies, Denver, Colorado, vlthln ten days. there shall

be three separate trust ccolmt outlined and offered to the court.

Until further order ot the court, Lee Poreman nd a1 addon of

the jaw Mn of ddon, llorgan nd !oreman shall serve temporary co-trutee

for the account of ferry Iaumgartner, and Adam lablcb nd Kent Hanson shall

nerve es tenporary oo-trutee for Robert Uvan nd Richard Mcs. trust

11
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greements shall be drafted and signed to protect the victims end assure £€

investment of their restitution { unds . Counsel shall submit proposed trust

greements to the court sdthln ten days.

lt i further ordered that the £ lnes on Counts ! , VI , VI! , VII! ,

Ix, III , III! , XIV, XV, XVI , XVII , WIll nd XIX Are to be peid to the 0.8 .

Treasury through the 0 . 8 . Attorney' Of f lee . The fines on Counts It , Ill

nd V are to be paid to the Clerk of the Court. DJ. District Court, Denver,

Colorado.

It is further ordered that no attorneys' fees shall be paid out of

the restitution except by order of this court.

It is further ordered that the proceeds' from the sale of Pzotex

Industries, Inc. may now be used to pay the fines imposed nd the restitution

to the victims Terry Baumgartner, Richard Tice and Robert Evans. It i ordered

that these funds not be used to pay for clean-up on the land -previously used

by the defendant in its business until after the payment of the fines nd

restitution, for the reason that the clean-up will merely enhance the value

of the land to the benefit of its owners cho are the controlling owners of

the defendant Protex, or family members of the controlling owners. I find

and conclude that it vould be unjust to allow the fines and restitution to

be defeated by using the cox-porst1on's limited funds to enhance the value

of the lend to the benefit of those who owned and controlled the defendant

corportlon when it erlmes vere being ,committed.

o ttorney' fees are to be paid out of these corporte assets vithout

written order of this court. lo other payments shall be made from the defendant

12



cox-pax-at1on' funds vichout wricten order of thin court.

 Dated t Denver, Co1ondo, Much 24, 1988, nuns pte tune llrch 4,

1988.
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WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON
AT SEATTLE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, )
)

Plaintiff, ) Nd. CR84-167v
)

v 0 )
) JUDGMENT AND ORDER

THE WYCKOFF COMPANY, INC., ) oF PROBATION
) f

Defendant. )
)

On this 19th day of April, 1985, came the attorney for the
Government and a*representative for defendant Wyckoff Company,

Inc., its President, William C. Cairns, with counsel, Charles S.

Mullen and Frederick 0. Frederickson.

This Court having accepted the terms of the Plea Agreement

between the United States and defendant Wyckoff Company, Inc.,

pursuant to Rule ll(e)(l)(c), Federal Rules of Criminal
Procedure,

IT IS THEREFORE ADJUDGED, upon defendant's pleas of GUILTY

to Counts II and IV of the Information, and the Court being

satisfied there is a factual basis for each plea, the Wyckoff

Company, Inc., has been convicted of the offense of violation of
25 "Title 42, United States Code, Section 6928(d)(2)(A), knowing

I

7

I

H
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UNITED STATES ATTORNEY
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storage during the.period from on or about November 20, 1980, and

li

el

!

continuing until a date not later than May 27, 1983, of hazardous

waste (that is, bottom sediment sludge from the treatment of

waste waters from Hood preserving processes that used creosote
and pentachlorophenol) in an unlined, partially timbered earthen
pit, without having obtained a permit for said storage from the

Administrator of the United States Environmental Protection

Agency, as charged in Count II of the Information; and has

further been convicted of the offense of violation of Title 33,

United States Code, Sections 1311(a) and 1319(c)(1), willful and

neg1igent discharge of pollutants (that is, waters containing

wood preserving residues) from a point source into a navigable

water of the United States, without having first obtained a

permit for such discharge under the National Pollutant Discharge

Elimination System, as charged in Count IV of the Information,

and the Court having asked defendant's representatives whether

they have anything to say on its behalf concerning Why judgment

should not be pronounced, and no sufficient cause to the contrary

being shown or appearing to the Court,

IT IS ADJUDGED that the defendant is guilty as charged and

convicted of the offenses set forth in Counts II and IV of the

Information.

IT IS ADJUDGED that the defendant Wyckoff Company, Inc., pay

a fine to the United States in the sum of ONB MILLION DOLLARS

($1,000,000.00) as to Count II, and a fine in the sum of

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY
3600 Seafirst Fifth Avenue Plaza

JUDGMENT AND ORDER OF PROBATION Seattle . HA 081nA
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HUNDRED FIPTY THOUSAND DOLLARS - ($150,000.00) as to Count IV,
2

1
1

to;be imposed concurrently on the two counts, for a total fine o£

3l'ONE MILLION DOLLARS ($1,000,000.00), with the execution of all

L
}

4 but One Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($150,000.00) of such fine
5 suspended, and defendant Wyckoff placed upon probation for five
6 years upon the following terms and conditions =

7 a. Wyckoff shall comply with all federal, state, and

8 local laws, including those related to environmental matters;

9 b. Wyckoff shall comply with the rules and

10 regulations of the United States Department of Probation;

11 c. Wyckoff shall take all reasonable steps to

12 eliminate the release of pollutants, contaminants and hazardous

~ 13 substances from its Nest Seattle property, if any, as

14 expeditiously as possible.

15 d. Wyckoff shall pay the sum of One Hundred Fifty
!'

16
~

Thousand Dollars ($150,000.00) as a fine payable to the Treasurer

11 '

of the United States on or before April 29, 1985;

18
I

e. Wyckoff shall establish on or before April 29,

19 1985, an Environmental Trust Fund, as approved by the
20 United States Department of Probation, with an appropriate

21 financial institution, for the benefit of the United States for

3

{!

the purpose of providing funds for the clean-upof Puget Sound or

the Duwamish River or contaminated soil orgroundwater nearby

those vaterbodies; for conducting monitoring orfstudies on or

near defendant's properties in the Puget Sound area to determine

the need for, or appropriate extent of, any such clean- up

UNITED - STATBS ATTORNEY
3600 Seafirst Fifth Avenue Plaza
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I!efforts; or for planning and constructing facilities on or near
2 Elidefendant's properties in the Puget Sound area to prevent the
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

release to the environment from such properties any pollutants,

0

contaminants, or hazardous substances, if any. Payments to this

Trust Fund shall not be considered to be payments of a fine or

penalty. Defendant shall make the following payments into that

Environmental Trust Fund:

1. $100,000.00 within 10 days of entry of this
judgment;

2. $100,000.00 within 90 days of entry of this
judgment;

3. $100,000.00 within 180 days of entry of this
judgment;

4. $110,000.00 within 1 year of entry of this
judgment;

5. $110,000.00 within 2 years of entry of this
judgment;

6. $110,000.00 within 3 years of entry of this
judgment;

7. $110,000.00 within 4 years of entry of this
judgment;

8. $110,000.00 within 4 and 1/2 years of
entry of this judgment.

The defendant may accelerate these payments at its option.

£. The above payments into said Environmental Trust

Fund, listed in subsections 2 through 8 of the preceding section,

shall be secured by a 'clean' or unconditionalletter of credit

totaling Seven Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($750,000.00) from

an appropriate financial institution, With the approval oflthe

UNITED STATES ATTORNE!
3600 Seafirst Fifth Avenue Plaza

JUDGMENT AND ORDER OF PROBATION Seattle. HA 98104
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' Iprobation
Department, said letter of credit to be obtained and

2 l
secured by the Company on or before the tenth day following entry

3 of judgment. The payee of said letter of credit shall be the
4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

O 13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

Environmental Trust Fund, upon demand and direction by the

United States following (and if) there is a failure by the

Wyckoff Company to make any payment listed in subsections 2

through 8, above. 'Unconditional' as used herein means subject

only to the demand and direction of the United States as set

forth above. The dollar amount of the letter of credit shall be

reduced by the amount of each of defendant's deposits.

g. The Environmental Trust Fund terms of trust shall

establish that the Fund is an irrevocable inter - vivos trust with

said financial institution as trustee (the Trustee). The terms

of trust shall grant the Environmental Protection Agency

Region 10 Administrator, and any successor Administrator, an

irrevocable, general power of appointment over Fund income and

corpus, to be exercisable by signed letter to the Trustee, The

Administrator shall exercise its general power of appointment

consistent with paragraphs h, i, and j below.

h. The first $300,000.00 from the Trust Pond shall be

applied to efforts by either defendant or the United states

Environmental Protection Agency ('BPA'), pursuant to Section 3013

of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, to determine the

extent to which hazardous waste and hazardous waste*constituents

are present at or have been released from defendant's West

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY
3600 Seafirst Fifth Avenue Plaza
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1
# Seattle and Eagle Harbor properties; if all $300,000.00 is not

2 3 needed for that purpose, the remainder shall be leftin the trust
3 I for other purposes consistent therewith; and if more than!

4 $300,000.00 is needed to do the section 3013 determinations, the
5 - eicess funds must come from a source other than the trust unless!

6 the Court directs otherwise.
7

I 1 The remaining $550,000.00 from the Trust Pund
8 shall be applied first, to a project or projects necessaryor
9 appropriate to prevent the future release to the environment from

10 defendant's properties of any'pollutants, contaminants or
11

i
hazardous substances; second, to the clean- up of contaminated

12
1

soil or groundwater at or adjacent to defendant's West Seattle or

I

I
19 Eagle Barber properties;third, to the clean- up of the Duwamish
14

I River or Puget Sound or in the general vicinity of defendant's
15

~
properties; or fourth, to such other projects designated by the

16

1 7

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

court. Expenditures made, or that will be made, by defendant for

development or construction of the pretreatment system for heavy

metals and other contaminants, for which permit.application has

already been submitted to the Municipality of Metropolitan

Seattle (METRO), shall not qualify for payments from, or credit
to, the Trust Fund.

j. Defendant shall submit nominations to the
Administrator of Region 10 of the BPA for pollution - control or
clean-up projects within the scope of paragraph l. above. The

Administrator shall either approve or disapprove the projects and

26!lexpendituzes relating thereto in light of the purposes of the

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY
3600 Seafirst Fifth Avenue Plaza
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Trust Fund. All approved expenditures shall be paid from the

Trust Pund by the trustee, at the direction of the Administrator,

or may be credited to defendant's Trust Fund obligations.

k. Should probation be revoked or a11 the trust funds

not expended at the time probation is otherwise concluded, all

funds remaining in the Trust Bund at that time may be dedicated

by the Administrator, for purposes consistent with the original

trust purposes.

1. Nothing in the terms of such a probationary

sentence shall diminish defendant's legal obligations, if any, to

make expenditures or take actions under any local, state or

federal laws in addition toithe expenditures made within the

terms of the Trust Fund contemplated herein.

IT Is FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk deliver three certified

copies of this Judgment and Order to the Probation Officer of

this Court, one of which shall be delivered to the defendant by

the Probation Officer.

i

!

~;=- ;;J -DL/xf ~
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE

Clerk.

Presented byz~ ...JaQv.M.-..1..n-z
DAVID V. MARSHALL
Assistant United States Attorney

A O as to form:
0

[ %225251€€'€*?"
Attorneys for

I  -

PRBDBRICKSON
Defendant
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- UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

KM d*o,
WASHINGTON. 0.C. 20460

,LU? I4 tM amer or
ENFORCEMENT AND

commune Mcmanus

SUBJECT = Post- sentence Follo
United States v. Yz O(N.D. NY)

FROM: Bruce G. Belli
Senior Counsel
Office of Criminal Enforcement Counsel

TO: John H. Jones
Deputy Regional Administrator
Region X

The XYZ Corporation (XYZ) has been found guilty of criminal
knowing violations of the Resource Conservation and Recovery

Act. As part of the sentence for that guilty verdict, XYZ has
agreed to be placed on three years probation from Aggggt.12g£
though August- 1221. A copy of the defendant's probation
agreement is attachednfor your information.

As - a condition of that probation, XYZ has agreed to comply
with a11 federal, state, andlocal laws, which include a11
federal and state environmental laws. Please advise your - program
offices and environmental enforcement authorities of States in
which XYZ facilities are located of XYZ'S probationary status so
that those offices can monitor, as appropriate, XYZ'S
environmental compliance.

If environmental violations by XYZ occur during the term of
its probation, please promptly notify the Regional Criminal
Enforcement Counsel and the Office of Criminal Investigations'
Special Agent-in- charge in your Region so that enforcement
options, as warranted, can be considered by the office of
Probation. My number is PTS 475-9660 if there are questions
about this matter.

cc: Frank Smith, SAIC
Bryce Henry, Regional Criminal Enforcement Counsel
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~~ g UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

 £ WASHINGTON. D.C. 20460~ '

IQ; ~ £9

APR 28 mi
OFFICE OF

ENFORCEMENT AND
COMPLIANCE MODIlVOIIING

SUBJECT:

FROM =

TO:

Post-sentence Fo
ted S ales v

WPI
rote I es nc.

Bruce G. Belli
Senior Counsel
Office of Crim nal Enforcement Counsel

Alexandra 8. Smith
Deputy Regional Administrator
Region VIII

*O

Protex Industries, Inc. has been found guilty of criminalknowing violations of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act.
As part of the sentence for that guilty verdict, ProtexIndustries, Inc. has agreedto be placed on five (5) years
probation from March 1985 through Eebruagy 199;. A copy of thedefendant's Judgment and Sentencing Order is attached for your A

information.
As a condition of that probation, Protex Industries, Inc.

has agreed to comply with all federal, state and local laws,which include all federal and state environmental laws. Pleaseadvise your program offices and environmental enforcement
authoritiesof the states in which Protex Industries, Inc.,
facilities are located of Protex's probationary status so thatthose offices can monitor, as appropriate, Protex's environmentalcompliance.

If environmental violations by Protex Industries, Inc. occurduring the term of its probation, please promptly notify theCriminal Contact Attorney and the Office of CriminalInvestigation's Special Agent - in - charge in your Region so that
enforcement options, as warranted, can be considered by theOffice of Probation. My number is FTS 475-9660 if there arequestions about this matter.
co: John W. West, SAC

Michael T. Risner, Criminal Contact Attorney
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December 2, 1988

I. Introduction

Thank you for allowing us to appear here today. My name
is Eric Zolt and I am here with Ivan P'ng. I am a -tax profes -

,

scr at UCLA School of Law, Mr. P'ng is a professor of Business
Economics at the UCLA Graduate School of Management.

Our contribution to your hearing is relatively simple and
straightforward. We believe that any rational scheme of deter -
rence must consider the income tax consequences of the sane-
lions. Our testimony today is based on our article "Fines for
Business Offenses = Optimal Enforcement in the Presence of In -
come Taxation.'

II. Guidelines for Monetary Sanctions.

The draft sentencing guidelines for - organizational
defendants rely primarily on monetary'sanctions. Monetary
sanctions are a -function of three factors = iii the 'offense
loss," based on the total harm caused by the offense;multi -
plied by (ii) the "offense multiple," based on the difficulty
of detecting and punishing the offender: plus (iii) enforcement
costs. The guidelines do not consider tax consequences.

III. Current Tax Treatment of Monetary Sanctions

The tax law does not treat monetary sanctions imposed on
organizational defendants in a coherent fashion. Congress dis -
allows deductions for amounts paid for fines or similar
penalties,for bribes and kickbacks, and for the punitive por -
tion of certain antitrust violations. Deductions are generally
allowed, however, for damages paid, even as a result of fraud,
and for those penalties that are compensatory.
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IV. Focus of Testimony

While our paper adopts the 'harm-based" deterrence ap-
proach in the analysis of tax considerations, we believe fail -
ure to consider the tax consequences of sanctions is a
deficiency common to a11 deterrence schemes discussed today.
Tax consequences have not been considered in the optimal deter -

rence literature upon which much of the testimony before you
today derives or included in any of the reports prepared by the
Sentencing Commission staff. Tax consequences will either mag-
nifyor diminish the effect of the sanctions. We believe that
failure to consider such consequences results in a deterrence
scheme that is both inefficient and inequitable. Such scheme
is inefficient because it intereferes with the firm's efficient
use of inputs. It is inequitable because it treats offenders
differently depending on their respective tax positions and
whether the tax system allows a deduction for - amounts paid as
sanctions.

?. .Efficiency

The potential inefficiency from the guidelines' failure to'
considertax consequences may be illustrated with a simple ex-
ample.' We adopt as a benchmark the socially efficient mix of
inputs whether or not such inputs give rise to external
harm. Suppose an oil refinery canchoose between two inputs =

iii an input of labor that costs $100, and iii) an input that -

costs $50 and generates pollution that causes harms to others
of $40,'for a total of $90. From the standpoint of social ef-
ficiency, the firm should choose the lowest cost input they
input that generates the pollution.

Now assume there are no problems of detection or costs of
enforcement. Folloving the draft guidelines, the proper sane-
tion imposed on the firm using the input causing the pollution
Would be $40,the amount of the harm caused. ulf the oil
refinery pays tax at a marginal rate of 34%, then the after-tax
cost of the input of labor Would be $66 ($100 input cost - $34
tax benefit). If the monetary sanction is nondeductible, then
the after - tax cost of the input generating the pollution is $73
( [$50 input cost - $17 tax benefit ] + $40 sanction). The firm
would thus choose the socially inefficient input. This results
in higher costs of production and inefficient use of.resources.

- VI. Inaquity

While the draft guidelines purport to reject the use of
the organization's size or financial performance as a measure
of sanctions, this may not be true. Disallowing tax deductions
for amounts paid as sanctions increases the amount of the pen -
ally. Those offenders with higher marginal tax rates bear
greater costs from the disallowance than those offenders in



lower tax brackets. No or little additional costs are imposed
*on offenders who are either exempt from taxation (such as tax -
exempt hospitals and universities) or.have substantial net ops
erating losses. No apparent justification exists for this dis -
palate treatment.

Failure to consider tax consequences also results in dif -
ferent treatment for different offenses. The current tax sys-
rem provides for deductibility for amounts paid for some sane- -

lions, but not for others. While the draft guidelines may
present a coherent treatment of monetary sanctions on a before -
tax basis, the after - tax results'will likely be quite dif -
ferent.

VI!. Recommendations

We recommend that the sentencing guidelines for - organiza -
tlonal defendants consider the tax consequences of the monetary
sanctions. Two alternatives are available. The first approach
is to coordinate with Congress to allow for,full tax deduct -
ibility for monetary sanctions andset such sanctions in accor-
dance with your guidelines. The - alternative approach for those
sanctions that are not deductible is to adjust - the amount of
the monetary sanction to reflect the marginal tax rate of the
offender. If the offender bears a marginal tax rate of 34%, -

then the monetary sanction should be multiplied by a factor of
.66 (1 - tax rate). For the earlier example, the amount of the
sanction should be adjusted to $26.40.

We believe that either of these approaches improves the
efficient use of resourcespand results in more equitable treat -
mont of potential offenders.

0
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FINES FOR BUSINESS OFFBNBBBS OPTIMAL BNPORCBMBIT

II THE PRESENCE 0! INCOME TAXATIOI

Ivan P'ng1 and Eric M. ZoltZ

Some socially useful activities generate external harm.

oil refineries and furniture manufacturers generate air and

water pollution, overloaded trucks damage highways, overnight

delivery services block traffic as they double park, and tm-

properly maintained airplanes present safety problems. These

results are undesirable and, at some cost, preventable. To

control these external harms, the governments imposes restric -

lions. To enforce these restrictions, the government often

subjects offenders to fines and penalties.4

There is no general agreement about whether the government

does or should set the amount of fines or penalties based on

 Autumn! Profuet, John !. Andersen Graduate School of llnat, hiv! -ali! of California,
h Angolan .

 hum Profuar, Dan =-u! of California. Lo Angolan School. of Luv.
' for eouvnhan, u refer to bind Sulu lmtttutlcna tb lqlleethm of this analysis, hav-

nr, apply uaully Is edit eountrtn vlth Halls = lava. Th can 'uvu -mai' land harem In-
ludu local., into nd hdeul wl. -uant nd this dmluuatlv Masks.. In Geldaebld, b lvlultn of tb Puma = d Palntll Vu of Civil Many Yaltlu
launch= by hdcral Ablmlntrtlv Mancha, i 3 leunndatlm nd l -port of th Abinttrtlv
Conference of tba Halted Staten 096 (1972); blur, Th Assailant nd Ilttlgatlaa af Gull hm!
Penalties by Podaral Abinttrtlv Musica, 79 Colm. 8. luv. 305 lION) (describing the m of
fun nd penalties by federal administrative annales).
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estimates of the external harm caused, or merely as an ex-

pensive reminder to comply with the rule orestandard. Un-

certainty also exists about whether the government considers

tax consequences ln designing fines and penalties. This Arti -

cle, like prior work in the optimal fine llterature,5 argues

for the government to consider explicitly external harm in

setting fines and penalties. We further demonstrate that the

government must also consider tax consequences in designing

fines and penalties.

The tax system distorts regulation because taxpayers gen-

erally cannot deduct for federal income tax purposes amounts

paid as fines or similar penaltles.6 We examine the economic

consequences of dlsallowing tax deductions for amounts paid as

fines or penalties by demonstrating the effect of the dis -

allowance on a firm's efficient use of inputs.7 We take nai-

row aim. First, we focus on socially useful activities that

' Ses, s.., Becker, Crime nd Punlalunts An leenlle Approach, 76 .3. Pol. lean. 169 (l0603u

Itller, The Dptlnal lnferomnt of Lava, 78 3. !el. lean. 526 (li"): Pellhy I Shvl1, Sh Optimal

'lrdeoff Batman the Brobblllty nd Magnitude of Nme, 69 M. Been. lev. 80 (8075).
. BC I 102(!)(l92). Although eeqletly equlltaat u ellen, final Faculty result hu
criminal vleltlam nd penalties generally result fu null vlehzuu., odor articles hove senldered th offset of taxes am th alle el danse nada. ee e.., h,

Inflation, Taxation, nd Dunn Aset, SO Canadian l! lev. 380 ("IO) (Issu8. ea ppnprlata
adjutant sf ahl.! damages to ehlv full eqpntlemh leland, heal Tu haunr of Antitrust
Dallas, 22 In I.. v. 41 0966) (dleuehu the effect of tales ea mtltruet submit) -

O
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generate external harm; second, we assume that lt is benefi -
,

oral for a firm With private benefits that exceed external

costs to engage in the activity. We exclude from the discus-

sion fines and penalties resulting from activities with no so-

cially redeeming value. In those cases, other considera-

lions, such as moral and ethical issues and the encouragement

of voluntary transactions,9 outwelgh concerns of economic ef-

ficlency.

The current tax treatment of fines and penalties distorts

a firm's choice among inputs and increases the social costs of

production. Either Congress should allow full deductibllity

offines and penalties or the government should reduce the

amount of.fines or penalties to reflect the offender's

marginal tax rate. Part I reviews the tax treatment of fines

and similar penalties. We then examine considerations in set -

ting the amount of fines or penalties. Part III examines op-

timal enforcement in the presence of income taxation. Final-

ly, we conclude by describing the implications for future de-

. Althnush ur conclusions By apply to the aeenmle consequences of dlllols deductions for
Gnomes lncurnd Is eaduetLg lllasel cllvltlu, I uh n attpt here to consider tb silica -
tlcn necessary to mp these activities ante am- nalnls.. be Pens!. An Rennie finer! of Criminal. Lsu, 5 Colm. L. MV. HO) (SBS).
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sign of fines and penalties. The Appendix presents a - formal
economic model of the analysis.

I.Tax Treatment of.t1nss and similar Penalties

Section 162(f) provides that ' [njo deduction shall be al -

lowed for any fine or similar penalty paid to a government

for the violation of any law."1o This provision, added by the
Tax Berorm Act or 1969 (che -1959 Act),11 codiried the
results of a series of cases that disallowed deductions for

amounts paid as fines or penalties on "public policy"
grounds. 12

10 log. I 1.162-21(b) upselfl but types of Man nd ,Galileo severed by sh pscvnlsnx (1)
assumes pale! pursuant to eauvletlsn or plea o£ ullty or mls contenders Io= atlas (felony or h-
dusunoz) In a criminal proeeodtngn Ul) amounts paul B ahl! pauls! !Quad by !cdu-el, sun. or
local lev, Including additions to tu nd additional amounts nd unusable penalties lpoud by chap-
tr 68 of th Internal Immune Code of 195h (111) amounts paid ln ttlmnt of the tpayer' actual
or potential llblllq In - a has r penalty (ahl! or sci.ll) or lIV) nassau Ierfelnd s aol-
ltrl posted l cosmetics sith proeodhu hleh could result ln th lapolttsn oi such a Ha or
penalty.
" Pub. L. o. 91-172, ! Nth), 03 Stat. Il7 (1969).
" These types ai deductions vn puns to llllsvues Q 'publls policy' soml.x Inns, lnunt
paid s fun nd penalties t stats, local r Iadrol qaaslou saeed, expenses Incurred l seduct-
ln certain lllgal aetlvltlau nd thus!. l.uel pcndlsun Incurred In conducts; hal s -
tlvltlo. le huan, Nuns, Pzultll. luka d Dana" hyman nd lwvula, 8 In I.. v. Cl!
0910); blur, Dlllwue cs! Iiedustlm n hills Delle! Bund=. IO fu I.. Il!. 665 lIND)! Census.
Instance hpaan, Dlllwsea d Public Pollen lean .7ebl of Buctlanlq 11th th Internal
vnu Coda, 72 Yale LJ. 100 0962) (breaks! "Yell Cctat').

0
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Before the 1969 Act, the courts, relying on'the statutory

language of the Code provision providing deductions for bust -

ness expenses, disallowed deductions on public policy

grounds.13 Section 162(a) generally allows deductions for

a11 the "ordinary" and "necessary" expenses paid or incurred
in carrying on a trade or business.14 The courts, however,

were convinced that allowing deductions would undermine the

enforcement efforts of the various governmentalunits imposing

fines or penalties. Courts faced two competing considera-

tions = the pressure to measure net income accurately regard -

less of moral or legal considerations;15 and, a notion that

allowing such deductions would frustrate public policy.16 By

disallowing these deductions, the courts created an exception

to the broad principle that the Federal income tax was meant

as a tax on net income and not as a sanction against wrongdo-

ing.

" Soc, mg., Guantanamo= !. hunger, 320 0.8. IS'! (INS); Burroughs Builtin; Ihtarll Go. 7.
tmlulnl, 47 1.24 118 (34 CL!. "SI). Other courts found p!mtD ot manner! U than rn -
olbu Batted f conducting opcnum without vishnu the lou. Ian, a.. , Ioc-nr Moro= p =-on co. v.
had lucca. SM ml. D (liu).
" BC ! 1020) (1982) nd predecessor IEC ! 23()(1)(A)(l930) .
" ibn legislative Manor! of the only ronan; can clearly panda In E  t her ot
BM receipts. he purpose f da an u ot to paulus or prohibit umbria! othttlo. Boo jah

ct. cups; mu 12, at oil- =2 al nausea and chau.
" Su hgprt. aqua moto 82. t ON-15.
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The rationale underlying disallowing deductions on public -

policy grounds is clearly expressed in C e

e. S 0 ,17the major Supreme Court decision ad-

dressing the deductibility of amounts paid as fines or

penalties. ank enta g involved a trucking concern

that paid substantial fines resulting from violations of a

state's maximum highway weight laws. In denying a tax deduc-

lion for fines paid, the Supreme Court concluded that allowing

such deductions would encourage continued violations by

decreasing the costs of noncompliance.1 The Court approved

the holdings of earlier cases that found allowing a tax

benefit reduces the impact or the sting of the penalty.19 It

thus held that allowing deductions for amounts paid as fines

frustrates sharply defined state policy.

Courts and Congress got part of the equation right. Dis-

allowing deductions will, at the margin, increase the odds of

compliance. They perhaps failed to fully appreciate, however,

" no 0.=. so (nsa).
" ass lu. as as.
" United Suns V. Jaffa!. 07 LN AN (Cub Cl=. 1931), dillusd on och= rcuads, ub un.,
Batted Iucn V. Bornlun I Pontus hshorlng lb., 306 VJ. 876 (1939); Yuma!. Co. V. €0-
hlaur. 61 Lid IN (Ich Cl!. 1033) Otago, !. !. 5 !. !. Cs. !. Cunlnlnr, AT LN ON 17th

Cu- . Hun Burroughs U1MLB3 burn! Co. , mpa an lb Urn= ordaom Co. v. Celutmn, AU

LN 372 (Ich Cl=. "Nh Ilsvsashln. he. V. Culnlsar, 12 LU. USC (lil!).
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that disallowing deductions increases the burden of the fine

or penalty by the amount of the additional tax l1ab1lity.20

Disallowing deductions also has a disproportionate effect on

taxpayers in different tax brackets = the higher the taxpayer's

marginal tax rate, the greater the detriment. We shall return

to both points.

The 1969 Act extends the policy of disallowing deductions

beyond fines: it also includes "similar penalties." The

legislative history distinguishes between penalties that have

the same purpose as flnes21 presumably, those sanctions

that are punitive in nature and penalties that are com-

pensatory or remedial in nature. Deductions are thus allowed

for damages meant solely to compensate a party for harm suf -

fered.22

From the standpoint of deterrence, the distinction between

compensatory and punitive damages makes little sense. The

" an h.u.., xu". = zrm;€££ an un mm lu, = mn 1.. uv. as, as-=1 (uss). na.
&nte mira note 12, t !!1.
,1 !. Isp. o. 02-07 GOT!). reprinted I 3.072-1 CJ. 539. 600.~ Courts have than upheld deductions ln True 7. United States, 603 !.Bupp. 3370 (0. Wo. INS):

linen Dina Linen, Ins. V. United Ratu, TOO l.zd 104) (Ich Cl!. 1083); nd Bouthun Pulfle Sunl-
pontlm Co. 7. lbllomu, 75 LG. 07 (1900) .

A sulla = distinction anu I the mutant un. Hm cn dcduet mounts pall an-
puatory hanna but are ot allan! to doduet tb nlLaug no-third paid treble 4 usda!
th annan= lan. Ill! I I62()(l0z).
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penalty should induce efficient behavior. It does not matter

whether the offender pays compensation to a specific victim or

to society at large. The tax treatment should be the same for

both payments. If the fines or penalties are set at a level

that reflects the harm caused, then the amounts should be ful-

ly deductible regardless of whether payments constitute direct

compensation.

The current tax treatment of fines and penalties thus con-

rains three main deficiencies. By disallowlng deductions for

amounts paid as fines or similar penalties, the current treat -

mont over penalizes certain activities, creates different

costs for the same offense for taxpayers in different brack-

ets, and treats differently certain amounts paid as penalties

merely because the offender pays compensation to a specific

victim rather than society at large. These deficiencies like -

ly result from a failure to consider explicitly how to design

fines and penalties in the presence of taxation. We contend

that efficient deterrence requires the tax system to be

neutral regarding a firm's choice of inputs, and, in particu -

lar, the tax treatment of fines and penalties should not favor

one input over another.

O
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II. The Deterranco Approach

Firms7' in conducting operations choose from a wide vari -

ely of inputs, such as expenditures for labor, raw materials,

and energy. Firms maximize profits by choosing an input mix

that equalizes the marginal revenue product of an additional

dollar spent for each input.

Some inputs generate external harms. Absent government

intervention, firms maximize profits without regard to the

harm imposed on others. The government seeks to regulate the

externality by requiring the firm to include the external harm

in its profit calculations. The government sets uniform stan -

dards for such items as air pollution, double parking, or ai -

lowable highway truck weights based on some notion of

society's total benefits and costs of the activity. Firms

regulatedby such standards, however, are heterogeneous in

their benefits and costs. For a firm with a particularly high

marginal benefit, such as Federal Express delivery service

engaging in double parking, it mayhbe socially desirable for

that firm to violate the standard.

" Ib discussion applies to m catrprl, nether la tb Ion at solo pnprl.cterh1p, parton-
ohlp, or ocrportln, nqod In the conduct f trade or bulbous and linn not t oubjoot to
cannon.
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To assure that violations will occur only when.they are

efficient} the government can require a firm to bear the cost

of the externality by imposing a schedule of fines or

penalties. In the s1mplestsituatlon, complete enforcement

and no taxation, the government should impose a fine or a pen-

alty equal to the marginal external harm caused. Then the

firm will face relative prices for the inputs that reflect

their relative marginal social costs. Faced With theserela -

tlve prices, each firm will choose the efficient amount of the

inputs burdened with the externality.

This policy results in an efficient amount of a particular

activity, even though the activity generates external harm.

Because a firm will avoid engaging in an activity that yields

more costs than benefits,24 the amount of the fines or

penalties should not be set at such a high level that socially

beneficial activities are not undertaken.25

III. Optimal Enforcement in the Presence of

Income Taxation

" he Nathan, An Introduction te th hbolple of Kerala nd hLl.atls IN (IRS); lester,
aqua nate IO.
" See lehard A. Pune=. Iceman Analysts 01 Luv 307 (hd ed. lili).

O
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How does a firm choose an efficient mix of inputs when the

firm's income is subject to taxation - and other inputs are de-

ductible for tax purposest For simplicity, we assume that the

firm bears the entire incidence of the tax, and further, that

inputs are not subject to tax preferences or detriments apart

from the tax treatment of fines and penalt1es.26

We adopt as a benchmark the efficient mix of inputs, that

is the mix that would be chosen by a firm that faces relative

prices for the inputs equal to the relative marginal social

costs. Broadly, two possible approaches to the design of an

efficient enforcement system exist: first, to disallow deduc-

lions for expenditures for fines or penalties and to adjust

the amount of fines or penalties for the offender's tax rate

and probability of enforcement; second, under a proportionate

tax system, to allow deductions and to adjust fines or

,6 lo the uncut inputs re Bubba! to och! tu prfrnco or dotrtnt, or for du! utter, ny

other Bucket Ipzfoenns, lt my be difficult to dotcmln ihethz stints; th tu trauma! of
haul nd penalties results in hm shoals; the o!!lahnt !. ol Inputs. In Llpuy 5 Lancaster.
The General Theory of Second lost, It liv. leon. ltd. Il (1956); hlimky, lfflelaey nd been
tama: The Rehabilitation of Tu Insomnia, Ol tun 1.. lev. 973, 996-1002 (MIG) (Gunman; the
llfflculty of dctonlLq Author nath; o asnsupotlun oeonoq nero ooqntltlvo Iqmw oettf
pu1 l1oottn of consumes).
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penalties only for the probability of enforcement. The op-
.

timal design of fines or penalties depends on the approach

taken.

A. complete Enforcement nd Proportionato

Income Taxation

The analysis first assumes a proportionate income tax sys-

rem and complete enforcement, which detects and successfully

prosecutes a11 violations.

!ondedgg;;b;e £;nes and Qggglgies, Suppose the govern-

mont sets the fine or penalty at a level equal to the harm

caused. Under the nondeductible regime, the firm's cost of

inputs not generating externalities equals the price less the

benefit of the tax deduction. In contrast, the cost of the

externality -generating input equals the sum of the price of

the input net of the tax deduction" plus the amount of the

fine or penalty without any benefit of tax deduction. The

firm maximizes profits by choosing its mix of inputs on an

" la = iq1telty, th dteuuten brain nd dl ladd In the Appdll null tb private But of
th onazaallty-omuLnn him lo loco.
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after-tax basis. Because expenditures for inputs other than

the input generating the externality are fully deductible, the

firm chooses too little of the input generating the ex-

ternality and too much of other inputs relative to the effi -

cient mix of inputs.

Moreover, this distortion causes the firm's cost of pro-

duction to be higher. Accordingly, the total market supply of

the product will be lover. The'distortion reduces social wel-
fare in two ways = inefficient use of inputs, and inefficient

level of production. The"h1gher the tax rate, the greater the -

distortion becomes.

Suppose instead that the government adjusts the fine or

penalty so that the income tax becomes neutral with respect to

the firm's choice of inputs. Let F represent the amount of

the fine or penalty, t represent the tax rate (assumed here to

be constant), and H represent the external harm caused by the

activity. Let the government set the fine or penalty accord-

ing to the rule:

F (1"t) Be

Then the after-tax cost of the externality -causing input rela -

live to the after-tax cost of the other inputs will be identi -

cai to the relative social marginal cost of the inputs.
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Since the firm faces relative input costs equal to the

relative social marginal costs, the firm chooses an efficient

mix of inputs. This lowers the firm's cost of production, and

reduces the distortion due to reduced production. Note, how-

ever, that the income tax still drives a wedge between the

amounts paid by the firm for its share of capital and amounts

received by shareholders. This distortion results in a total

industry output below the efflclent level.2
Under the nondeductible approach, the higher tax rate,

the less attractive the input bearing the externality becomes

relative to other inputs, the more the government should

reduce the amount of the fine or penalty. Note that if

entities that are not subject to taxation (for example,.

municipal governments and tax-exempt enterprises) use the

externality -causing input, then the government should not ad-

just fines or penalties applicable to those entities for

taxes. Similarly, if fines or penalties apply to individuals

engaged ln personal activities not eligible for tax deduc-

lions, then no adjustment for taxes is required.

d ble S Congress could

O

alternatively allow fines and penalties to be deductible. Un-

" h Anthem - !. Atkinson ! Joseph !. ltl.1l.t, Lectures n hab1le leeaen1e 2.3-0 (1980).
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der this regime, a11 inputs into production receive the

benefit of a tax deduction. Suppose that the government sets

the fine or penalty equal to the harm caused, then the rela -

live cost of inputs on an after-tax basis will be identical to

the relative marginal social cost. In these circumstances,

the firm will choose an efficient input mix.

Under the deductible regime, the optimal schedule of fines

and penalties with taxation would be the same as the optimal

schedule in the absence of taxation. In essence, with com-

plete enforcement, the fine or penalty becomes equivalent to a

Pigouvian excise tax29 on use of the externality - causing in -

put.90

8. Random Enforcement and Prepertlonate

Income Taxation

Certain activities resultingvin external harm are not easy

for the government to observe; Where activities are conceal-

" npc. twa -m um=." tm on .4. um.
" Umm By deduet amman paid a alone tale = s I.o e the costa rpnut ordinary nd Been -
aeq expense= Incurred in th conduct 02 a trade er tulane. leg. LIGA-28).
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able, the amount of the fine or penalty must be adjusted for

the probability of detection and successful prosecution. Com-

plete enforcement increases the probability of detection and

successful prosecution close to one. 'Becauseoomplete enfor -

cement is expensive, however, society must determine the level

of enforcement it can afford.31 One approach to enforcement

may be a program of random inspection resulting in a specific

Vprobability of enforcement.

ondeduct le ines d e 3 e Under the non-

deductible regime, thejgeneral conclusion remains that for ef - -

ficient use of inputs, the fine or penalty must be adjusted to

reflect the firm's tax rate. The fine or penalty, however,

must also be adjusted to account for random enforcement. Let

p represent the probability of enforcement, then let the

government set the fine or penalty as follows:

! = (l-t)/p 8.

Under a system of random enforcement, the government must in -

crease the amount of the fine or penalty to ensure that the

" an nunn. mn am s, ac sac-=9.

13
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expected after-tax cost of using the input equals the marginal

social cost." The government should reduce the fine or pen-

ally by a factor (l-t) so that the expected after-tax cost of

the externality -causing input relative to the after-tax cost

of the other inputs will be identical to the relative social

marginal cost of the inputs.

Some contend that the government fails to sufficiently in -

crease fines and penalties for the probability of enforcement.

Simple application of the formula may result in fine that

seems unfairly high when compared to the actual harmed

caused." If the government fails to sufficiently increase

the fine or penalty to account for random enforcement, a

policy of disallowing deductions Hill compensate by increasing

the effective amount of the fine or penalty.34

2. pgductiblg £;gg and £ ; g,s enalt e If Congress allows

fines and penalties to be deductlble, the amount of the fine

or penalty need only be adjusted for random enforcement. The

optimal fine becomes:

" su um;. mm mn ac no-as.
" A 1en a th a ante chanson of MLB ppnbaded are th u for all, tren er -lt am
be edo that o unflmu results. lea Famer, upra nate 25, t 212 (discussing th Ialrna of a
crhlnl Justice system that annan lev probabilistic of pprhmlen and aavletlc chan th ante
celts nd benefits are equllud mun; pai -tlclpat).
" A policy of dlul1evtaa dodueuu vll1, hm-wo, fu -cho diners £2 th th lgmunc for na -
du subsets! L leo hub.
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F " 1/P an

which is the fine or penalty that would be optimal in a world

without taxation. Because a11 inputs are priced on the same

after-tax basis, the firm chooses an efficient input mix and

fines and penalties need not be adjusted.

The current regime of disallowing deductions for fines and

similar penalties interferes with a firm choosing an efficient

input mix. Assuming proportionate taxation, one can improve

the situation either by making a11 fines and penalties not de-

ductible, and suitably adjusting the fines and penalties for

both the tax rate and the probability of enforcement, or by

making a11 fines and penalties fully deductible and adjusting

only for the probability of enforcement. Under each approach,

a single common schedule of fines and penalties applies to a11

taxpaying firms.

C. Progressive Income Taxation

What if the tax system is progressivet The > structure of a

progressive tax system provides for the taxpayer's marginal

rate of tax to increase as taxable income increases.

O
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ondeduc nes n t Under the non-

deductible regime, the higher the marginal tax rate, the

greater the burden of the fine or penalty, the greater the

distortion towards inputs that are fully deductible. Guided

by the same basic intuition as in the case of proportionate

taxation, let the government set the fine or penalty as fol-

lows =

F - (1- r)/p li.

where r represents the marginal tax rate at the level of in -

comevgiven by the efficient mix of inputs. Under this sched-

ule of fines or penalties, the expected after - tax cost of the

externality - causing input relative to the after-tax cost of

the other inputs faced by the taxpaying firm will be identical

to the relative social marginal cost of the inputs.

Note that to set fines or penalties correctly under a sys-

rem of progressive taxation, the government must first

determine the level of income that results from an efficient

input mix. Once the government determines the level of in -

come, it can use the appropriate r in setting the amount of

the fine or penalty. Because firmshave different efficient

input mix andhence different levels of income, they will have

different r. The government must therefore set the amount of
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the fine or penalty after determining the r for each firm.

Thus the greater diversity of technology across firms, the

greater the difference in optimal fines or penalties across

firms.

Tying the amount of the fine or penalty to the tax rate of

the offender represents a radical departure from the current

design. The proposed approach requires a lower fine or penal -

ty before taxes for*wealthier offenders (those with higher r)

than for those less fortunate. In contrast, the current de-

sign results in higher after-tax costs for fines and penalties

imposed on wealthier offenders than those in lower tax brack-

ets.

duc e es e e Under a deductible

regime, the government can achieve efficient results with ap-

propriate design, but the design of optimal fines and

penalties becomes more difficult. The difficulty results be-

cause the marginal tax rate may be a function of the firm

being successfully detected and prosecuted. If the government

fines the firm, the firm's taxable income is reduced and its

marginal tax rate may be lower. If the government does not

fine the firm, then the firm's taxable income is higher and

the firm may be subject to a higher marginal tax rate. The

optimal fine or penalty therefore depends on the interplay be-

tween the probability of enforcement and the two marginal
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brackets.95 It is not simply the fine or penalty that would

be optimal in a world without taxation.

With progressive taxation of income, the schedule of fines

or penalties must thus be tailored to each individual firm ac-

cording to its marginal tax rate. This implies that the

government must set a menu of fines or penalties. Only if a11

firms have identical technology, and hence have identical ef-

ficient mix of inputs vill they be subject to the identical

schedule of fines or penalties.

IV. Implications Per Future Design of lines

nd Penalties

We have described three problems with the current tax

treatment of fine and similar penalties. Pirst, the tax

treatment interferes with the firm's efficient choice of input

mix by providing an additional cost in the form of a dis -

allowed deduction. Firms will substitute away from inputs

that result in fines or similar penalties towards inputs that

" lee Appndu for details. Its pet-HS let serpents tu ute structure should adnan this
e~ lleatlen as MI brunel tu rate rtl! apply to Bt em-pott tpayexs.
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are fully deductlble. The inefficient mix results in higher

social costs of production, and consequently smaller output.

Second, the current tax treatment dlscrlminates among of -

fenders according to their tax brackets. The more progressive

the tax system, the greater the distortion becomes. Non-

deductible fines and penalties create greater incentives for

firms with higher marginal tax rates to reduce use of

externality - causing inputs than firms with lover marginal tax

rates. Third, the current tax treatment discrimlnates between

the conpensatory portion of a penalty and fines or penalties

where the offender does not pay compensationdlrectly to a

specific victim. No economic basis for this distinction ex-

isis. We therefore contend that either Congress should allow

full deductlbllity for amounts paid as fines or penalties or

the government should reduce the amount of the fine to reflect

taxes. Either approach results in an efficient use of inputs

and production.

Circumstances may exist, however, where the current system

closely approximates the optimal fine or penalty. A policy of

nondeductibility of fines and penalties may make sense if the

government improperly sets fines or penalties from either un -

derestimating the amount of the external harm or not increas-

.ing the fine or penalty high enough to account for incomplete

enforcement. If the government overestimates the amount of
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external harm or increases the fine or penalty too much to ac-

count for incomplete enforcement, however, a policy of non-

deductibility may aggravate the distortions on input mix.

The rate reductions in the 1986 Act significantly reduce

the total costs of fines and similar penalties for certain

taxpayers.96 If before the 1986 Act, fines and penalties

closely approximated the correct result dueto under-

adjustment for the probability of enforcement, then the 1986

rate changes may have caused fines and penalties to depart

significantly from the efficient level. If, however, before

the 1986 Act, fines and penalties were set too high because

they failed to incorporate tax considerations, then the lower

rates may result in a greater and more efficient use of

externality-causing inputs. The empirical implications of"our

analysis is that the 1986 Act leads firms to increase use of

inputs, such as those that result in pollution, overloading of

trucks, double parking, and safety violations, as the effec -

live after-tax costs of those inputs has been reduced relative '

to the costs of fully-deductible inputs.

" Whether th lite An shaman reduce a t.apye!' total een. ef fun nd penalties depends on

th ehne In the e!feader'a rLal te recon. Althsuah Bushel u rate= are reduced, lb HIM let
significantly broadened th tu been fez nu eel -ponte tapeyern e that changan I effective rLnl
tu reno are herd to predict.
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The choice between allowing full deductibility and reduc-

ing the amount of the fine or penalty may depend on several

factors. A policy of full deductibllity may be less costly to

administer, especially if the tax system is roughly propor -

tional. It allows the same fine or penalty to apply in in -

stances when the sanctions are imposed on tax -exempt entities

and individuals engaged in personal, nondeductible activities,

as well as firms engaged in a trade or business. The deduct-

ible regime also does not require the government to adjust

fines and penalties whenever tax rates change, and eliminates

the need to differentiate between penalties that are com-

pensatory and other fines and similar penalties. If, however,

the tax system is progressive, it may be easier to design op-

timal fines and penalties under a nondeductible approach, es-

pecially if firms and technology are very*diverse.

Several important limitations apply to the conclusions of

this Article. First, we assume it is socially beneficial for

a firm with private benefits that exceed external costs to

engage in an activity that generates external harm. Second,

we deliberately exclude consideration of offenses with no so-

.cially redeeming value. Third, the analysis assumes that a11

firms are risk -neutral. This assumption may bequite

plausible for publicly -held firms, but less so for firms that

are sole proprietorships and small partnerships. In the lat -
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ter case, the firms may be risk - averse so that the fines ande

penalties must be further adjusted to account for risk aver -

sion." Finally, we have assumedba constant probability of

enforcement. In practice, the government will choose a prob -

ability that reflects a tradeoff between the marginal increase

in social welfare from more enforcement and the marginal cost

of enforcement.

" In blunt! I hvc11, myra note 5.
" he Bugle =. Gupta into 5.
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Appendix

August 22, 1988

1 Model

Consider a total of it irma 5 = I,...,n engaged in some businss that require.

inputs of labor and some other input, say air pollution, that gives rise to an external

harm. For each i, let 2; be the quantity of labor employed, and a€ the quantity of

air pollution, and B€(£,,G€) repreent Ps revenue from the business with inputs 2,

and er,. For simplicity, we assume that the cost of the labor input is C€(£€), and

that the private cost of the pollution input is nero.

Let EM) be the harm caused to other persons by the pollution. Then the

eilicient input of labor, Q, and the efficient level of pollution by Brm i, a;, maximize

R€(£€.u€) - C'€(£€) - H(GI - (1)

We assume that the function R,(- , -) is increuing and strictly concave in both

arguments, and that the functions C€(-) and H,( -) are increasing and strictly convex.

The solution is characterized by the irst-order conditions

9-8€(£€ €€) - ic€(£€) = 0.at, ' ac
(2)

and

lam €) - 3- am = 0 -

be '
am

(3)

Because firms have different revenue and labor cost functions, the efficient level of

pollution will differ across Sms.

1
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By the very nature of harmful sctivity, the government may have dilliculty ob-

serving each Brm's ag, hence the government's enforcement of the Snes may consist

of s program of random inspection. Since the government cannot observe es-ante

the &rm's ar, the probability of inspection. p, cannot be s function of each Erm's

en. It may be n function of the choice of the whole population, cc;,... ,a,,), but

for simplicity, we assume that p is n constant.

2 Proportionate Income Taxation

Our objective is to consider how the lines should be amended when the £rm's income

from the business is subject to taxation. In this section, we assume that the income

tax is proportionste at rate t. The lirm's expenditure on labor is deductible from

tu. There are two possible spproachs with regard to the income tax treatment of

the expenditure on Snes for pollution.

2.1 Nondeductible Fines

Under the first approach, Congres dos not allow B deduction for expenditure on

lines, hence the 6rm maximize

(1 -0 lR€(£€.€€) - €€(£€)l -? Mls) -

Let p F2(€€) = (! - 1) H (ml. or

Nm) = .
(1 -0

- F (€) (4)

then the firm will maximize

(1 -0 lR€(£€-€€) - C'€(£€)l - (1 - 0 £7 lee) -

But this is equivalent to maximizing

lR€(£€.€€) - C€(£€)l - F (4=).

2
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which is identical to (1), hence, the Brm will choose the eli-lcient labor and pollution

input.

If enforcement is complete, p = I', then the optimal schedule of Snes is

Mm) = (1 - €) U (Ge) -

2.2 Deductible Fines

The alternative approach is for Congress to allow the Sim to deduct expenditure

on Snes. Then the Grm will maximize

r (1 - 0 lR€(£€.€€) - C€(£€) - I-2(€€)1 + (1 - Pi (1 - 0 lR€(£€.e€) - C€(£€)l

= (1 - 0 lR€(£€.€€) - 0€(£€)1 - r(1 - 0 HM) -

If the government sets p E(c€) = H(cl;). Bc.,

am = 1 Hm).
P

(5)

then the lirm will maximize

(1 - £)lR€(£€.€€) - C-(4) - 8 (€€)l.

which is equivalent to maximizing

lR€(£€.€€) - C€(£€)l - H jed.

which is identical to (1), hence, the Sim will choose the efficient labor and pollution

inputs.

If enforcement is complete, the optimal Eno is

1'2(€) = Uh).

ie., a Pigouvian excise tax.

3



Note that provided that income taxation in proportionate, the policy that in-

duces efficient choice of inputs is identical for ll irma. This holds true under both

the approachs of nondeductible Snes, and of deductible Snes. We see next that,

under a progressive system of income tax, the efficient inc must be tailored to the

individual Grm according to its marginal tax rate(a).

3 Progressive Income Taxation

Let the income tax system be progressive, and in particular, let it be characterized

by a increasing concave function Sc-) such that if a Elm's taxable income is Y, then

its post-tax income will be given by S (Y). The function 6"(Y) is the marginal rate

of retention.

3.1 Nondeductible Fines

Each 6.rm will maximize

SIR€(£€.€€) - C€(£€)l - ! 1'2(G) -

The Erst-order conditions are

S'IR€(£€.€€) - C€(l€)l -
[;ER€(£€.££)

- ~C44) ] = 0.
8 8

and

s'lB€(£€. -€) - C€(£€)l - liR€(£€.€€)l - ;-in(€) = 0 -
ad-£ Gm

The irst-order conditions simplify to

inn.-.) - icao = 0.34 ak
(6)

and

LIMA mi -
84; '

P
S' [R€(£€.0€) - @(4) ] am

iB(€) = o. (7)

4
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,Suppose that the government sets enforcement

P

-9'lR€(EZ - €2) - C€(£2)l
Eh) = H (ln).

or

,Nai) = s,lB€(£;o:) - plum
P

HM - (8)

Then equations (6) and (7) will be identical to (1) and (2), hence the Elm will

choose the efficient labor and pollution inputs. If r be the marginal rate of tax, the

optimal line may also be expressed s

,2 (ai) =
1 - ' [~ (£:!g) - GEM

P
B jen). (9)

To construct the policy, the government must Srst Bnd the brm's 2; and cr;.

then compute the r at the eBcient input levels, and linally, substitute in (9) for

the schedule of Snes. In this case, each type { will face a dillerent schedule of ines.

If all Grms are identical with regard to the revenue fun~on, R,( -, -), and the cost

function, C,(-), then the schedule of lines will he identical for all Brms.

3.2 Deductible Fines

Each irm will maximise

D SlR€(£€.€) - €€(£€) - F2(€€)l + (1 - Pi SIR€(£€.€€) - C€(£€)l - (10)

Notice that in the event that the irm is inspected, it will be lined, hence it will fall

into a lower marginal tax bracket. The lower this marginal tax bracket, the larger

the proportion of the She borne by the Elm and the smaller the put borne by the

income-tax authority. It is in this way that the enforcement regime- probability

and fine- interacts with the income tax system. This implies that s inc of

mc) = 2 £1(<-,).

5
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will not necessarily be optimal.

Because of this interaction, it is dillicult to directly characterize the efficient inc
under the approach of deductible Snes. Instead, we show indirectly the existence

of a schedule of Snes, ? (nu), that leads the Elm to an efficient choice of inputs. Let

G(4.W) g' -9 lR€(£€.€€) - C'€(£€)l - D Mm). (11)

where F}(-) is given by (9). For each Ibm, let F2(a;) be such that

D SlR44.GI) - C44) - i2(€)l + (1 - 1*) SlR€(£€.€€) - C€(£€)l = G(£€.€€). (12)

LG.,

P SlR€(£€ - €€) - C'€(£€) - F2(€€)1 = P SlR€(£€ - €€) - C€(£€)l - ? F(€€) -

Since S (-) is strictly increasing, the inverse S' exists, hence

FM) = R€(£€.€€) - €(4) - S"ISIR€(£€.m) - C'€(£€)l - F (ml} (13)

2 R€(££.€€) - CM) - -7"{ -9 lR€(£€.€€) - C£(£€)]}

0.

Thus, F}(u€) 2.0 and is implicitly deined by (9) and (13).

Under the approach of deductible Snes, the Iirm will maximize G(£€,q), s

exprssed in (12). By construction (equation (11)), G(L,e€) is identical to the

brm's objective function under the approach of nondeductible ins. Hence, the

firm will choose the same labor and pollution inputs under the two approaches.
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